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Abstract 

The St. Malo migmatite belt is located along the north Brittany 

coast between the towns of N. D. du Guildo (Cotes-du-Nord) and Cancale 

(Ille-et-Vilaine). The belt, which has a north-east trend and structural 

grain, has been assigned to the Hercynian (Abrard, 1923), Caledonian 

(Graindor, 1962) and Cadomian (Leutwein, 1968 and Jeannette, 1971) earth 

movements. Detailed structural and metamorphic studies have shown, 

however, that rocks within the St. Malo migmatite belt have a longer 

structural history and a higher metamorphic grade than adjacent 

Brioverian supracrustal rocks (Brown, Barber & Roach, 1971). The St. 

Malo migmatite belt represents part of the Pentevrian basement within 

the Armorican Massif. 

Included within the St. Malo migmatite belt are metasediments, 

metatexites, diatexites and, locally, sheets of granite and trondhjemite. 

The terms metatexite and diatexite are used according to the definitions 

proposed by Brown (1973). Metatexis is defined as 11 ••• the process of 

segregation (usually of quartz and feldspar) by metamorphic 

differentiation and partial fusion ll and a metatexite is therefore a 

rock 11 ••• produced by metatexis and in which the migmatitic banding is_ 

evidentll • Diatexis is defined as 11 ••• high-grade anatexis in which 

fusion may be completell and a diatexite is therefore a rock 11 ••• produced 

by diatexis and in which there is no continuous migmatitic bandingll. 

The western half of the St. Malo migmatite belt comprises 

approximately equal proportions of metatexite and diatexite at the 

present level of erosion. Mesoscopic patches of diatexite are common 

within the metatexite and often fragment the metatexite to give schollen 

structure. Granite sheets are common within the metatexites. The 
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eastern half of the St~ Malo migmatite belt is dominated by diatexite 

at the level now exposed. The diatexite forms a core to the migmatite 

belt and on its south-eastern side has punched through the metatexite 

envelope to intrude Pentevrian metasediments. The River Rance 

provides a transverse section through the St. Malo migmatite belt and 

allows the transition from Pentevrian metasediment to metatexite to 

diatexite to be studied in detail. Similar rocks are exposed around 

St. Cast and upstream along the Rance near Oinan. 

Brioverian metasediments are exposed on the north-western side of 

the St. Malo migmatite belt. Th~comprise a sequence of turbidites. 

Shear belts of Cadomian age cut the Pentevrian basement. 

The major element chemistry of the diatexites shows a closer 

affinity with sediments of greywacke type rather than with sediments of 

arkose type and one sample of Pentevrian metasediment is similar to 

calcium-poor greywacke. The St. Malo rocks have K/Rb ratios near the 

average for upper crustal rocks and Th/U ratios similar to amphibolite 

facies granite goeisses. Twenty four separated biotites have been 

analysed for a selection of major and trace elements and have allowed 

an estimate to be made of the prevailing temperature and fugacity of 

water during diatexis. 

Four episodes of deformation are recognized within the Pentevrian 

metasediments prior to the Cadomian orogeny. Initial metatexis was 

broadly concomitant with 01 whilst later diatexis was broadly concomitant 

with 03• Three episodes of deformation are recognized within the 

Brioverian supracrustal rocks and within shear belts developed in the 

Pentevrian basement in response to the Cadomian orogenic episode. 

Mesonormative Q-Ab-Or ratios of the diatexites show a close 

relationship with points of minimum melt composition determined 
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experimentally within the NaA1Si30S-KA1Si30S-CaA12Si20S-Si02-H20 

system and ·projected from An onto the Q-Ab-Or face of the Q-Ab-Or-An 

tetrahedron. Mesonormative Ab-Or-An ratios of the diatexites lie 

within the plagioclase feldspar field on the ternary feldspar face of 

the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron. A variety of evidence suggests that the 

diatexites crystallised under variable water vapour pressures in the 

range 2-5 kb. Consideration of the water saturated phase relations in 

the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron shows that the mesonormative compositions 

of the diatexites generally lie within the primary phase volume of 

quartz close to the qua,rtz-feldspar surface. Crystallization of the 

diatexites would have proceeded with the early appearance of quartz 

and plagioclase feldspar which would have moved the liquid composition 

down the quartz-feldspar surface to the intersection with the two 

feldspar surface when K-feldspar would have appeared. This is 

consistent with the observed textural relationships between the felsic 

phases. P-T conditions during diatexis were within the stability field 

of sillimanite and probably above the stability of muscovite (breakdown 

possibly by the vapour absent reaction plagioclase + muscovite + quartz 

= sillimanite + K-feldspar + liquid) at the level now exposed and 

probably above the stability of biotite (breakdown possibly by the 

vapour absent reaction biotite + sillimanite + quartz = cordierite + 

K-feldspar + liquid) at deeper levels within the belt. 
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1.1 

Introduction 

The Armorican Massif of north-west France is one of several 

Hercynian Massifs within Europe. It is of great interest because 

its northern part has escaped major orogenic reworking during 

Phanerozoic time (Roach, Adams, Brown, Power and Ryan, 1972). It is 

thus possible to study the Precambrian basement to the Hercynian 

orogen without having to consider, except locally, Phanerozoic 

deformation and metamorphism. The research area forms part of the 

Armorican Massif - a region of some 100,000 km2 comprising 

Precambrian and Palaeozoic rocks and bounded to the east and south 

by the unconformable Mesozoic sediments of the Paris and Aquitaine 

basins (see Figure 1.1). The Precambrian of the Armorican Massif 

has been divided into two fundamental tectonic units by Cogne 

(1959 & 1962) and Roach et!L (££.cit.): the Pentevrian l , a pre-900 m.y. 

crystalline basement with a complex orogenic history, and the 

Brioverianl , a supracrustal sequence of possible age range 900 m.y. to 

700 m.y. or 650 m.y. (see Bishop, Roach and Adams, in press). Both 

the Pentevrian .basement and the Brioverian cover were deformed, 

metamorphosed and intruded by igneous material during the late 

Precambrian to early Palaeozoic Cadomianl orogenic episode. 

Th e a rea stud i ed is 1 oca ted a'long the no rth Br i tta ny2 coa s t 

between the towns of St. Cast and Cancale and is centred around Dinard 

and St. Malo (Figure 1.2). It extends inland along the River Rance 

1 Anglicised versions of the French 'Pentevrien ' , I Brioverien' and 

'Cadomien'. 

2 Brittany is the major geographical region within the Armorican 

Massif of France. 



Figure 1.1 

Simplified geological map of the northern and central parts 

of the Armorican Massif, France. The Armorican Massif 
I 

compri ses Bri ttany, Vendee and the \'/estern parts of Normandy, 

Maine and Anjou. 
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Figure 1.2 

The main towns and villages and the prominent headlands of 

the area studied for this thesis. 
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towards Dinan and includes part of the d~partement of Cotes-du-Nord 

(west of the Rance) and part of the d~partement of Ille-et-Vilaine 

(east of the Rance). The area is one of low-lying but gently 

undulating farmland with an elevation which is generally under 50 m. 

It is only poorly dissected by small rivers (eg. l'Arguenon and le 

Fr~mur) although the much larger River Rancecuts across the regional 

strike of the rocks and divides the area into two parts •.. ,Inland, 

outcrops of rock are restricted to a few road cuttings, which are 

often deeply weathered, and rare quarries, which are generally small 

a~d frequently overgrown. Along the coast and the River. Rance, 

however, the outcrop is almost continuous and the large tidal range 
! ~ 

in the Baie de St. Malo (up to 12 m) permits access to most of the 

exposed rock. 

At the commencement of this research project the aims of the 

study were twofold. Firstly, to establish the age of the St. Malo 

migmatite belt from its relationship with adjacent metasediments, 
. , 

which are represented on the Dinan (60) sheet of the 'Carte geologique 

detaillee de la France au 1:80.000' as part of the Brioverian. 

Secondly, to determine the petrogenetic process which was responsible 

for the production of the migmatites and granitic rocks comprising the 

St. Malo migmatite belt. Gneisses similar to some of the rocks within 

the St. Malo migmatite belt outcrop around St. Cast and·to the north 

of Dinan. The area of study was accordingly enlarged to include brief 

consideration of these rocks. 

The aims of this thesis are: 

1. To establish the relative ages of the major rock urits within the 

research area. 
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2. To determine the petrogenesis of the migmatites and granitic 

rocks within the St. Malo migmatite belt. 

> • 

3. To make comparisons with other areas of Precambrian within the 

Armorican Massif. 

The St. Malo migmatite belt and associated metasediments 

(ie. the metasedimentsforming the palaeosome to the migmatites). the 

St. Cast gneisses and the Dinan gneisses are correlated with the 

Pentevrian basement. Younger supracrustalrocks are correlated with 

the Brioverian cover •. A summary of the evidence which demonstrates 

the Pentevrian age of the St. Malo migmatite belt has been presented 

by Brown, Barber and Roach (1971). 

" 

., .. ; 

~ :' 'i 
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Previous Views on the Geology 

The Precambrian stratigraphy of the Armorican Massif has been 

summarised by Roach et!! (1972) and Bishop et!! (in press). It was 

Charles Barrois (1892 & 1893) who made the first major contribution to 

the geology of north-east Brittany with the publication of the Oinan 

sheet (No. 60) of the 1:80,000 geological map of France. Abrard 

(1923) provided the first detailed petrological account of the rocks 

which comprise the St. Malo migmatite belt. More recently, Cogne 

(1951) has described the section along the Rance from Langrolay to 

Oinard and along the coast to the west. He has made frequent 

reference to the St. Malo migmatite belt (Cogn~, 1964, 1966, 1967, 

1970 & 1971) in review articles. However, the most detailed piece of 

work in recent years'on north-east Brittany is that of Jeannette 

(1971) who undertook a structural analysis of the Precambrian rocks. 

Barrois (1892 & 1893) grouped all non-fe1dspathized schists and 

phyllites from lower Normandy and northern Brittany into one 

lithos~ratigraphic group which he called the "schistes et phyllades 

de St.-Lo", which later became part of the Brioverian (Barrois, 1895). 

The "schistes et phyllades de St.-Lo" consist of blue-grey phyllites 

which alternate with bands of feldsp'athic greywacke. In the area 

covered by the Oinan geological map rocks assigned to this group by 

Barrois (1892 & 1893) occur in three bands (Figure 1.3. unit 12). The 

first of these, south west from the Baie de la Fresnaye. is 

characterised by quartz1 tes and carbonaceous quartzites ("phtani tes"); 

the second band, from Jugon to Cancale, comprises bluish arg1l1aceous 

phyllites with beds of quartz-rich greywacke and only rare "phtanites"; 

the third band, from Plenee-Jugon to Dol, comprises bluish phyll1tes 

and greywackes but no "phtanites". Carbonaceous rocks have been 



Figure 1. 3 

Geological map of the Dinan area after Barrois (1892) 

without major modification (dykes and limon omitted). 
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considered by some.workers to be diagnostic of Middle Brioverian 
I 

sequences (eg. Cogn~,1962; and Jeannette, 1971). 

The high-grade metamorphic rocks of the Dinan area were placed by 

Barrois (1892 & 1893) into two main groups with further subdivisions. 

The more important of these groups is the "granulite" (two mica 

granite) which lies in three principal belts. Barrois considered these 

rocks to occupy anticlinal zones parallel to the fold trend in the 

'schistes et phy11ades de St.-Lo' and to represent its deeper 

metamorphic equivalent, a view which persists in recent French 

literature on the area (Cogne, 1971; Jeannette, 1971; and Auvray'!!!l, 

1972). The first belt of "granulite" is that passing through St~ Cast 

which consists of "granulite feui11et~e~ or gneissified schist (Figure 

1.3, unit 2, y1x) and comprises bands of schist alternating with,.," 

feldspathic schist •. The second belt of "granulite" passes through St. 

Malo and is also given the name "granulite feui11et~e" although of a 

di~ferent type (Figure 1.3, unit 3,y11,2). This variant, Barrois 
. . 

suggested, was produced by injection so intimate that the original 
'! • 'f 

,- < .,.... ~ 

schists have been reduced to scattered debris within foliated granite. 

The third belt of "granulite" is that trending north-east from Dinan 
( i '. -. T, 

and which presents different variants over its outcrop. These include 
. -

.1 ' 

both the previous types and also an area of "granulite granitique 

feui1let~e" (Figure 1.3,u~it 4,ylb2Yl) thou~hJ by B~rrois 'to be 
> , - '. ~ • '! -'" "", .. ~',," ". ~', 

produced by the "influence" of the Bonnemain granite. Clearly the 
. . : 

, . 
"granulite" is both varied and complex. 

. . 

. The second main group of high-grade metamorphic rocks are the 

"micaschistes et gneiss granu1itique" (schists with interbanded . 

-feldspathic schists and gneisses) (Figure 1.3. unit 6,J'2y1) •.. These 

rocks are often gradational into the "granulite" and may be difficult 

to" delimit from it with precision. The rocks of this group occupy 
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two important belts. the first passing through P1eutuit and the 

second through P1eudihen (see Figure 1.3). 

In a summary of the geology of the d~partement of I11e-et-Vi1aine 

Kerforne (1921) has fo110~ed,the stratigraphic.divisions established by 

Barrois. Kerfornels comments on the Precambrian are essentially 

correct though often uninspired. for example "1e soubassement du 

d~partement. comme dans tout le Massifdu reste. est form~ de sedim~nts 

1res anciens designes par M. Ch. Barrois sur le nom Brioverien. Nous 
. ,~. ' :, 

nlen connaissons pas la 1imite infl~ieure. Aucune discordance ne 1es 

s'pare/des Gneiss et Micaschistes et. par suite. i1est impossible de 
"-

differimcier un terrain plus ancien". He considered the St. Malo and 

Dinan belts of gneissose rocks to be " •••• p1utot forme de gneiss que 
- ~. ~~ " 

de micaschistes et constitue un massif de roches inject~e de granulite 
. . ", " .;,-. -

para1lelement a la stratification". Kerforne noted that the gneisses 

contained a substantial quantity of secondary (sic) sillimanite. 
. . . 

Abrard (1923) has provided the only comprehensive petrographic 
'", '.~ , , . 

description of the various rock types within the St. Malo Massif. a 

study which took some ten summers to complete. No detailed map is 
, . 

provided but the division into rock types follows Barrois' original 
.~ , . , 

works (1892 & 1893). Abrard considered that the St. Malo Massif 
~ " " . 

comprised ancient schists and gneisses which had suffered granitization 

late in their history. He suggested that this Massif formed an 
, ' ";:;' , 

.' .' • • ! • 

- anticlinal core to the adjacent sync1ines of feldspathised schist. 

The Massif has a Ca1edonoid trend but was considered by Abrard to be 

of Hercynian age. He noted the sharp junction between the gneisses of 
. " . --.' 

• , ~ • • .,' '" ' • . ' • • ~. " • ".' "1,. 

the Massif and schists in the north-west (at Plage de Quatre Vaux) and 

the transition nature of the change from gneiss to schist upstream 

along the Rance. 
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Cogne (195l) des~ribed the section from Langrolay, alongside the 

Rance, to St. Briac, west of Dinard (see Figure I.2). He noted the 

gradual change fromphyllites with siliceous,horizons which outcrop 

around Langrolay-St. Suliac, within the Jugon-Cancale belt of Barrois 

(see above and Figure I.3), northwards into finely banded schists then 

into interbanded schtts and gneisses and finally into migmatites and 

homogeneous granites around Dinard and westwards along the coast. 

Although Cogne found that it was impossible to map the embrechite3 and 

anatexite4 migmatite types into zones, due to their intimate inter

penetration within metres, he did distinguish for descriptive purposes 

veinites, agmatites5• arterites,nebulites and homogeneous biotite-rich 

granites. He considered that this sequence from phyllites through 

schists and migmatites to homogeneous granites was produced by 

segregation; e'ssentially in the solid state, to produ~e veinites, and 

by anatexi sat highe~ grades of metamorphi srn, to 'produce nebuli tes, 

both·without extensive change in'chemical composition. 

.) , 

3 Embrechite: 'gneiss with a granitic facies and a regularly parallel 

stratification or schistosity. '. Often with phenoblasts of feldspar 

(augen structure) or lenses and small layers of granite. 
, , 

4 Anatexite: rock formed by anatexis.'. Migmatite with graniticfacies, 

rather homogeneous, often nebulitic. 

5 From Cogne's figure this type is schollen structure and not agmatite 

;, structure/ 

r. 
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Cogne {1962} has summarized the stratigraphy, pa1aeogeography, 

metamorphic' and structural history of the Brioverian within the 

Armorican Massif. The regional stratigraphic divi90ns of the 

Brioverian proposed are based upon the supposed correlation of horizons 

of similar (distinctive) lithology within the Brioverian of Lower 

Normandy, northern Brittany and southern Brittany. Graindor (1962a) 

was critical of this extension of his well established stratigraphic 
, ~, 

column for the Brioverian of Lower Normandy to the discontinuous 

outcrops of supposed Brioverian in Brittany. However, since later 

French authors (ego Jeannette, 1968 & 1971; and Hameurt and Jeannette, • 

1971) adhere to the succession given b; Cogne (1962) it is presented 

in Table 1.1. 

The most detailed piece of work on this part of the Armorican 

Massif si nce Barroi s I original survey" {1892' & 1893)1sth~t' by 
, , 

Jeannette (Jeannette, 1968; Jeannette and Cogne, 1968; Jeannette, 1971; 

and Hameurt and Jeannette, 1971) on the structural geology of the 
.-". . 

Precambrian of north-eastern Brittany. : ,Jeannette, (1971) has divided 
• •••• • .': <, '; , _, t ," , 

the St. Malo migmati~~ belt into a central core of migmatitic gneisses 

extending fromN. D. du Gui1do to Rotheneufwhichis surrounded 'by a 

variety of non-migmatitic gneisses (see Figure 1.4). These non

migmatitic gneisses ~re divided into four types by Jeannette: 
, 

cordierite-si11imanite gneiss; mi~rocline gn~iss;p1agio~1~se gneiss; 

and a 1bite gneiss (Figure 1. 4). He ass igned 'all the metasediments 

within north-east Brittany to the Brioverian. No rocks of Pentevrian 

age are recognized by Jeannette in the St. Malo area. He has divided 

the Cadomian orogeny into two phases - Cadomian '>1 and Cadomian II -

which are separated by uplift and erosion after the deformation and 

metamorphism of the Lower and Middle Brioverian but before the 

depos~tion of the Upper Brioverian. Each phase has developed a set of 



TABLE I. 1 

, 
.THE BRIOVERIAN SUCCESSION IN NORTH-EASTERN ARMORICA (AFTER COGNE, 1962) 

ORDOVICIAN 

BRIOVERIAN 

PENTEVRIAN 

TECTOGENESIS 

UPPER 
BRIOVERIAN 

OROGENESIS 

- MIDDLE 
BRIOVERIAN 

LOWER 
BRIOVERIAN 

'Gres Armoricain' quartzites. 

Laize slates and sandstones. 

Granvi11e conglomerates. 

St. Lo schists and phy11ites 
with sandy intercalations. 

Lamba11e slates with phtanites. 

Erquy volcanic series. 

Cesson conglomerates and 
arkoses. 

Granodioritic gneiss. 



Figure 1. 4 

The geology of the St. Malo region. Taken from Jeannette 

(197l, Fig. 44) without major modification. 

8. Alluvions 

7. Schistes s~ricito-chloriteux 

6. Micaschistes a biotite et muscovite 

5. Gneiss albitiques 

4. Gneiss plagioclasique 

3. Gneiss a microcline 
'\ 

2. Gneiss a cordierite et sillimanite 

l. Gneiss migmatitique 
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folds and is associated with an episode of metamorphism. The 

development Of the migmatites within the St. Malo belt of gneisses is 

regarded as the result of anatexis during the high temperature - low 

pressure metamorphism associated with Cadomian 11. Jeannette 

recognizes late to post Cadomian 11 shearing and regional catac1asis. 

Hameurt and Jeannette (1971) consider. that they can r~cognize 

,in the, vicinity of St. Cast, within the "granu1ite feui11et~e" of 

~arrois (see Figure 1.3), a sequence of cong10meratic.meta-arkoses. 

They suggest that this sequence should be called the "Groupe 

detritique de,St. Cast" and regarded as the low~rmost subdivision of 

the Brioverian. The gneisses of the St. Malo belt, those which outcrop 
.. , 

along .,the Rance and parts of the 'Gneiss de Brest' some 200 km to the 
, " . ~" 

west of St. Cast are placed within this new subdivision of the 
, ~, ; 

Brioverian. Hameurt and Jeannette suggest that it is strong deformation 
, , , , • eo ~a, ~ _, " ." , 

at the silli~anite grade of metamorphism ,which gives' a migmatitic 

appearance to these gnei sses. They wri te " •••• ,1 ~stra i n~es micacees 
. ," , ,-

de ces gneiss nesoni donc, en g'nera1 ni 1es ~esister~) unt 
. ,: .. ' ~ , 

granitisation, ni'du me1anosome metatectique, mais 1es temoins des 
i . _ ~. • .. 

ga1ets argi1eux etir~s et 1argement recrysta11ises, ou ceux de la 

di1ac€ration de niveaux schisteux qui ont'suM le meme sort". They 

propose that the "Groupedetri tiquede St. Cast" represents part of a ~ 

basal Brioverian mo1asse sedimentation deposited on both sides of the 

rising Pentevrian mountainchain- now represented by the Pentevrian-
.' , 

. gneisses which outcrop along the eastern flank of the Baie de St. ' :. ' 

Brieuc. Brown and Roach (1972a) thought that HameurtandJeannette' 

must have confuied catac1astic rocks within a majo~ shear 'b~lt for 

arkosic rocks'and asserted that the St. Malo gneisses were of anatectic 

origin. '., -:;,1 ,.' ,'" !o < 
i ,_. 
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The only detailed account of the Pentevrian basement of the French 

mainland is ~hat by Ryan (1973) who has examined an area comprising 

both Pentevrian basement and Brioverian cover rocks from the west side 

of the Baie de St. Brieuc, CBtes du Nord. In this area the Pertevrian 

consists of the Port Goret gneisses (stauro1ite bearing paragneisses), 

the P10uha Series (metasediments and metavo1canics) and the Port 
. . . 

Moguer tona1ite •. Ryan (2E..cit.) and Ryan and Roach (in press) have 

recognized four major fold phases and four episodes of regional 

metamorphism within the Pentevrian prior to the deposition of the' 

Brioverian. The structural and metamo~phic histori~s' may be more 

complex locally. The Brioverian comprises 'a thick sequence of 

turbidites " ter'med: the Binic-'Br~h~c 'Se~ies, and a restricted sequence 

ot'metasediments and meta~olcanics, termed the Palus Plage Brioverian. 

It is thought that the original unconformable relationship between 
, ,"' ,. ': ,.. ., I 

the Pentevrian and the Brioverian is partly preserved to the east of 

Palus Plage where th~ Pa1~s Plage'Brioverian~verlies the Port Goret;" 

gneisses (Ryan, .QE..cit. and Ryan and Roach~ .QE..c1t.) •. The Cadomian 

orogeny has developed two main phases of folding, with the local 

development of a ,third phase, within the Brioverian and has caused 
, . , 

local deformation of the Pentevrian basement. 

Before any sUll1l1ary of the various 'ages that have 'been . postulated .. 
. . . ~ 

for the St. Malo migmatite belt is attempted, it is necessary to review 
. - _... '" - ~ .", . 

current opinions concerning the geochronology and stratigraphy of the 

Precambrian rocks in the northe~n part of c ihe Armori~an Massif. It was 

only in 1959 that a basement older' than the Brioverian was recognized 

within the mainland pa~t of the Armorican Massif (C~gne, 1959)~ 

although b~sement gneisses had been recognized on Guerns~y (Roach, 

1957). Cogne demonstrated the unconformable relationship between the 

Brioverian (a supracrustal sequence comprising phyllites and spilitic 

volcanic rocks) and an older crystalline basement (locally granite 
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gneiss but more commonly quartz-dioritic gneiss), which he named the 

Pentevrian, at Jospinet on the eastern side of the Baie de St. Brieuc. 

Since this important first step Adams has undertaken a radiometric age 

study of northern Brittany and the Channel Islands (Adams, 1967a; 

Adams, 1967b; Adams in Bishop et !I, 1969; Adams in Roach!!!It 1972; 

and Bishop, Roach and Adams, in press) and enabled a Precambrian 

stratigraphy to be established. 

Two isotopic events have been recognized within the Pentevrian 

basement of, Guernsey, part of the Armorican Massif, by Adams using the 

Rb/Sr isochron method (Adams~ 1967b; Roach!!!I, 1972; and,Bishop > 

!!!I, in press). Leutwein et!l (1973) have confirmed the existence 

of Pentevrian basement within the mainland part of the Armorican Massif. 

They obtained an Rb/Sr isochron age of 2,500±lOO m.y. from gneissesat 

la Hague,'nea~ Cherbourg. This compares favourably with the ~lder Rb/Sr 

isochron age of 2,620±50 m.y. which Adams obtained from the Icart gneiss 

On Guernsey (Adams, 1967b; Roach!!!i, 1972; and Bishop et !l,' in ' 

press). 

Recent work in west Finist~re (Bradshaw, Renouf and Tay10r, 1967; 
" , 

and Bishop, Bradshaw, Renouf and Tay10r, 1969) has shown that during 
, , 

the Cadomian orogeny two phases of folding preceded the main regional 
" :, ' 

metamorphism in this area. Furthermore the ENE-WSW trend of the main 

Cadomian deformation was a significant control' over post-Cado~ian 
v ,.,. ", ,",!", 

" ", 

,sedimentation and deformation. Limits on the age of the Brioverian 
~ • • - <; .' 

,~ ~. 

supracrusta1 sequence and the time span of the Cadomian orogenic 
" -

episode in west Finistere have been given bYAdam~(in Bishop et ai, 
. -,;;' .".~-
- , 

~.£!!.). The Gneiss de Brest, which intrudes and hornfe1ses 
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Brioverian sediments6 and predates the main regional metamorphism 

(Bradshaw et!!, ~.cit.) gives an Rb/Sr isochron age of 690±40 m.y. 

and the post-metamorphic Renards granite gives an Rb/Sr isochron age 

of 565±40 m.y. Brioverian sedimentation is therefore,considered to 

have terminated by 700 m.y.' (see Roach et !l,1972) or possibly 

650 m.y. (see Bishop !!!l, in press)'and the tectono-metamorphic 

phase of the Cadomian orogeny had essentially finished by Cambrian 

times •. ~' 

Vida1, Auvray, 'cogn~, Ha~eurt and Jeannett~ (1971) obtained an 

Rb/Sr,isochron age of 466±10 m.y. for the Erquy spi1ite group which' 
• ,.. 0 ~ • < 

outcrops on the eastern side of the Baie de St. Brieuc and which 

formerly' had been regarded as a part of the 10wermost Brioverian in 
• ! ~ 

. this area (eg. Cogn~, 1959, 1962 & 1970; Auvray, 1968 & 1969; and Table 
f._ . . .. ~ .' 

1.1). Vidal et!l regard the spilitic mineralogy of these rocks as a 
. . , 

primary igneous assemblage with an igneous texture and regard their 

isochron age as dating the time of extrusion. Accordingly, the Erquy 
... ...... , • j, ~ " 

~.! , ~ 

spilite group has been taken out of the Precambrian by Vidal and his 
," , , 

- " " " 

colleagues and placed within the lower Ordovician. These results and 
, ."'- " " 

conclusions were ,the subject of criticism by Brown and Roach (1972a) 

who considered that the Rb content of many of the samples dated was so 

low that the measured values might bein error. This criticism of .... 

analytical technique was rightly refuted by Vidal (in Auvray, Cogn~, 

Hameurt, Vida 1 and Jeannette. 1972) •.. Far more important were the 

criticisms by Brown and Roach of the interpretation of this isochron 

age,'especially the failure of Vida1!!!l ~.c1t.) to consider the 

regional pa1aeogeographyand the tectonic environment of post-Cadomian 

6 Th~ G~eiss de' Brest carmot~ the~efor~' represent' a' ~etamorphosed lower 

Briov.erian molasse sequence as suggested by Hameurt and Jeann~tt~ •. 

(1971) (see above p. I.'). 
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sedimentation over the northern part of the Armorican Massif. Moreover, 

earlier K/Ar age determinations by Leutwein and his colleagues (Leutwein 

and Sonet, 1965 and Leutwein, 1968) had confirmed a Precambrian age for 

the Erquy spilite group. In their reply (Auvray et !I, ~.cit.) to 

Brown and Roach ~.cit.) the French geologists pointed out that it is 

the Rb/Sr ratio which is more important than the absolute value of Rb 

in a rock for an accurate age determination. They reasserted the 

primary nature of the mineral assemblage and texture and restated that 

the age obtained was that of extrusion. Brown and Roach (1972b) could 

not accept this interpretation and suggested that although the measured 

age could possibly date a reheating and subsequent rehomogenisation of 

Sr isotopes during the Lower Palaeozoic the deformation and 

metamorphism of the Erquy spilite group were of Cadomian age. Hameurt 

. (personal communication, 1972) has suggested that "1e f1anc est de la 

Baie de Saint-Brieuc se pr~sente comme un fragment dOes Ca1~donides , 

greff6 sur une Bretagne demeur~e totalement a 11 ecart de la crise 

ca1edonienne". In view of the problems inherent in any analysis of 

pillow lavas (see, for example, Hart, Erlank and Kable, 1974) the age 

of the Erquy spilite group must remain an open question. 

Within this uncertain framework of ages from the Precambrian of 

the Armorican Massif the age of the St. Cast,. St. Malo and Dinan belts 

of migmatitic gneisses may be discussed. Abrard (1923) and Mathieu 

(1944) both considered the migmatites to be Hercynian in age, whilst 

Gra1ndor (1962b) and Graindor and Wasserberg (1962) suggested a 

Silurian age from Rb/Sr "whole rock" and mica age determ1nations. 

Cogne (1964) considered the NE-SW trending zone between Matignon and 

Cancale to be a zone of post-Cadomian shearing between the 'Domaine 

Pentevrien ' to the west and the 'Domaine Mancellien ' on the east 

(Figure 1.5). According to Cogne local metamorphism and granitization 



Figure 1. 5 

Map from Cogn~ (1964) to show the St. Malo-Dinan zone of 

Caledonian shearing between the Pentevrian and Mancellian 

blocks. 
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within this zone was responsible for the production of migmatites. He 

suggested that .. the metamorphism was of Si1urian age (Caledonian) on 

the basis of Graindor's age determinations and because he maintained 

that the zone of migmatites cut the Mance11ian granites (Mance11ian 

granites - late Cadomian granites, see Adams, 1967b), but was limited 

to the south by the Hercynian Menez-Be1air sync1ine (see Figure 1.5). 

Leutwein and Sonet (1965) considered the rocks of the St. Malo 

region to be po1ymetamorphic anatectic gneisses. They were able, with 

their greater number of age determinations, to place the Si1urian age 

of Graindor (412 m.y.) in perspective: 11 •••• ces ~ges •••• comme lie 

a certains processus de rejeunissement des migmatites plus anciennes, 

vraisemb1ablement cadomiennes ll
• Rb/Sr orthoc1ase ages of 1,000 m.y. 

from the Ile de Cezambre, north of Dinard, might indicate a longer 

history for these rocks than Leutwein and Sonet have postulated. In a 

later review Leutwein (1968) considered the St. Malo paragneisses to 

have been Brioverian metasediments affected by Cadomian anatexis, with 

later isotopic rejuvenation during the Caledonian and Hercynian earth 

movements. A similar rejuvenation was postulated for the Dinan 

gneisses though here Leutwein was uncertain of their true age. The 

orthoclase ages were not mentioned in this later review. 

Cogne (1966, 1967 & 1970) revised his opinion on the age of the 

St. Malo migmatites and associated rocks as a result of the work by 

Leutwein and $onet. He concluded that Graindor's Caledonian age was 

the result of local Hercynian reactivation of Cadomian migmatites with 

concomitant syntectonic granite ,intrusion (Figure 1.6). This theme 

was continued (Cogne, 1971) and the following synthesis proposed: "La 

limite septentrionale de ce domaine (Domaine Mancellian7) contre le . 

7 My additional information 



Figure 1.6 

The main elements of Armorican structure according to 

Cogne superimposed on the 'Carte Gravimetrique du Massif 

Armoricain' (Cogne, 1967). 
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bloc domnon~en (the 'Domaine Pent~vrien' of 1964, compare Figure r.5 

with r.67) est ja10n,nee par des granitisations localement intenses 

dissemin~es au long de cette flexure, d'age cadomien precoce, mais 

reprisesdans des·deformations plus tardives bien qu'ant~rieures 

cependant a la mise en place du pluton mance11ien(Jeannette, 1971}. 

Ce sont .1es migmatites et 1es gneiss migmatitiques de St. Malo •••• 1es 

grano-diorites plus or moins orthogneissiques'de •••• St. Cast, de Dinan 

et de Cancale". Clearly the migmatites are now thought to be of early 

Cadomian age with some reworking later in the Cadomian orogeny. 

Brown, Barber "and Roach (1971) have show~ that the St. Malo 

migmatite belt must be Pentevrian in age .... They have describ~d a longer 
;- < 

structural history and a higher metamorphic grade for the'diatexites 

and metatexites of the St. Malo b~lt than for adjacent Brioverian 

m'~tasedime~tary sCh1sts at '~h~ Plage ':de Quatre'Vaux (~eeFi~ure 1.2) 
~- -~ .~ . "" . ) ~ , 

on the north":western side 'ofthe St. Malo belt (cf. Abrard, 192:3- see 

p~ I ~ 6 ab~Ve). They suggest "th~t the St.' ~Ma10 'belt probably re~re~ented 
, ~ ., '" . 

~ . -r._ -, 1 '. ~ j, f 

the basement to the Brioverian supracrustalsequencea1though the 

junction between the two' at P1age de Quatre Vaux is now tectonic. This 

is completely opposed to the views of Hameurt and Jeannette (1971), 

summarized above, who regard ,the rocks of the St. Malo belt as a ,lower 

Brioverian mo1asse sequence metamorphosed and deformed during the 
r. 

Cadomian orogeny. Brown and Roach (1972a &,1972b) and Auvray !1!l. 
(1972),have debated this fundamental difference in interpretation but 

" 

have failed ·to reach agreement. '.' , \ "": ," 

"'. ,..~, ,~ 

7My addi ti o~a 1 "i nforma ~i o~.-
~ , , ,; ',-- ';. . -. ': . ~.; 
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Methods of Research 

The coastal outcrop was mapped at a scale of 1:15,000 on base 

maps constructed from a mosa ie of aerial photographs ki nd1y made 

available by the Geography Department at Kee1e. Selected sections of 

the coast were mapped at a scale 1:5,000 on maps constructed from a 
, 4' 

mosaic of x3 enlargements of t~e aerial photographs. Inland, outcrops 
C, "'. _ "" " 

were mapped on the 1:25,000 'Carte de France' topographic sheets, 

which were the largest scale available. A Brunton compass-clinometer 
"-" ::,.. ;" .. 

was used to measure the orientation of structures which included 
. . 

~ foliation, lineation and fold orientation, together with certain non-
t"· '" " 

, , 

penetrative planar discontinuities such as granitoid sheet margins 
~ , , " 

and dyke margins. Lineations were measured on the foliation surface . ,--.,' , 

, ' 

either in terms of their pitch, where the foliation was steep, or 
? /t ' 

t'heir p1'unge, where the foliation was shallow. The structural data 
,~" .'~ .,-~ , ; ' •• ~. <, • ,,~., ,', c ~ : •• : " 

obtained in the field were analysed statistically where appropriate . . , . 

using an equal area stereographic net in the manner descr.~bed by 

Turner and Weiss (1963). 

The various rock types studied in the field have been further 

examined in the laboratory with the aid of approximately six hundred 

thin. sections. The rock specimens were cut at right angles to the: t ~ 

foliation and lineation where present and also in other orientations 

when this was considered useful. The th~n sections w~re examined by 
-. { ;: 1 0:; ~ 

.",~ < i - ~ ~ . ,-

conventional methods using a Leitz research microscope to determine 
" >( 1 .~ 

.' " . . 

the minerals present, their mutual relationships and textures and 
. - .~ ',,-

their approximate proportions. To enable easier identification of the 
• ~~ , • ' ~. f 

1':_ '':'" " ". i- t;'" 

alkali feldspar in some of the specimens a standard staining technique 
, 1c ,-, " .'; l' " ' . -". ,,~ 

, ~" c 

for K:feldspar'using sodium cobaltinitrite was utilised (Chayes, 1952). 
, • • • ,: ~ , {~ ~,- - • "." < 

'. 
A Leitz five axis universal stage was employed in the determination of 
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the extinction angle of plagioclase feldspar albite twin lamellae; 

the composition was then determined from the Michel-Levy curve. 

Specimens for possible geochemical and mineralogical study were 
",-'" , '.' 

coll~cted during routine fie~d mappi~g. ,With the exception~of one 

specimen (211) the grain size of the rocks is always ,less than 1 cm, 

and specimens of about two kilograms were therefore considered, 
t >, ' *'; ,;,.< ,_ 

representative (cf. Sma1es and Wager, 1960). The freshest possible 
, ~ " " , ". , . 

material was always selected at each suitable locality. Specimens for 
" . ~' " " : ' 

analysis were split into pieces approximately five cubic centimetres 
~ . . l • ' "t ~! ~' 

in size and all weathered crust removed. )hese pieces were then 
,. ••• , ,. ,'." h , " .. , 

reduced to the size of peas in a Sturtevant jaw crusher. Approximately 
t , , ' ,< S ' 

~ ~ _ ' ." i , ~. 

500 gm of this broken rock were crushed for 25 seconds in a Tema ring 
j ': ~ • r .~ ; - ~ " 

mill using a tungsten-carbide pot.· The resultant mixture of minerals, 
'" , .... ~', • !' " et f: ;: 

composite grains and rock flour was thoroughly homogenised, coned and 

quartered and one half reserved for mineral separation. The other 

half was pulverised for a further 2 minutes in the Tema 'ring~ill~ 

thoroughly homogenised, coned and ~uartered and on~'portion stored in 

a predried'glass bottle. - 6 gm of powder were taken and mixed with an 

organic binding agent (12 drops of 2% mowiol 'solution), pressed' 

between two highly polished tungsten-carbide pattens in a hydraulic 

press for 5 minutes at 25 tons presiure and the resu1tant'pel1et'dried 

overnight at ll00C. <.,' \,;' '(,.',:, <;", 

£ -: " 

.' Many ,0\ the major ,el,ement.s (Si02, Ti02, A1 203',total iron (T. Fe 
.". • - • > 'J . ~", ." , -' " 

as Fe203)' MnO. CaO, K20 and P205) and all of the chosen trace 
. I ,~. ~,". ~ ,_'''' ,'; - >~ • £,,' i. <.., ~ '"',"., ~ ~ ~ , .,~" 

elements (Ba, Cu, la. Pb, Rb. Sr, Th. U, Y. Znand Zr) were determined 
~;. . ?'. . ':. c" F" ,~ .' ~.' '<,~ -'( ";- '" ".~ 

, on these sample pellets using a Phillips PW 1212 15 channel automatic 
" ." "" \-<- .- • ~' '. ~ ' •• ". ' ;~o ~ -" " ::. -, I';' ,. 

X-ray fluorescence spedrometer (XRF) with simultaneous punched tape and 
, ,-, ': < .'" '" -iJ- "'." { • , ~ 

;. " 

printed roll output. A PDP-8 digital computer with 4K of store was, 
>:;. ,. ,~. ~ ~ ~'.~':"'" 

used to sort and average data from the punched tape output. Major 
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element analyses were based on calibration curves constructed from 

international standard rocks (U.S.G.S. and B.R.G.M.) for which 

recommended values are available (F1anagan, 1969 and Roubau1t et !i, 

1968) with the exception of Si02 for which a calibration curve was 

constructed from wet chemical analyses of ten of the samples. Trace 

elements were calibrated by a standard addition or 'spiking' 

technique (cf. Leake ~!!, 1969 and Jenkins and De Vries, 1967). 

Selected international standard rocks (U.S.G.S. standard rocks G2, 

GSP1 and AGV1 and B.R.G.M. standard rocks GA and GH) were analysed for 

the trace elements at the same time as the unknowns to provide a check 

r on the accuracy of the method, which was found to be acceptable (see 

Table 1.2 and the discussion below). The XRF methods used in this 

work are in most respects similar to those used by Leake~!i (1969). 

The machine operating conditions used are summarised in Tables 1.3. 

1.4 and 1.5. 

The theoretical aspects of precision and accuracy in XRF work 

have been discussed in detail by Jenkins and De Vries (1967) and 

Leake~!l (1969) and are considered to be outside the scope of the 

present study. Leake~!! write " •••• the precision in general 1s 

limited chiefly by counting statistics and by pellet surface variation. 

The accuracy of the results is mainly dependent on,the accuracy of the 

calibrations used and the effects of mineralogical variations within 

the sample analysed", These remarks have been taken into consideration 

throughout the work. Sample preparation and the pe11eting technique 

used in this study are given above and minimise pellet surface 

variation. Errors due to counting statistics have been kept to a 

minimum by the choice of operating conditions to give a low relative 

deviation consistent with an acceptable counting time~> Long and short 

term machine variation was reduced to the minimum by adopting a ratio 



Table 1.2 

The results of trace element determinations by the 

author for certain standard rocks compared with the 

results obtained by other workers and with the 

recommended values. 



, , 
"J - " , " , 

G2 ,. GSP 1 AGV 1 ' GA GH 
,:' 

1 2 3 4 ;6 1 2 3 4 6 1 2 3' 4 6 1 5 6 1 5 6 
Ba 1970 1950 2134 1545 1360 ( 1481 1320 1410 1337 900 850 ·906 75 24 16 
Cu 7 11 4 35 35 ~, 29 64 64 75 N.D". N.D. 
La 113 112 76 146 

1'''''' 
280 95 .( 34 43 29 N.D. N.D. 

Pb 42 29 54 76 ' 52: ' 95 N.D. 45 26 ' 51 62 50 67 
Rb 170 173 169 195 249 251 ,255 f 293 78 68 67 146 177 175 200 408 l 390 451 
Sr 502 486 475 515 214 232,' 235 242 578 662 657 1086 323 325 329 8 10 9 
Th 47 25 51 N.D. 20 7 11 35 32 N.D. , 

'" ( 2.90' 19 U '2.25 1.99 3.00 1.98 1.94 * 
Y 8 12 14 26 37 36 14 25 19 19 28 79 114 
Zn 115 75 99 130 143 116 107 112 119 82 85 112 N.D. 
Zr 395 316 348 618 544 518 " 277 227·' 243 N.D. ", 178 170 164 

N.D. - Not determined. 
* - Positive result but below calculated'detection limit.' 

1. This work (analyst - M. Brown) 
2. Fairbairn & Hurley (1971 ) 
3. Laeter & Abercrombie (1970) 
4. Flanagan (1969) 
5. Roubau1t et!! (1968) 
6. Leake et a1 (1969/70) --



TABLE 1.3 

"OPERATING CONDITIONS AND RESPONSE FOR THE CHROMIUM TUBE 

ELEMENT A1 Si P K Ca Ti 

ATOMIC NUMBER 13 14 15 19 20 22 

PEAK Ka Ka Ka Ka Ka Ka 

VOLTS (kV) 60 60 60 40 40 60 

CURRENT (mA) 24 24 24 16 8 24 
r 

COLLIMATOR C C F' C, C F 

CRYSTAL P.E. : P.E. P.E. P.E. .. LiF", LiF 

PRESET COUNTS 1x105 1x105 3xl03 3xl05 1x105 1x105 
.. 

PEAK: BACKGROUND 50: 1 ' 333: 1 14: 1 838: 1 197: l' 142: 1 

RELATIVE, DEVIATION 0.5% 0.5% 1% , 0.25% 0.5% 0.5% 

, 

COLLIMATOR - C COARSE; F FINE 
I 

P.E~ - PENTA-ERYTHRITOL 

LiF - LITHIUM FLUORIDE (200) 
.~. ~ 

GAS FLOW PROPORTIONAL COUNTER AND VACUUM PATH THROUGHOUT 
.. 

PEAK - BACKGROUND CALIBRATION THROUGHOUT 
' , 

{ ... ',. 

~ '1' 

: 



TABLE I. 4 

OPERATING CONDITIONS AND RESPONSE FOR THE TUNGSTEN TUBE 

" ELEMENT Mn Fe Zr Ba La 

. \ ATOMIC NUMBER 25 26 40 56 57 

PEAK Ka Ka ,Ka LS2 ' La1 

VOLTS (kV) 60 40 100 ' 50 60 

'." CURRENT (mA) 32 16 ~ 16 40 ' 32 
r , 

;, COLLIMATOR F F F 'C C 
, 

" DETECTOR BOTH G.F.P.C. S.C. BOTH G.F.P.C. 

\ , PRESET COUNTS 1x104 1x106 1x104 1x104 '3x103 

", PEAK: BACKGROUND 8: 1 2500:1 2.2:1 2.4: 1 1.2: 1 

RELATIVE DEVIATION' 0.6% <0.1% ,1% : , 1.3% ,,-. 4% ,,'-r· 

'p or B P P B P B 

LOWER LIMIT 5,ppm 20 ppn 3ppm 
OF DETECTION 

, '. "-i-' 

t ., 

COLLIMATOR - C COARSE; F FINE 

CRYSTAL - LiF (220) THROUGHOUT 
~ ; 

G.F.P.C. - GAS FLOW PROPORTIONAL COUNTER 

S.C. - SCINTILLATION COUNTER , 

P = PEAK - BACKGROUND 
.. ; , .~~ ,: 

B ~ (PEAK/BACKGROUND) - 1 

VACUUM PATH THROUGHOUT 

: 



TABLE I. 5 .. 

,. 'A : i-

OPERATING CONDITIONS AND RESPONSE FOR THE MOLYBDENUM TUBE 

ELEMENT r. < C 
". Cu Zn, ; . Rb Sr Y 

ATOMIC NUMBER' 29 30 37 38 39 

PEAK·· Ka . Ka i _~ . Ka. Ka' Ka 

VOLTS (kV) 80 ' " 80 80 80 ' .80 

CURRENT .' (mA) 
r 

. 24 24 24 24 24 

COLLIMATOR F F F ·F F 

G.F.P.C. IN IN OUT . OUT, OUT 

PRESET COUNTS: ··lx10 4 1x104 
.. 

PRESET TIME.. . , . . 40 secs 40 secs' 40 secs 

PEAK:BACKGROUND·,· 2:1 2.5:1 6: 1 " 7.5:1 

RELATIVE 1.5% 1.2%, .. 0.7% . 0.5% DEVIATION 

P or B B B B P 
< , 

; 

LOWER LIMIT 2 ppm 2 ppm 1 ppm 1 ppm 
OF DETECTION 

. ': ~ 

COLLIMATOR - F FINE ' .. 
-', , 

CRYSTAL - LiF. (220) THROUGHOUT. ". " f" 

SCINTILLATION COUNTER AND VACUUM THROUGHOUT 

G.F.P.C. - GAS FLOW PROPORTIONAL COUNTER' 

P - PEAK - BACKGROUND . , .' 

B - (PEAK/BACKGROUND) - J 

,,-, 

·2.5:1 

; 1.4% 

B 

1 ppm 

.... "_ 'r .,' f" 

~, ' 

Pb Th . U 

82 90 92 

La' La La 

95 , 80 80 

20" . 24 24 

F F F 

OUT . OUT· OUT 

1x104 . 1x104. ,lx104 

1.8: 1 < 1.1 , 1. 4: 1 

5% ' . 4% 2.5% 

B B B 

4ppm 2 ppm 1.4 ppm 

;" .. ~'- : . t ", 

~." <~ j 
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technique and an internal reference standard (cf.' Leake et al., 1969). 

-, " 

An acceptable accuracy for the major element determinations is 
, , 

~ ,'- l, ~ . 

dependent upon the accuracy of the recommended values for the 

international standard rocks used in construction' of the calibration 
,f' 

curve. The accuracy of the recommended values for such standard rocks 

has been considered by F1anagan (1969) and need not be reiterated here. 
"'" .,} , F ~ ... ~ 

The 'spiking' technique used in'the tr~cee1ement determinations 
, ~.' ," ~ 

" " ' > _ .; ~ 0,.;' ~ 

ensures an accurate result for unknowns with a similar matrix to that 
, ; -;" ' '-" \ ~ .> '. 

of the spikes (that is, where there is little mineralogi~a1 variation), 

in the case of this study a mixture of specimen 204 (micaceous schist) 
r _.,." ; "" ._" " -.'< .~ ''', \.. "~ i ... . r -', i r. , .' 

and 205 (inhomogeneous diatexite), provid~d .that the quantity of the 
. , , .'.' ,; 

element added is of the same order of magnitude as the amount expected 
" t- '. ; " .. ,., 

in the unknowns {Jenkins and De Vries, 1967}. For most of the trace 

elements determined in this work the accuracy was improved by ratioing , 

the number of peak counts against the number of background counts~In' 

effect this applies an approximate mass absorption correction 

(cf. Anderman and Kemp, 1958) and Tables 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 'show the 

elements to which this has'been applied. 

, . 
The lower limit of detection is defined by Jenkins and Or Vries 

, ... ) ..... ~- <~ , -\ 

;0 1 ~ " . " ; 

(1967) as "thafconcent;ation which gives a count rate' equivalent to 
,-": ... ' ~~~~~ ~-'<'-, ~ 

a background reading plus twice the standard deviation of the 

background". The standard deviation of the-background may be 

approximated to the square,' root of the background counts' and thus the 

lower limit of detection may be approximated to twice'the square root 

of the background counts di vi ded by the slope factor of, the ca li bra ti on 

. curve. When the approximate mass absorption correction outlined above 
'" 

has beenapp1ied"it must also be app1ied'in the calculation of the" 

lower ,limit of detection~' The calculated lower .limitsof detection 'for 

the trace elements analysed are given in tables,I.3, 1.4 and I~5. 
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Significant inte.rferences both between elements and from tube 

contamination have been corrected (cf. Leake et !I, 1969). The Y 

results have been corrected for the interference of RbKS but the SrKa 

interference on Zr noted by Leake et !I was not apparent even up to Sr 

contents of 1,500 ppm. The mutual interference of Pb and.Th has not 

been corrected since the differences are only small (approximately 

2 ppm/100 ppm according to Leake et a1, 1969).· Some of the U results . --
are very close to the calculated lower limit of detection and should 

accordingly ~e used with caution. Interference from Cu contamin~tion 
). < 

> ~, r 

in the Mo tube was apparent for Cu and the second order MoKa peak 
,. , :", ", >, . .;.. ' : : .,:' 1', : " 

interfered with Zn. Using a "spectrosi1" pure silica pellet values 

of 49 ppm Cu and 14 ppm Zn were measured for these interferencesand 
.. 

subtracted from the results for the unknowns • 

.. 

Ferrous'iron was determined by titration with dichromate solution, 

using diphenylamine sulphonic acid as the indicator, after decomposition 

of the sample by boiling in a hydrof1uoric-su1phuric acid mixture (after 

Shapiro and Brannock, 1962)., Na20 and MgO were ~etermined by standard 
. . .; ':-' , ' . '" 

wet chemical methods on'a solution prepared using the Tefl~n 
"/ .~ "i . 

decomposition vessel meth?~ of Bernas (1968). ,Na 20 was determined by 
• > ~ \~. / " 

'1 ! . .l" ; 'i- ~ ; , 

flame photometry (Riley, 1958) and MgO by atomic absorption 
> I"~ ; ... ~ ,-"' . . 

Y, • 

spectrometry using calibration curves constructed from standard 
'!; . r ~'" '>-~ , • c f 

solutions of known concentration. 

The portion of the mixture of minerals, composite grains and rock 

flour (see above p. 1.17) reserved for mineral separation was sieved 

and the 60-120 mesh size fraction was chosen as suitable for separation 

. inal1 cases after a microscopic examination •. Each sample was 

thoroughly e1utriated in distilled water to remove al1the'rock flour 

~dhering to the mineral grains and then dried overnight_at,llOoC~' A 

better than 99% pure concentrate of biotite (zircon was the main 
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impurity} was separated from this fraction using a Cook isodynamic 

magnetic separator after several runs at different currents and 

different angular settings (for both dip and pitch) •. From the felsic 

portion remaining an alkali feldspar concentrate (with slight quartz 

,impurity) was obtained using heavy liquid techniques (a mixture of .. 

tetrabromoethane and dimethylformamide adjusted to give a specific '., . 

gravity o~ 2.60). A concentrate of plagioclase and quartz was also 

obtai ned. 

The biotite separates were analysed for most of the major elements 

~y the Geochemistrylaboratory Staff at Keele University using standard 

rapid wet silicate analysis techniques •. ' The trace elements were' 

determined on a Hilger and Watts large Quartz Spectrograph employing a 

standard addition or 'spiking' technique uSing a biotite matrix for 

the construction of calibration curves. The determinations were made 

in duplicate and the average of the two taken as the value for the 

unknown. Technical assistance with the spectrograph is acknowledged. 

The structural state of the separated alka~i feld~pars was 
~, .' ' .. , " -

determined using the X-ray diffracti~n.methods of Wright (1968), 

Tilling (1969), Rag1and (1970), and Vorma (1971). A Siemens 
, i . ., ~.;; . 

Kristalloflex IV"counter tube diffractometer employing CuKcx radiation 
j~ ,,-. .~' : ~ • ~'- '.' " ~ ;' "" ~ J l': .. ~: ~ J':' 

was used for the diffraction of the feldspar powders. The feldspar 
{. ; '" ,_ '.> ~. .~ . ?: ,.,-. "'c 

, .' 

separates were ground to a fine flour with a' hand pestle and mortar 
- .~. ~'- ~_ "_' ;' ",_. .'" ~ • .;:- "; '.. :i:. -:' ,. ,~ 

and, a sm~l~ ~~antitymixed ~ith CaF2 in therati~ ~:.l cas an .~nternal 
{ , " ".' -. I . ,,.. " ~l' " ".' " , ~ 

standard to calibrate the diffractogram, spread evenly on a glass 
.; -~ -'~' <~, ~ " J,-' - ~ " ~ ~ • 

plate with a little distilled water and left to dry •. This alkali 
, ,', ,," t ' .'., ' . ...;; : ~-. 

'f~ldspar -caF2'sme~r w~s"diff~acted from 520 29 to 180 29 twice at ~ 
• '. '" ' , _.' 7 .~ ".". " " "''' .~. ',,<.",,.,. -."' . ' " 

chart recorder speed of i 029/minute, the peak positions measured (at 
• - _T 

2/3 p;ak height ~~d"i p~ak'~idth) and thetwo'values averaged~' The 
.' , .. ' 
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structural state of the alkali fe1dspars may be estimated from a plot 

of 29 (060) against 29. (204) prepared for fe1dspars of known structural 

state (Wright; 1968}.The obliquity (Goldsmith and Laves, .1954) of the 

alkali fe1dspars and Rag1and ' s parameter (1970).based on Wright's three 

, peak method (1968) have been calculated and compared with results from 

the literature (Ti11ing,'1969; Rag1and, 1970; and Vorma, 1971).' A1bite

rich domains were detected in some of the fe1dspars·(cf •. Voge1~ 1969). 

-
The p1agioc1ase-quartz mixtures were prepared in a similar way to 

the alkali fe1dspars except that the quartz already present was used 

,S an internal standard. 'The p1agioc1ase- quartz smears were 

diffracted and the composition of the p1agioc1ase determined from the 

curves of Smith.(1956: 29 (111}-(111)).and Bambauer ~!l(1967: 

29 (131}-(1~1)) •. 

','., . Di scussion on Nomenclature 

A consistent and workable scheme of rock types 'is necessary for 

field mapping and also for.representation of data collected in the 

field and analysed in the laboratory on:the final map. In the ideal 

case a scheme of rock types for field use would be neutral (ie. non

genetic). This ideal is often impracticable and never more so than 
• ~'."' ", > .,- <! >' !; '~., .'.' ?". ,;' ..... : , , . ',' :~. '~' '? .... ~~ ; .' :.,~: 'i.:~ .~ 

in the case of large areas ofmigmatitic basement gneisses. A 
.--", ,;.. .... ': -:;:' .- ~ t . ~;, f • --' \-< > f t '/",' "; 

classification based upon the interpenetration structures of 
, .? ' , ; :. • ,<~.;' _~ .. ;' " ~ >:' . -," j ,'.. '. ", .: 1 ." ,}. f 

migmatites (as defined by Mehnert, 1968, for example and 'shown'in 

,FigureI.7)8;S often unsuitable simply because of the rapid change 

. 

8 Not all the structures given by Mehnert, 1968, as typical of 

migmatites can be considered within the migmatite spectrum properly 

defined. See the discussion later in this section. 
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from one structure to another and even interpenetration between 

these structures (cf. Cogn~, 1951 - summarized above p. 1.7). 

Equally any classification based upon the petrographic nature of the 

neosome in migmatitic basement gneisses (for example, pegmatitic, 

> granitic and dioritic as suggested by Mehnert, 1968) requires a 

sufficient and significant variation in that neosome both on a scale 

which can, be represented on the final map and over the whole of the 

area to be mapped. 

A reconnaissance survey of the area studied herein suggested that 

both of the methods of classification discussed above were unsuitable 
r 

for these migmatitic basement gneisses. Furthermore, this 

reconnaissance also suggested that segregation and anatexis were the 

main petrogenetic processes responsible for the development of the St. 

Malo migmatite belt9• Accordin~ly a genetic classification of rock 

types has been used for the migmatitic basement gneisses within the 

area of study. The migmatites and associated homogeneous gneisses 
,. 

have, therefore, been mapped into metatexites, inhomogeneous 

diatexites and homogeneous diatexites according to the definitions of 

these rock types by Brown (1973) which are summarized below. The 

basement has thus been mapped in a similar way to that adopted by 

Mehnert in the Black Forest (1953-1963; 1968). 

The role of anatexis in the formation of migmatites has remained 

controversial since the well known debate between Sederholm (1907, 

1923, 1926; 1967).and Ho1mquist (1916, 1921). The term anatexis was 

9 further work has confirmed this early conclusion (see Chapters 11. 

Ill, IV & VI). 



Figure 1.7 

Summary of typical migmatite interpenetration structures 

according to Mehnert (1968) and without modification. 



Fig.I~. Summary of typical migmlllite structures. 
I. Agmatic (breccia) structure. 

. 2. Diktyonitic structure. 
3. Schollen (raft) structure. 
4. Phlebitic (vein) structure. 
S. Stromatic (layered) structure. 
6. Surreitic (dilatation) structure. 

;,;~!f~:~~;:' 

~---

Fig.1 b. Summary of typical migmatite structures. 
7. Folded structure. 
8. Ptygmatic structure . 
9. Ophthalmitic (augen) structure. 

10. Stictolithic (fleck) structure. 
11. Schlieren structure. 
12. Nebulitic structure. 
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proposed by Sederho1m .(1907; 1967, p.49) for the process of refusion 

of material. ,Many authors (for example, Von Platen, 1965; Lundgren, 

1966; Wink1er, 1967 & 1970; Mehnert, 1968; Sharma, 1969; James and 

Hamilton, 1969; Fyfe, 1970; Brown and Fyfe, 1970 &1972; Tobscha11, 

1971; B1attner, 19?1; and Rutishauser,1973) consider,that anatexis 

of metasediments is likely under the conditions of temperature and 

load pressure attributed to the amphibo1ite facies ~f metamorphism. 

Anatexis, however, is not the sole process by which migmatites can be 

developed •. Magmatic injection (eg. Lowman, 1965), metamorphic ';, 

differentiation (eg. White, 1966) and metasomatism (eg. M.isch, :1968; 

rand Brown, 1967 & 1971) are possible alternative mech~nisms. It is 

apparent, however, that there are many areas of migmatitic rocks which 

are similar in appearance but for which a variety of origins have been 

proposed •. This situation has arisen mainly because it,is difficult to 
. ',' " 

distinguish between certain pet~ogenetic processes by which banding 

can be developed in a rock during high-gra~e metamorphism •. ; 

It is
o

'difficult to distinguish between segregation by metamorphic 

differentiation and segregation by p~rtia1 melting either on field 
. .. " -. , . ", ":. • ,>." , ',.: . 

criteria or chemical criteria (see White, 1966; Whitney,' 1969 and 

Ch~~ter IV of this thesis). Hughes (1970) has postuiated that biotite 

selvedges, so'comm~nin migmatites, fo~:at' the boundary 'b~twee~ two 
,. ~.~ 

contrasti~g intergranular fluid phases (hydrothermal' and silicat~) and, 

mark the beginning of anatexis. Perhaps··there is a':co~tinuum' between 

segregation in the solid state and segregation by partial fusion of 

quartz a~d: feldspar. 'If this is the cas'e, then the' rock' types " 

meta texi te and' di a t:exi te as they ~re d~fi ned at the present',; ha~e a 

_ restricted applicati~n: It is 'for this reason 'that the processes .of 

metatexis and diatexis are re-evaluated and redefined below • 
.- " 

.E- ' 
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The term metatexis was introduced by Scheumann (1936 & 1937) and 

added to an already ~.onfused nomenclature based on Loewinson-Lessing's 

syntexis (1899), Gurich's diatexis (1905), Sederholm's palingenesis' 

and anatexis (1907), Holmquist's ultrametamorphism (1916) and 

Backlund's rheomorphism (1937). Metatexis is defined by Mehnert 

(1968) as "partial, differential or selective anatexis of the low

meltingco~ponents of a rock (generally quartz and feldspar)". No, 

satisfactory criterion is available to 'distinguish between the 

processes of metamorphic differentiation (segregation in the solid 

state) and metatexis as defined by Mehnert (segregation by partial 

,. fusion). In·deed. can they be considered as separate processes since 

segregation be'gins' well below the 'temperatures neces'sary 'for ariatexis 

to begin (eg. Williams, 1972) but may then become accentuated by 

anatexis when the appropriate conditions are attained (Hughes, 1970}1 
• ' ' .. > " ~ '-:, " J --

-, ~ 

Chemical data on this point is inconclusive and the distribution of 
; ~ '< 't ' ;" y • 

K, Rb and Ba cited as evidence for metamorphic differentiation by 

White (1966) is also consistent with segregation by partial fusion 
" ' ' >" ~ , . - ,_ ~. • 'i " ".', ", 

(see ,discussi on in Chapter IV). " Recent exper,imenta1work suggests, 

(Beswick, 1973) that the K/Rb distributioncoefficie~ts for bi,otite-
, ...... 

matrix and alkali feldspar-matrix pairs may be ,used to confirm or deny 
, ! ~ . 

the presen~e of a melt. Mehnert's suggestion (1968, p.~47) that 
~ • ,f' ~ _ ' 

"crystallization from a melt is very probable when the quantitative 
:' ; ,!. , . • • 

mineral composition strictly or nearly cQrresponds to the eutectic 
. ~ , . ". t . ' 

ratio of the ,chemical system,involved" does not in itself constitute 
, :, -'.-

a proof that a melt ever existed. It is for these reasons that it is 
'_ _.' < , • ,... ".' r .' • • ~ 

considered that the process of metatexisis too narrowly defined by 
• * " ! !". ' ,. >.' 

Mehnert (above) •. The following definition is proposed: ~ 

Metatexis is the process of segregation (usually of quartz and feldspar) 

BY metamorphic differentiation and partial fusion. 
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It follows that: 

A metatexite is a rock produced by metatexis and in which the migmatitic 

banding is evident. 

Metatexis, as defined here, thus covers the segregation process by 

which the Palmer migmatites were developed (White, 1966), and which. 

are therefore metatexites •.. A metatexite comprises three parts: the 

'palaeosome or parent rock (generally schistose or gneissose); the 

leucosome or light coloured element (generally granitic); and the 

r melanosome or'dark margins (mainly mafic andg'enerallY biotite 

selvedges). The leucosome and melanosome together constitute the 
, . 
neosome or new rock and represent the segregated portion. 

>, The term diatexis was introduced by Gurich (1905) to refer to the 

advanced stages of ana texis when fusion was essentially complete and 

thus covers the same ultrametamorphic process for which Loewinson

Lessing (1899) ha's ea~lier suggested the tenn ·syntexis'::. Diate~is is 
" . " '" ,. 

defined by Mehnert (1968) as "high grade anatexis which includes the 
;, 

mafic minerals". Thus melting of the'mafic components of a rock must 
. . ;. . ~ 

~ . i ,~ . 

be proved before diatexis can have occurred. But, how does one 
• , 1-

'. j .• , '. ", .• " • 
. , ' 

distinguish between a rock in which there has been extensive anatexis 
• '; • .~. _ -. ~ _" ;i- , .~ .,. 

but in which the mafic component, for example biotite, has remained 

in equilibrium with the anatectic melt and has not suffered fusion 

and ci' rock formed by anatexis in which the mafic component, again" 

biotite for example, has melted incongruently but then reappears during 

cooling and solidification of the anatectic melt? ·.The presence of 

._ cordierite and/or garnet together with alkali feldspar does not in 

: itself constitute a proof that the rock was originally an anatectic 

mel t. Similarly. 'the absence of both cordi eri te and garnet from a 
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rock whose field relations suggest anatexis does not preclude that 

rock from having pas~ed through a melt stage. Melting of the mafic 

component of a rock is not so much a prerequisite of diatexis, but, 

in some instances, more a consequence of diatexis. Diatexis should 

logically refer to that degree of partial fusion which exceeds that 

required to produce a metatexite, that is when the extent of the 

melting is such that the metatexitic banding is destroyed. It is an 

extension of the metatectic process with which it is associated in 

both space and ,time. The following definition is proposed: 

r Diatexis is high grade anatexis in which fusion may be complete. 

. . r,: . 

It follows that: . 

" ' 

A diatexite is a rock produced by diatexis and in which there is no 

continuous migmatitic banding •. 

,; ; 

In a diatexite"the palaeosome no longer ;epresents a significant 
•. ~ ...... "'l ,r } 

proportion of the total rock, the texture is commonly igneous and 
,_, ~ j. - e 

..... '. ;'" J t''''' 

mafic schlieren are frequently present, representing the melanosome, 
;. ~ " , -', 

and may define a foliation. There is no continuous banding. The 
, .. 

components 'of the neosome are intimately associated with each other 

and the palaeosome of the metatexitesis represented only by sChistose 

or gneissose enclaves within the neosome~ 

" " 

'The term migmatite w~sintroduced by Sederholm (1907, 1967) ~ith 
~ • > ,,,,, .' ~ ~;. ~. _ .'. :-' <, _.' _ " v: : , ," . 

the following words (1967. p.86): IIBecause the mixture of different 
. - . -, , ,,' . 

constituents is the characteristic feature of all these different 
~.> • i, .-

__ rocks, I would suggest for them the name migmatites, from migma, a 

-- mix~ure. This rO~k gro~p o~cupi~~ in ~ sense a tr~ns;'t;ional POS<1ti~~ 
"" .. ' -' -' - -; ~., -(," -'. ' 

between the granites and the 'crystalline sChists' ofp~rtly sedim~ntary, 
, ' 
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partly igneous eruptive origin, and has no sharp boundary with any of 

them". In 1916 Ho1mquist proposed the term u1trametamorphism for 

".~ •• a partial or complete recrystallization of •• gneisses, through 

which they are converted into pegmatitic gneisses and granites". This 

conversion was effected by Sederho1m ' s anatexis since Ho1mquist also 

considered that " •••• a general segregation of the quartz feldspar 

material from the rocks took place at this high degree of regional 

metamorphism, and that it marks the first steps of reme1ting of the 

crust" (metatexis!). Read confirmed the sagacity of the above 

observations with his statement (1957) that 11: ••• one of .the most 

r firmly established facts in metamorphic geology is the close association 

in the field of the highest-grade metamorphic rocks and migmatites". 

Migmatites clearly straddle the fields of metamorphism and 

magmatism. It is less clear how rocks produced by an~texisoduring 

u1tra~etamorphism fit withinthe migmatite spectrum. Should " .... 

diatexite where the rocks have an igneous texture, contDning scattered 

biotite schlieren" (Brown; Barber and Roach, 1971) be included within 

the migmatite spectrum as they are, for example, by Mehnert (1968) or 

do these rocks lie outside the overlap between the metamorphic and 

magmatic fields and within. the magmatic field proper? ,They 

correspond to the autochthonous granites of Read'(1957) and ought to 

lie outside the migmatite spectrum. 0 

.The reconmended·.defl~ltion~f the term migmatlte1s that giv~n 
... " , , 

by Dietrich and Mehnert at the 21st International Geological Congress 
, , 

", ~ '. • '_ c •• .:,.",..,; 

in 1960 and .quoted by Mehnert (1968): "A migmatite is ~ mega.scopica11y 

composite rock consisting of two or more petrographically different 

_ parts, one of which is the country rock in a more or less metamorphic 

stage~ the other is of pegmatitic, aplitic,granitic' or generally·; 

plutonic appearance" •. It is uncertain whether Dietrich and Mehnert 
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originally intended that diatexites should be included within their 

concept; of a migmati~e, although the fact.that the country rock is 

only represented by few scattered remnants argues against. However, 

it is quite certain that Mehnert (1968) regards both sch1ieren ' 

structure and rebu1itic structure as "typical migmatite structures" 

and diatexites as "typical migmatites'" (see Mehnert,: 1968, chapters 2 

and 9). :Thesestructures'are plainly not migmatitic since the 

necessary heterogeneity of the'mixed rock as 'envisaged by Sederho1m, 

that is the migmatite banding has been destroyed. 'A narrower definition 

of the term migmatite than that quoted above is required.' Any new 

.r proposal must retain the non-genetic character of Dietrich and 

Mehnert's definition and yet remain compatible with Sederho1m's 
.' ,. • -t. ~ . ~ 

original intentions (1907). The following definition is proposed: 
.t .:_ ~. '1:.....;' ,,' :.; 1 

. , ': "~ t ~~ '. \. , \ . 
. "' 

Fundamental to the concept of a migmatite is the alternation, as well 

as the mixture,'of . two rock types, and impliCit within.·it is a;high 

degree of structural concordance between the two rock types •. 

Diatexitescannot be considered migmatites~ and migmatites cannot be 

formed by diatexis. ~ Metatexites, on the other hand, are migmatites, • 

but metatexis is only one process by which migmatites may be formed 

(although itis probably the most common)~, Agmatites. 'as defined by 

Sederho1m (1923,1967)~ are excluded by·this definition from the;';!', 

migmatite spectrum and~re better considered as xeno1iths, whether 

cognate or foreign~ within magma - they are the intrusion breccias 'of 

Harker (1908) •. 

~~l~ "\ ~~~.,. 'i ,;., 

Since the processes of metatexis and diatexis are distinguished 
. • . : i" ~. • 

according to the presence or absence of a migmatitic banding, which 
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in itself reflects the degree of melting which has occurred, it follows 

that metatexites gra~e gradually and almost imperceptibly into 

diatexites, often with a mixed transition zone, in migmatitic terrains 

developed predominantly by anatexis. Moreover, there is generally no 

significant change in bulk chemical composition although there may be 

differences in detail (Mehnert, 1968, Tables X and XIII; and Chapter 

IV this thesis). Thus although the beginnings of metatexis, 

preserved in low-grade metatexites, are easily distinguished from the 

later stages of diatexis, preserved as"schlieric to nebulitic 

diatexites, this distinction becomes blurred in the middle ranges of 

r anatexis, preserved as high-grade metatexites and scho11en structure. 

The distinction between metatexite and diatexite used in this work 
, ." ~ ~ ":. 

is based upon the nature of the neosome and the presence or absence of 
. ;' " ... .. ~. ' . ~ . ~ . : 

continuous zon~s of pa1aeosome ,(see Brown, Barber and Roach, 1971) • 
. 1 . 

','" ~.,. . ' " • • I ". 

Thus a metatexite is recognized by the presence of more or less 
, ' . 

continuous zones of palaeosome (schistose to gneissose) which are 
. 1 ~ . ~. ,," ~. .... 

separated by more or less continuous zones of neosome comprising , 
• ~... > ~" ~.-, 

pegmatitic to granitic leucosomes generally bordered by thin biotite 
" . . -:: '. '. 

melanosomes (selvedges). Banding is ubiquitous, if occasionally 

discontinuous, in metatex~tes and even in the highest grades of, 
~~ ".,' .;:' " _ r 

metatexis biotite-rich bands can be distinguished from granitoid bands 
, ,,"'"". .~~, 

, . , . 

although bands of palaeosome may be quite rare. Inhomogeneous 

diatex~tes are, characteri sed by the presence of bi otite-ri ch sch1 i eren 

which'defin,e a swir1~ng foliation (see Brown,' Barber a,nd Roach, 1971). 
~:: . . 

They often contain enclaves of both metatexite andschistose . .. - ~ 

. . . ~ 

pa1aeosome but there is no migmatitic banding. Homogeneous diatexites 

_ have the 'a:ppearance of 'foliated grani toid rocks ~ the swirll ng foliati on 
.- being defined by discrete biotite crystals and small aggregates of 

biotite. Enclaves are absent. On the scale of an outcrop mesoscopic 
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areas of metatexite and mesoscopic areas of diatexite often penetrate 

intimately. frequently with local structural discordance - that is the 

diatexite cross-cuts the metatexitic banding. The diatexites were 

clearly mobile (see Frontispiece 1). For purposes of representation 

on a map this type of outcrop is classified according to the dominant 

rock type 10• 

Definition of Terms, 
• i:' 

r Certain terms used with ambiguity in the literature or'with 

uncertain or imprecise meaning are defined as they are used throughout 

this work. Many of the definitions are taken. with only minor' 

modification. from Mehnert (1968). where the definitions were based 

upon Dietrich and Mehnert (1960). and Higgins (1971).' Certain terms 

have been redefined by Brown (1973) 'and these new definitions are ' 

adhered to,here. Purely French terms and French usage of some terms 

have been defined or expanded as appropriate in the text and may be 

further expanded by reference to Jung and Roques (1936 & 1952). 

; ", ; ,',-! 

, , .' 
Anatexis:, Melting of rock'(modified by supplementary'terms such as:" 

'differential~'selective. partial or complete melting or 

,,' fusion). "'e 

Anatexite: Rock formed by anatexis.: 

Augen: A lenticular or rounded mineral or aggregate of minerals 

larger than the general groundmass grain size of a rock. 

~ = 

10 ' " " ';' ,',?' /;,:,: ;' : - - '. 

This section on nomenclature is based on a recent paper by the 
',J ; f , 

author (Brown. 1973). 
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Cataclasis: The process by which rocks are broken and granulated due 

to stress and movement during faulting and shearing. 

Cataclastic rock: Rock,formed by cataclasis. 

Diatexis: High-grade anatexis in which fusion may be complete. 

Diatexite: Rock formed by diatexis, may be inhomogeneous or homogeneous. 

Fluxion structure: Foliation produced by cataclasis •. 

Foliation: Any s-surfacesof metamorphic origin. - " . 
Gneiss: Coarse-grained metamorphic rock exhibiting a parallel 

structure (banding, foliation or lineation) and in which 

felsic minerals dominate over mafic minerals. The. 

distinction from schist on the one hand and granitoid on 

the other is arbitrary and gradational.:. 

Granitoid: A general term for any medium-to~coarse-grained,hypabyssal 

or plutonic-appearing, granite-like rock •. 

Granitization:' Process"involving addition and removal of components, 

by which pre-existing solid rocks of any composition and 

:_origin are transformed into granitoid rocks •. 

Intrus i ve: Applies to a rock body tha t has moved" from its place of 

origin into another rock. 

Injection: Forcible intrusion of a fluid into a solid rock. 

Leucosome: Leucocratic, quartz and feldspar rich, part o~ a migmatite. 

Melanosome:. Melanocratic, ,rich in mafic minerals, , part of a migmatite. 

Metablastesis: Preferred crystallization of a mineral or a group of 

mi nera 1 s ei ther ", by i sochemi ca 1 recrysta 11 i za ti on or 

metasomatism •. 

Metamorphic differentiation: Process by which contrasting mineral 

assemblages are developed from an.initial1y uniform rock 

during solid-state recrysta111zation. 'f . . s' 

Metatect: Leucocratic segregated part of a me~atexite. 

'." ..... ' ," "' 
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Metatexis: The process of segregation (usually of quartz and feldspar) 

by metamorphic differentiation and partial fusion. 

Metatexite: Rock formed by metatexis, a migmatitic banding is 

evi dent. 

Migmatite: Megascopically composite rock comprising alternating layers 

or lenses of granitoid and schist or gneiss. 

,. , 

Mobilizate: Geochemically mobile phase formed by mobilization. 

Mobilization: Petrogenetically neutral term for the formation of 

, minerals or groups of minerals in pre-existing rocks by f , 

·.geochemical migration of mobile components. ego in melts, 

- - in solutions or in a gas phase. 

Neomineralization: :The process of metamorphic transformation of the 

old mineral constituents of a rock into new minerals of 

" different composition; new mineral growth. 

Neosome: : Newly formed part of a migmatite. -

Palaeosome: Parent rock of a migmatite •• " 

Porphyroblast: ., A relatively large crystal or mineral grain developed 
--, 

during metamorphism by neomineral1zatfon and/or 

recrystallization •. Porphyroblasts are larger than the 

matrix which encloses them. 

Porphyroclast: A relatively large fragment of a crystal, mineral 

grain, or aggregate of crystals or grains, in a cataclastic 

, rock. They are not produced by neomineralization or 

recrystallization. 

Schlieren: Irregular streaks or masses, generally of mafic minerals, 

in migmatites or granitoids. 

s-surface: Any kind of penetrative planar structure in rocks. " 
= 

. Schist:,- A foliated metamorphic rock in which the main constituent 

minerals are visible to the naked eye and 'in which platy 

and/or mtcaceous minerals are generally the most important 

and abundant. 
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Shear belt: . A zone of.shearing in rocks; essentially like a fault 

zone but more specific because it excludes zones of 

faulting not associated with shear. 

The Succession of Rock Types 

Metasediments without primary sedimentary structures but with a 

complex history of deformation including an early metamorphic foliation 

generally parallel to the lithologica1 banding (bedding?) are assigned 

rto the Pentevrian basement. Metatexites and diatexites derived from 

this metasedimentary sequence and associated granitoid rocks are also 

placed within the Pentevrian basement on structural-metamorphic 

evidence (see Brown et!L, 19~1). Metasediments with preserved 

primary sedimentary structures and a simple history of multiple 

deformation and associated igneous rocks are correlated with the 

Brioverian cover. There is a north-south do1erite dyke swarm of 

Pa1aeozoic age. 

The principal rock types in the area studied approximately in 

order of decreasing age are: 

A. The Pentevrian Basement. 

1. The Metasediments - semi-pe1ites ~ith psammites. 

2. The Metatexites - migmatites (sensu Brown, 1973). 

3. The Diatexites - inhomogeneous and homogeneous anatexites. 

4. The Co10mbiere Granite. 

5. The Granitoid Sheets - granites, granite pegmatites and 

trondhjemites. 



B. The Cataclastic Rocks - shear belts within the Pentevrian basement. 

C. The Brioverian Supracrustal Rocks - turbidites with minor 

volcanics. 

D. The Cadomian Igneous Rocks. 
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General Distribution of the Rotk Types 

The main rock units comprising the part of north-eastern 

Brittany under discussion are shown in Figure 11.1 - drawn from the 

author's own field observations with the exception of the Palaeozoic 

cover and Pentevrian diorite gneiss block which are taken directly 

from the Dinan (60) sheet of the "Carte geo10gique deta1116e de la 

France au 1.80.000" published in 1964. The main rock units 

r recognized are: the Pertevrian basement comprising the metasediments. 

the three belts of migmatitic gneisses (the St. Malo migmatite belt. 

the Dinan gneiss belt and the St. Cast gneiss belt). and the 

Pentevrian diorite gneiss block in the north-west; the Brioverian 

supracrusta1 rocks in two narrow fault blocks; and the Pa1aeozoic 

cover. The Bonnemain granite. a post-kinematic Cadomian intrusion. 

is exposed~n working quarries around the village of Lanhelin. 

The exposed parts of-the St. Cast gneiss belt (comprising the 

'granu1ite feui11et~e' and 'schistes micaces et fe1dspathis~s' of 

Barrois. 1892; see also Figure 1.3). the neighbouring Brioverian 

supracrusta1 rocks and the Pentevrian diorite gneiss are all shown 

in more detail in Figure 11.2. The Pentevrian diorite gneiss (also 

called the Plevenon quartz-dioritic gneiss) comprises quartz. 
",. ,. 

plagioclase. hornblende and biotite. According to Cogn~ (1964) it 

represents a horst of Pentevrian basement. The Brioverian pillow 

1avas in faulted contact with the diorite gneiss on its south-

.. eastern side are exposed along part of the north-western flank of the 

'Baie de la Fresnaye. They contain thin intercalations of cleaved 

muds and silts. The volcanic sequence includes spilitic pillow 1avas. 



Figure 11.1 

The main rock units of north-eastern Brittany. 
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Figure 11.2 

The St. Cast gneiss belt and its relationship with the two 

belts of Brioverian supracrustal rocks. 
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sills and hyaloclastites; occasional discrete pillows are found 

enclosed in silty sediment. The slaty cleavage in the metasediments 

and a variably developed fracture cleavage in the volcanics strikes 

ENE-WSW and dips steeply. To the south-east of Port a la Duc 

Brioverian supracrustal rocks again outcrop and comprise laminated 

muds. silts and sandy horizons which have features typical of 

sediments deposited from turbidity currents (eg. graded bedding and 

ripple lamination). Volcanics are not represented here.' The 

contact between the predominantly volcanic succession characterised 

by pillow lavas and these turbidites is not exposed but their 

r structural histories and grade of metamorphism are similar.' The· 

turbidite metasediments are folded about ENE-WSW axes and cut by a 

steep metamorphic cleavage which has an axial planar relationship to 

the.folds. ,The junction between these Brioverian supracrustal rocks 

exposed at the head of the Baie de la Fresnaye and the gneisses of 

the St. Cast belt exposed along the south-eastern flank of the Baie 

is nowhere exposed but is thought to be faulted. 

The St. Cast gneiss belt is well exposed around the pnte de St. 

Cast, south-west from the small fishi ng harbour of Port Jacquet' and 

around the pnte de la Garde which lies to the south of la Grande 

Plage (Figure II.2). The north-western side of the belt is',' :. ,,'. 

dominated by diatexites. mainly inhomogenequs diatexite which is 

occasionally sheared to give aprotomylonite, but metatexite and some 

metasediment are present. A major shear belt is exposed along the 

south-eastern side of the pnte de St. Cast in which mylonite schists 

. and gneisses have been produced from synkinematicleucogranites and 

the metatexite. On the south-eastern side of the shear belt, at the 

northern end of la Grande Plage, metasediments with some metatexites 

crop out. ' Diatexites are exposed along;1de the road leading from la 
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Grande Plage to Port Jacquet and also in the harbour area. A broad 

expanse of sand flats separates th~ main part of the St. Cast gneiss 

belt from the sheared rocks and metasediments of pnte de la Garde at 

the south end of la Grande Plage (Figure 11.2). Here the north

western and central parts of the headland are formed of cataclastic 

rocks within a second major shear belt. The rocks are predominantly 

mylonite schists and gneisses produced from a variety of parent 

materials but synkinematic leucogranites are present only in minor 

quantity. Complexly folded semi-pelitic metasediments with thin 

psammite ribs and sheared metasediments are exposed around the south-

reastern parts'of the pnte de la Garde bordering the northern end of 

the Plage de Pen Guen. This magnificent stretch of unspoiled beach 

backed by extensive sand flats separates the gneisses of the St. Cast . 
belt from structurally simple metasediments assigned to the 

Brioverian supracrustal sequence which are exposed around the pnte 

du Bay at the south-eastern end of the Plage.Thus no contact 

between the two units may be observed and a faulted junction is 

postulated. 

This second fault block of Brioverian, Figure 11.3, consists of 

psammites with well preserved grading and laminated semi-pelites 

around the pnte du Bay. To the south the semi-pelites dominate with 

minor psammite horizons and occasional intraformational 

conglomerates. The evidence strongly suggests that these rocks 

represent a turbidite sequence. Synkinematic tourmaline-granite and 

granite pegmatite sheets (= Cadomian felsic sheets) have been 

. intruded into the B~ioverian sediments between the pnte de Tiqueras 

and the Plage de Quatre Vaux. Within the sedimentstwo distinct 

phases of folding are recognized but are separated by a phase of 

flattening. The first phase of folding recognized, the main phase 



Figure I1.3 

The north-western part of the St. Malo migmatite belt and 

its relationship with the adjacent Brioverian supracrustal 

rocks. 
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of folding. is accompanied by a penetrative metamorphic foliation 

which is axial plane t9 the folds produced and strikes between N-S 

and E-W with a steep dip. A superimposed homogeneous strain has 

tightened these main folds and produced folds with the same 

orientation in discordant quartz veins and thin pegmatites. The 

Cadomian felsic sheets were intruded between these two phases of 

deformation and have suffered boudinage by the second phase of 

deformation'. The second phase of folding recognized has produ~ed 

open folds which deform the metamorphic foliation on the macroscopic 

and mesoscopic scales and which generally have an associated axial 
, . 

rpl ane crenulation foliation which deforms the metamorphic foliation 

on the mesoscopic-to-microscopic scale. These Brioverian supra

crustal rocks are not seen in direct contact with the gneisses of the 

St. Malo migmatite belt expose~ on the south-east side of the Plage 

de Quatre Vaux but the junction is thought to be faulted (Brown. 
) 

Barber and Roach. 1971). This north-western margin to the St. Malo 

belt underwent heterogeneous deformation during the Cadomian 

orogenic episode. 

The western part of the St. Malo migmatite belt is shown in" 

Figure 11.3 and consists. for the most part. of metatexite but with 

all gradations between metasediment and diatexite present. ' Diatexites 

dominate the marginal part of the belt. There are two areas 'of 

homogeneous diatexite. the larger. south of St. Jacut-de-la-Mer. can .. ,. 

be seen to grade into inhomogeneous diatexite on its southern "', 

margin. and the smaller north of St. Briac. which can be seen 

, passing into inhomogeneous diatexite on both flanks. _ The gran~toid 

mapped in Figure 11.3 is the Colombi~re granite which outcrops as 

islands to the west of the Ile des H~bihens. ' It is not seen in 

direct contact with the inhomogeneous diatexites but probably 
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represents a third area of homogeneous diatexite, more fractionated 

than the other two. A large raft of metasediment is contained 

within the granite on the west side of la Ne11iere. This part of the 

St. Malo belt corresponds to part of the second belt of 'granulite 

feui11etee' mapped by Barrois (1892) (see Figure 1.3). 

Figure 11.4 shows the eastern half of the St. Malo belt where 

diatexite is dominant and an extensive area of homogeneous diatexite 

occurs. This homogeneous diatexite 'core' has a simple intrusive 

contact with multiply folded Pentevrian metasediments at Port Briac, 

north of the picturesque fishing port of Canca1e. The northern side 
r 

of the homogeneous diatexite grades almost imperceptibly into 

inhomogeneous diatexites which are partially cataclased to the west 

of the pnte de Grouin. Relationships on the south side of the 

homogeneous diatexite are made'obscure by the lack of rock exposed 

although the junction between it and the metasediments can be traced 

with some confidence about five kilometres inland. The St. Malo 

migmatite belt extends southwards up the River Rance changing 

successively from diatexite to metatexite and then into unmigmatized 

metasediments (Figure 11.5). These metasediments, best exposed near 

the towns of Langro1ay and St. Su1iac, preserve within them a 

complex history of multiple folding and are accordingly assigned to 

the Pentevrian (see Brown & Roach, 1972b). This eastern part of the 

St. Malo belt was divided into two groups by Barrols (1892) - the 
" 

'granulite feui11etee' and the 'micaschistes et gneiss granu1itique' 

(see Figure 1.3). 

The belt of metasediments stretching from Canca1e on the coast 
.. 
across to the Rance at St. Suliac - Langrolay separates the St. Malo 

migmatite belt from the Dinan belt of high-grade gneisses (Figure 

11.5). The relationship of the metasediments to the gneisses 



Figure 11.4 

The eastern part of the St. Malo migmatite belt and its 

relationship with the Pentevrian metasediments. 
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Figure II.S 

The Rance section through the St. Malo and Dinan migmatite 

belts and the associated Pentevrian metasediments. 
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comprising the Dinan belt is obscured by alluvium. The Dinan belt, 

only exposed along" the Ranee, comprises mainly homogeneous 

diatexites in the south and inhomogeneous diatexites in the north 

but catac1astic rocks, blastic schists, metasediments and 

1eucocratic gneiss are represented. The rocks of this belt were 

described as 'granulite feui11et~e', 'granulite feui11etee' and 

'granulite granitique feui11etee' by Barrois (1892) (see Figure 1.3). 

Field Description of the Rock Types 

A. The Pentevrian Basement 

1. The Metasediments 

Metasediments attributed to the Pentevrian basement outcrop on 

the south-eastern side of the pnte de la Garde (Figure 11.2), 

alongside the River Rance around the towns of Langro1ay and St. 

Su1iac (Figure 11.5), within the Dinan migmatite belt as small 

isolated outcrops (Figure 11.5) and along the coast to the north and 

south of the port of Canca1e (Figure 11.4). The outcrops around 

Cancale and along the Ranee may be regarded as parts of the same 

belt of metasediments (see Figure 11.1). and equates with the Jugon

Cancale belt of Barrois (1892) who considered them to be Brioverian 

in age (see Figure 1.3). These metasediments predate the 

migmatites forming the palaeosome of the metatexites and occurring 

as enclaves within the inhomogeneous diatexites; they represent the 

oldest rocks found within the area of study. The nature of this 

metasedimentary sequence may be seen in Plates 11.1', 11.2 and 11.3. 



Plate 11.1 

a: General view of multiply folded Pentevrian semi-pelitic 

metasediments (23/18). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 

b: Closed structure within the Pentevrian metasediments 

shown in 'a'. The metamorphic foliation is parallel to 

the long dimension of the eye (23/11). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 

c: Ramsay 'type 2' interference structure within the 

Pentevrian metasediments shown in 'a' (23/6). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 





Plate 11.2 

a: Pentevrian metasediments which here comprise thick (up 

to 1 metre) psammitic units separated by thinner semi

pelitic units (13/4). 

Between pnte de Garel and vge de Grainfolet, north of St. 

Suliac. 

b: Pentevr1an metasediments comprising psammite and semi

pelite layers and showing small late-Pentevrian folds 

(12/28). 

Pnte de Garel, north of St. Suliac. 

c: More general view of the Pentevrian metasediments shown 

in detail in 'b'. Not~ the late-Pentevrian upright 

folds (12/26). 

Pnte de Garel, north of St. Suliac. 





Plate 11.3 

a: Pentevrian semi-pelitic metasediments with a late 

conjugate kink set {8/27}. 

Port Briac, north of Cancale. 

b: Thin psammite layers within Pentevrian metasediments of 

dominant semi-pelitic lithology. Note the Pentevrian 

fold hinges which are defined by the psammite layers 

(19/23). 

La Houle, Cancale. 

c: Pentevrian semi-pelitic metasediments with late

Pentevrian folds (18/20). 

South of la Houle, Cancale. 
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The pnte de la Gard~: 

Metasediments from the south-eastern side of the pntede la 

Garde are shown in Plate 11.1 where interference structures (of the 

type attributed by Ramsay (1967) to the effects of multiple folding) 

give some indication of the complex structural history preserved 

within these rocks. These metasediments comprise medium to fine 

grained dark grey semi-pelites with medium grained grey to light 

grey psammites. This alternation of psammite and semi-pelite 

probably represents an original lithological banding although no 

structures of possible sedimentary origin have been seen. There is 

a ubiquitous early metamorphic foliation which parallels this 

lithological banding, a feature which is considered to characterise 

the Pentevrian metasediments 'of north-eastern Brittany (Brown and 

Roach, 1972b). The sand flats backing the Plage de Pen Guen 

unfortunately prevent the junction between the Pentevrian 

metasediments and the Brioverian metasediments which lie to the south 

from being examined. It -is assumed to be faulted. Small shear zones 

cut the metasediments and to the north-west they suffer extensive 

cataclasis and pass into the cataclastic rocks of the major shear 

belt which comprises the central and north-western parts of the 

headland. 

Along the Ranee: 

The metasediments which crop out along both banks of the Rance 

(see Figure 11.5) comprise laminated buff to grey pelites within a 

-sequence of fine to medium grained grey semi-pelites and thick {up to 

'one metre} medium grained grey to light grey psammitic' layers. They 

are shown in Plate 11.2. An early metamorphic foliation parallel to 

the lithological banding is omnipresent and a complex history of 
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deformation is reco~ded in the rocks (see Chapter V). Depositional 

textures and structures, however, are nowhere preserved. The 

lithological variation producing a regular coarse banding is thought 
, 

to reflect the sedimentary bedding. There are occasional thin 

(ca 10 cm) concordant pegmatite layers within the metasediments and 

rare discordant granitoid sheets some tens of centimetres in 

thickness. The southern margin of this main belt of metasediments 

is not exposed along the Rance but lies obscured by alluvium. 

However. since the rocks outcropping to the south of la Souhaiter 

,.. (Figure II.S) have been sheared and give way to inhomogeneous .•.. 

diatexites of the Dinan belt'the junction may well be tectonic. ' 

Downstream from langrolay - St. Suliac unmigmatized metasediments of 

the type shown in Plate 11.2 ,gradually give way to metasediments 

which have suffered metatexis.· It is stressed that there is a 

gradual increase in the amount of granitoid intruding the meta

sediments accompanied by the beginning of segregation in the meta-
" 

sediments. The division between metasediment and metatexite along 

the Rance is therefore somewhat arbitrarily drawn in Figure 11.5 and 
.. 

extensive areas of semi-pelitic and psammitic metasediment occur 

within the metatexites as far north as la Richardais. However, the 

metasediments within the' 'metasedimentzone' show no segregation' 

phenomena whatsoever and represent the unaltered palaeosome to the 

metatexites and diatexites comprising the St. Malo migmatite belt. 

Around Cancale: 

.The metasediments which outcrop in the cliffs and along the 

.fores~ore both nort~ and sou~h of Canca 1 e (Figure II. 4) represent the 

north-eastern extension of the belt ofmetasedimentsoutcropping 

along the Ranee. However,since.the regional plunge of,the 

structures within the metasediments is generally to the NE-ENE the 
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rocks around Cancale, some fifteen kilometres to the north-east from 

the Rance, represent a somewhat higher structural level within the 

metasediments. The metasediments are again mainly medium to fine 

grained grey to black semi-pelites with thin medium grained grey to 

light grey psammite ribs (see Plate 11.3). The junction between 

these metasediments and the homogeneous diatexite which forms the 

'core' to the eastern part of the St. Malo belt is well exposed along 

the south edge of a wave cut platform on the north side of the small 

beach at Port Briac to the north of Cancale (Figure 11.4). The 

r contact appears intrusive and is structurally concordant (Plate 11.4), 

the foliation in the diatexite parallels the 1itho10gica1 lamination 

and metamorphic foliation in the metasediments and the lineation in 

both is also parallel. Occasional thin vein1ets (under 2 cm thick) 

of the diatexite occur within the metasediments on the, foreshore. 

They are always structurally concordant. One slightly thicker vein 

parallels the junction between the diatexite and the metasediments 

but has no visible connection to the diatexite at the present erosion 

level (Plate 11.4c). Whilst the actual contact between these two 
• 

rock units is never seen inland, it can be traced to within a few 

metres for some five kilometres to the south-west. Concordant 

junctions between gneissic rocks and older metasediments are common 

within basement complexes (Roach, 1957 & 1.966). To the south of 

Cancale the metasediments eventually pass under the alluvium which 

surrounds the Baie de Mont St. Michel (see Figure 1.1). 

Small isolated outcrops of metasedimentary rocks occur along the. 

_~ance between the bridge at Port St. Hubert - Port St. Jean and 

Mordreuc (Figure 11.5). They are mainly medium grained grey semi

pelites with a ubiquitous foliation parallel to the litho1ogic 

lamination but they are distinctive in that they carry dark grey 



Plate 11.4 

a: The junction between intrusive homogeneous diatexite 

and Pentevrian semi-pelitic metasediments (8/24). 

North side of the beach at Port Briac, north of Cancale. 

b: Concordance between the lineation in the metasediments 

and that in the diatexite (8/23). 

North side of the beach at Port Briac, north of Cancale. 

c: Concordance between the foliation in the diatexite (at 

the bottom of the photograph) and that in the 

metasediments. Note the concordant vein of diatexite, 

now boud1naged (8/25). 

North side of the beach at Port Briac, north of Cancale. 
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Plate 11.5 

a: Pentevrian semi-pelite with retrogressed .cordierite 

porphyroblasts (913). 

La ville Ger", near Mordreuc. x 1.0 

b: Pentevrian semi-pelite with retrogressed cordierite 

porphyroblasts (1003). 

La "ville Ger, near Mordreuc. x 1.0 
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ovoid porphyroq1asts of retrogressed cordierite (?) (Plate 11.5). 

Folds are not seen within these small outcrops but on the basis of 

1itho10gica1 similarity and the 'bedding' foliation these meta

sediments are thought to be Pentevrian also. 

Thus the Pentevrian metasediments comprise semi-pe1ites with 

thin ribs of psammite giving way at a structurally lower level to 

thicker psammite layers. Oepositiona1 textures and structures are 

absent but a metamorphic foliation parallel to the 1itho10gic 

banding is omnipresent. They are characterised by multiple folding. 

2. The Metatexites 

The metatexites, which make up about half the St. Malo 

migmatite belt at the present erosion level, form a partial 

envelope around the diatexite core to the belt. They are well 

displayed along the coast on the north-western side of the belt and 

dominate the western half of the belt (see Figures 11.3 & 11.5). The 

northern part of this metatexite envelope is represented by the narrow 

strip of metatexites exposed along the coast to the east of 

Rotheneuf (see Figure 11.4). It was the river and coastal outcrop 

from le Minihic sur Rance to St. Briac, west of Oinard, that Cogn~ 

described in 1951 when he postulated segregation and ana texis of 

me~asediments to produce the migmatites andrnbu1ites. The 

metatexites are true migmatites (see discussion in Brown, 1973 and 

Chapter I) and are the rocks after which the St. Malo migmatite belt 

takes its name. Included under the group heading of 'metatexites ' 

are rocks which display all gradations of segregation phenomena from 

sch~sts with ptygmatic veins or quartz segregations to coarsely 

banded migmatitic gneisses in which no schist is preserved. The 

problems of nomenclature have already been discussed (Brown, 1973 and 
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Chapter I) and need not be reiterated here. Examples of the 

variety of rocks included within this group are shown in Plates 11.6 

to 11.15 inclusive. The following typical migmatite structures 

(after Mehnert, 196B, Ch. 2) are represented within the St. Malo 

metatexites: scho1.len (raft) structure (eg. frontispiece 1 and 

Plate 11.9a); phlebitic (vein) structure (eg. Plates 11.Bc & 1I.9c); 

stromatic (layered) structure (eg. Plates II.Ba, II.Bb & II.10c); 

folded structure (eg. Plates II.13a & 11.13b); ptygmatic structure 

(eg. Plates II.10a, II.lla, II.llb, II.llc & II.14a); and rarely 

pseudo-ophthalmitic (augen) structure (eg. Plates II.12b & II.12c). 

Structures such as those represented by Plates II.6a, II.6b, II.Ba 

& 11.8b) are termed high-grade stromatic structure since the 

essential layering has almost broken to give schol1en structure or 

the sch1ieren structure of inhomogeneous diatexites and little 

pa1aeosome remains (see Plate II.7c). It is stressed at this point 

that areas represented as metatexite in Figures 11.3, 11.4 & 11.5 

are predominantly composed of metatexite but that minor amounts of 

psammitic metasediment, inhomogeneous diatexite and sheets of 

granitoid are all present. These areas have suffered extensive 

metatexis during their complex history. 

The relations of the metatexites to the metasediments described 

above are best seen along the transverse section of the St. Malo 

belt provided by the River Rance (Figure 11.5). This is one point 

upon which both French geologists (Auvray, Cogn~, -Hameurt, Vida1 and 

Jeannette, 1972) and British geologists (Brown and Roach, 1972b) 

agree even though their respective interpretations of the available 

eVidence differ (this will be more fully discussed -in Chapter V). 

Completely unmigmatized metasediments are exposed along both banks 

of the Rance around the towns of Langro1ay and St. Su1iac (Figure 



Plate 11.6 

a: High-grade stromatic structure within metatexite, almost 

an inhomogeneous diatexite (13/18) 

La Justice, St. Jacut. 

b: High-grade stromatic structure within metatexite 

(13/21). 

La Justice, St. Jacut. 

c: Metatexite (13/26). 

La Justice, St. Jacut. 





Plate ·11.7 

a: Enclave of metasediment, slightly metatexitic, within 

coarsely inhomogeneous diatexite (25/12). 

Le Tertre Corieu, south of Lancieux. 

b: Metatexites cut by concordant sheets of granite 

pegmatite (2/7). 

North of Le Tertre Corieu, south of Lancieux. 

c: Thin granite sheets, metatexite and inhomogeneous 

diatexite from within the metatexite of the Island at 

Port l'Is1et (2/18). 

Port l'ls1et, near Lancieux. 
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Plate 11.8 

a: High-grade stromatic structure within metatexite. Note 

the pegmatite 1eucosomes and the thinner biotite 

me1anosomes (11/34). 

North of Le Tertre Corieu, south of Lancieux. 

b: High-grade stromatic structure within metatexite. Note 

the granite 1eucosomes and the biotite-rich me1anosome 

layers and sch1ieren (2/20). 

Port l'Islet, near Lancieux. 

c: Phlebitic structure within metatexite (3/6). 

Pnte de la Garde Guerin, near St. Lunaire. 





Plate 11.9 

a: Slight development of schollen structure (to the right 

of the hammer for example) as the inhomogeneous 

diatexite breaks up the metatexitic migmatite banding 

(10/22). 

Pnte de la Garde Gufrin, near St. Lunaire. 

b: Stromatic structure developed within metatexite, near 

change over to inhomogeneous diatexite (10/25). 

Pnte de la Garde Gu~in, near St. Lunaire. 

c: High-grade metatexite showing a folded structure or 

almost phlebitic structure (7/8). 

St. Malo. 





Plate 11.10 

a: Stromatic structure and ptygmatic structure developed 

on either side of a small shear zone within metatexite 

(10/28). 

Pnte de Cancanal, la Richardais. 

b: Folded structure within metatexite; note small shear 

zone (10/3l). 

Pnte de Cancanal. la Richardais. 

c: Stromatic structure within metatexite. Note the layers 

of palaeosome (under the coin and to the right) and the 

pegmatite leucosomes with thinner biotite melanosomes 

{4/29}. 

South of St. Servan. 
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Plate 11.11 

a: Ptygmatic structure within metatexite. The quartzo

feldspathic ptygmas have thin biotite se1vedges and are 

within a sem;--pelitic pa1aeosome (238). 

Le Val es Boui11is, la Rance. 

b: As I a I ( 239 ) • 

c: As I a I ( 240 ) • 
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Plate 11.12 

a: Stromatic structure within metatexite. Note the very 

narrow low-angle shear zones (5/9). 
/ Pnte de Rochebonne, Parame. 

b: Stromatic structure with hydrothermal and pegmatitic 

mobilizates and occasional quartz or quartz-feldspar 

augen giving a pseudo-opthalmitic structure within 

metatexite (8/2). 

Pnte de Meinga, near Rotheneuf. 

c: Stromatic structure with some pseudo-ophthalmitic 

structure within metate'xite. Note the quartz augen 

below the coin (8/8). 

Pnte de Meinga, near Rotheneuf. 





Plate 11.13 

a: Folded structure with slight pseudo-ophtha1mitic 

structure tendency. Pegmatitic (quartz+fe1dspar) 

mobi1izates with thin biotite se1vedges and schistose 

pa1aeosome (7). 

Fort" du Guesclin, east of Rotheneuf. 

b: Folded structure with pseudo-ophtha1mitic structure 

within metatexite. Note the omnipresent biotite 

selvedges to the quartz-feldspar mobi1izates and the 

steep lineation defined by the fold axes (8). 

Fort du Guesc1in, east of Rotheneuf. 
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Plate 11.14 

a: Ptygmatic structure within metatexite. The quartz

feldspar ptygma has a thin biotite selvedge on both 

sides (301). 

Le Va1 es Bouillis, la Rance. 

b: Low-grade metatexite with thin quartz-feldspar 

segregations and biotite selvedges. Note the 

discordant quartz-feldspar vein (308). 

x 0.7 

Quarry south of le Minihic, la Rance. x 0.7 
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Plate 11.15 

a: Small-scale folded structure within metatexite. The 

quartz-feldspar leucosomes are separated by thin 

biotite selvedges (me1anosomes) from the schistose 

pa1aeosome (V 20). 

Western end of P1age du Guesclin, east of Rotheneuf. 

x 0.5 

b: Small-scale stromatic structure within metatexite. The 

quartz-feldspar leucosomes have thin biotite 

melanosomes (V 16). 

Pnte du Meinga, near Rotheneuf. x 0.5 

c: Fine stromatic structure within metatexite. The fine 

schistose palaeosome has segregated into a thin quartz

feldspar leucosome with thin biotite se1vedges 

(me1anosomes) (761). 

Pnte de la Garde Guerin, near St. Lunaire. x 0.5 

d: Metatexite with rather diffuse structure although the 

larger view provided by the wave-cut platform suggests 

stromatic structure (73l). 

Western end of Plage du Guesc1in, east of Rotheneuf. 

x 0.5 
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11.5) and comprise semi-pe1ites with psammites and some pe1ites 

(see above). With the onset of metatexis (segregation of quartz and 

quartzo-fe1dspathic material) there is a concomitant increase in the 

availability of outside material since intruded granitoid sheets 

(mainly trondhjemitic) become more frequent, notably in the outcrops 

to the north of pnte du Crapaud and pnte de Gare1 along the Rance 

(Figure 11.5). This introduced granitic material will be discussed 

below in a later section. Metatexis affects the comp)ll!I1t 

lithologies of the original sedimentary sequence in different ways 

according to composition and produces different penetration 

structures as a result. Phlebitic structure is characteristic of 

rocks which were originally pe1itic. Stromatic, folded and 

ptygmatic structures are typically developed in rocks which were 

originally semi-pe1itic and consequently represent the most cOll111on 

structures. Ptygmatic structure is the characteristic response of 

the psammitic component of the sequence to metatexis. Thus the 

palaeosome content of the rocks mapped as metatexites along the Rance 

can vary between extremes according to composition, moreover the 

nature of this pa1aeosome varies from gneissose-schist of semi

pelitic origin to massive psammite. The neosome of the metatexites 

exposed along the Rance habitually comprises a quartzo-fe1dspathic 

leucosome of variable thickness (£! 1-2 cm in ptygmatic structure to 

ca ·S cm in stromatic structure) and a thin biotite selvedge or -
biotite-rich me1anosome, though this relationship may be less well 

defined in phlebitic structures (reference should be made to the 

plates) • 

The metatexites of the Rance thus include a range of migmatite 

structures which reflect, to a certain extent, the original 

lithological variation of the sedimentary sequence and also, 
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therefore, the degree of segregation which has taken place. Since 

it is not yet possible to distinguish between the process of 

metamorphic differentiation and that of partial melting (see Brown, 

1973 and Chapter 1 this thesis) as ways of developing a banded 

migmatitic rock, it has been proposed (Brown, 1973) that all 

processes of segregation be included within the sphere of metatexis. 

Thus the structures described above, from the Rance, where the 

neosome comprises two parts suggesting a segregated relationship, 

are both migmatites and metatexites. Moreover, it is difficult to 

envisage any fundamental genetic difference between these 

structures - phlebitic structure, stromatic structure, folded 

structure and ptygmatic structure - although this is implied by 

Mehnert (1968, Ch. 2). 

The relationship of the metatexites to the inhomogeneous 

diatexites is best examined on the north-western side of the St. Malo 
, , 

migmatite belt, where small areas of diatexite are exposed within the 

metatexites, and on the northern side of the St. Malo migmatite belt 

to the east of Rotheneuf (see Figures 11.3 & 11.4). The change from 

predominantly metatexite to predominantly diatexite is not sharp but 

transitional through a zone where the two are thoroughly inter

mingled. Indeed Mehnert (1968, p.276) ,writes " .... anatectic 

massifs show no sharp boundaries ....... but merge continuously into 

the surrounding country rock .•.. ". However, distinction can be 

drawn between areas dominantly comprising metatexite and those 

dominantly comprising inhomogeneous diatexite; Brown (1973) has 

stressed the gradual transition from a banded metatexite structure 

to a foliated sch1ieren structure characteristic of the diatexites. 

In the area between St. Jacut and Dinard (Figure 11.3) the dominant 

rock type is metatexite, that is there is generally a migmatitic 
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banding preserved which is defined by the interlayering of 

palaeosome and neosome. Within the metatex;te two mappable areas of 

diatexite are recognized whilst mesoscopic areas of inhomogeneous 

diatexite are frequent within the dominant metatexite (see 

frontispiece 1 and Plates II.7c and II.9a, for example). It is this 

complex mixture of rock types to the east of St. Briac to which 

Cog ne (1951) made the following reference: tiLes faci~s decrits se 

repetent, s'interferent, sur quelques dizaines de metres, et cec; 

depuis le front situe dans les micaschistes. 11 faut noter 

cependant que dans 1 I ensemble ce sont les arterites et les 

n~bulites qui sont les plus frequantes, ce qui, zon~ographiquement, 
A 

parait placer ces migmatites au niveau des anatexites tl
• This is 

also the part of the St. Malo belt where Auvrey, Cogn~, Hameurt, 

Vidal and Jeannette (1972) will admit that anatectic mobilization has 

occurred! 

The metatexites are again seen in contact with diatexites to 

the east of Rotheneuf, especially on the east and north sides of the 

Havre de Rotheneuf(Figure 11.4). The change from metatexite to 

inhomogeneous diatexite at the eastern end of the Havre is gradual 

and similar to that described above. However, the junction between 

the two rock types is seen to be quite, sharp on the south and west 

sides of Ile Besnard on the northern side of the Havre. Here the 

metatexites are clearly seen to rest structurally above the 

diatexites but both maintain structural concordance. The dip is 

moderate towards the Baie de St. Malo, that is it is away from the 

diatexite Icore l to the belt. 

Metatexites are well exposed in three main areas within the St. 

Malo migmatite belt: along the coast between the Presqu'lsle de St. 

Jaeut-de-la-mer and Dinard; along the River Ranee upstream from the 
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Barrage; and on the norths i de of the bel t to the eas t of Rotheneuf. 

The metatexites in each of these areas have certain distinctive 

characteristics. The main distinction lies between the metatexites 

exposed in the two coastal areas and those exposed along the Ranee 

section. The differences are due to an original difference in the 

composition of the parent rock or palaeosome of the metatexites. 

These differences will now be discussed. 

The metatexites outcropping along the coast west of Binard and 

around St. Jacut have ·predominantly a stromatic structure, in which 

the mobilizate varies from a hydrothermal (quartz) mobilizate to a 

granitic (quartz-feldspar-mica) mobilizate, although areas of 

inhomogeneous diatexite are developed and often give rise to 

schollen structure and rare phlebitic structure occurs. To the east 

of Rotheneuf the metatexites comprise predominantly stromatic 

structure (or folded structure, there is no essential difference) 

with both hydrothermal (quartz) and pegmatitic (quartz-feldspar) 

mobilizates being developed; areas of diatexite within these meta

texites are extremely rare. Quartz pods occasionally give rise to a 

kind of pseudo-ophthalmitic structure. The rarity of ptygmatic 

structure in both areas is noteworthy, ptygmas only being developed 

in psammitic enclaves within the inhom~geneous diatexites. Granite 

and. granite-pegmatite sheets are common in the western part of the 

belt around Lancieux and St. Lunaire but are not found within the 

northern outcrop of metatexites • 

In contrast, the metatexites which crop out alongside the Rance 

upstream from the Barrage are dominated by the equal development of 

ptygmatic structure and stromatic (or folded) structure. This is 

reflected in the larger proportion of metasediment preserved as 

schist and schistose palaeosome and reflects an original difference 
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in sedimentary lithologies. The parent rocks of the metatexites 

exposed in the Val1ee de la Rance must have originally contained a 

high proportion of psammitic lithology within the sequence. The 

increase of psammitic lithologies structurally downwards within the 

unmigmatized metasediments has been commented on above. Thus it is 

likely that the greater proportion of psammitic lithologies within 

the metatexites of the Rance section reflects a lower structural 

level within the sedimentary pile than that which gave rise to the 

metatexites exposed along the coast. Trondhjemite sheets are present 

within the metatexite zone of the Rance. 

In the majority of the St. Malo metatexites the pa1aeosome may 

be distinguished from the neosome which itself comprises a 1eucosome 

of variable thickness (ca 1-2 cm in the case of ptygmatic structure 

up to ~ 5 cm in the case of stromatic or folded structures) and 

either a biotite selvedge or a biotite-rich me1anosome. This 

relationship suggests segregation in situ rather than injection of a 

melt or an aqueous fluid, though the relationship may not 

necessarily represent a melt - restite pair (see Hughes, 1970). 

3. The Diatexites 

Inhomogeneous and homogeneous diatexites together make up about 

half of the St. Malo migmatite belt at the present erosion level and 

completely dominate the eastern part of the belt (see Figure 11.4). 

Smaller, but significant areas of diatexite are exposed on the 

extreme north-western side of the belt, at St. Jacut and at St. 

Briac (see Figure 11.3) whilst mesoscopic areas of inhomogeneous 

diatexite are common within the metatexites which dominate the 

western part of the belt • . Diatexites, mainly inhomogeneous, are also 

exposed along the south-eastern flank of the Baie de la Fresnaye 
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within the St. Cast gneiss belt (see Figure 11.2 and the figure in 

Brown and Roach, 1972a). South of the Pentevrian metasediments 

which outcrop along the Rance diatexites are again encountered (see 

Figure 11.5), they are grouped into the Oinan gneiss belt whin is 

dominated by diatexite. The diatexites are equivalent to the 

"anatexites" of French geologists (see Jung and Roques, 1952) and 

represent migmas produced by Back1und ' s (1937) "rheomorphism" -

they are parautochthonous granites (Read, 1957). 

The diatexites are distinguished from metatexites on the basis 

that a regular banding has been destroyed by extensive anatexis 

(see Brown, 1973 and Chapter I) and as such are not true migmatites. 

However, they do represent the products of migmatization by 

anatexis and are intimately associated with true migmatites. 

Sch1ieren and nebu1ite structures (after Mehnert, 1968, Ch. 2) are 

charact~ristic, although scho11en structure is not uncommon in areas 

of transition from metatexite to diatexite and is caused by the 

breaking up of the metatexite by more mobile diatexite (see 

frontispiece 1 and Plate II.9a). Typical examples of inhomogeneous 

diatexites showing variably developed sch1ierenstructure from 

within the St. Malo belt are shown in Plates 11.16-11.25. 

Inhomogeneous and homogeneous diatexite. from within the St. Cast 

gne~ss belt are represented in Plate 11.26. Homogeneous diatexites, 

mainly from the St. Malo belt, showing a foliated structure without 

sch1ieren are given in Plates 11.27-11.30. 

The north-western junction of the St. Malo migmatite belt 

- against Brioverian supracrusta1 rocks is tectonic (Brown, Barber and 

Roach, 1971) and the diatexites, which have undergone Cadomian 

catac1asis, will be described in a later section. Of the two small 

areas of diatexite within the dominant metatexite in the western 



Plate 11.16 

a: Inhomogeneous diatexite with metatexitic band. Note the 

variable size of the schlieren within the left-hand half 

of the boulder (7/10). 

South-east from Plage de Quatre Vaux, near N. D. du 

Guildo. 

b: Variable inhomogeneous diatexite to homogeneous 

diatexite. Note the preserved metatexitic banding 

(stromatic structure) on the bottom right-hand side of 

the outcrop (25/19). 

South of pnte du Chateau Parlant, St. Jacut. 

c: Thin pegmatite veins within slightly inhomogeneous 

diatexite (11/8). 

South of pnte du Chateau Parlant, St. Jacut. 





Plate 11.17 

a: Slightly inhomogeneous diatexite (development of biotite 

sch1ieren) bordering the south-western side of the St. 

Jacut homogeneous diatexite (11/10). 

Northern end of P1age de Vauvert, St. Jacut. 

b: Inhomogeneous diatexite with typical sch1ieren structure 

(1/27). 

Pnte du Bechet, St. Jacut. 

c: Psammitic schist enclave contained within well foliated 

inhomogeneous diatexite. Notice that the schlieren of 

biotite are flattened in the foliation plane (1/28). 

Pnte du Bechet, St. Jacut. 





Plate 11.18 

a: Small area of inhomogeneous diatexite within metatexites 

exhibiting high-grade stromatic structure. Note .the 

development of schlieren from bottom-left to top-right 

across the plate (13/25). 

La Justice, St. Jacut. 

b: Foliated inhomogeneous diatexite ·cut by a later narrow 

shear zone (13/28). 

South from Plage de la Pissott, St. Jacut. 

c: Poorly foliated inhomogeneous diatexite with variably 

developed sch1ieren structure (13/31). 

South from P1age de la Pi ·ssott, St. Jacut. 





Plate 11.19 

a: Folded biotite layers within inhomogeneous diatexite 

exhibiting sch1ieren structure (1/29). 
/ Pnte du Bechet, St. Jacut. 

b: The beginning of the break up of the migmatitic banding 

- the transition from metatexite to inhomogeneous 

diatexite (3/4). 
/ 

Western side of pnte de la Garde Guerin, near St. 

Lunaire. 

c: Well foliated inhomogeneous diatexite (3/5). 
~ 

Western side of pnte de la Garde Guerin, near St. 

Lunaire. 





Plate 11.20 

a: Foliated inhomogeneous diatexite (3/l8). 
~ ~ Pnte du Oecolle, St. Lunaire. 

b: Foliated inhomogeneous diatexite (3/2l). 

Pnte du O{colle, St. Lunaire. 

c: Foliated inhomogeneous diatexite (5/15). 

Pnte du Nicet, near Rotheneuf. 





Plate 11.21 

a: Inhomogeneous diatexite with prominent sch1ieren 

structure (4/25). 

South-east of Dinard. 

b: Inhomogeneous diatexite with small biotite sch1ieren 

(SIB). 
~ Pnte de Rochebonne, Parame. 

c: Inhomogeneous diatexite with prominent sch1ieren 

structure (SIlO) • . 

Pnte de Rochebonne, Param6. 





Plate 11.22 

a: Inhomogeneous diatexite with schlieren structure to the 

left of the coin and with a rodding lineation around the 

coin - within metatexite (4/25). 

South-east of Dinard. 

b: Inhomogeneous diatexite with well developed schlieren 

structure (5/13). 
,

Pnte de la Varde, near Parame. 

c: Typical inhomogeneous diatexite with schlieren structure 

(5/l9). 

Havre de Rotheneuf. 





Plate I1. 23 

a: Inhomogeneous diatexite (12/8). 

Eastern end of ·the Havre de Rotheneuf. 

b: Inhomogen.eous diatexite (12/9). 

Eastern end of the Havre de Rotheneuf. 

c: Inhomogeneous d1atexite (12/11). 

Eastern end of the Havre de Rotheneuf. 





Plate 11.24 

a: Inhomogeneous diatexite with small biotite schlieren 

(309). 

Western bank of l'Arguenon, le Guildo. x 0.5 

b: Inhomogeneous diatexite with small biotite schlieren 

(704). 

Northern end of Plage des Haas, St. Jacut. x 0.6 

c: Inhomogeneous diatexite with schlieren (SJ 16). 

Plage de Rougeret, St. Jacut. x 0.5 

d: Inhomogeneous diatexite with schlieren structure (762). 
, 

Eastern side of pnte de la Garde Guerin, near St. 

Lunaire. x 0.5 

e: Inhomogeneous diatexite with small biotite schlieren 

(0 5). 

St. Lunaire. 

f: Slightly inhomogeneous diatexite with small biotite 

clusters and schlieren (207). 

x 0.5 

Eastern bank of La Rance near the Barrage. x 0.5 
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Plate 11.25 

a: Slightly inhomogeneous diatexite with small sehlieren 

(208). 

Quarry at Montagne St. Joseph, St. Malo. x 0.6 

b: Inhomogeneous diatexite with sehlieren structure (726). 

West of pnte de Grouin, north of Caneale. x 0.6 

e: Inhomogeneous diatexite with biotite sehlieren (902). 

North of Port St. Jean, la Ranee. x 0.7 

d: Slightly inhomogeneous diatexite (9l4). 

Western bank of la Ranee near la Vieompt{. x 0.6 
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Plate 11.26 

a: Homogeneous diatexite (1038). 

South of P1age de la Fosse, near St. Cast. x 1.0 

b: Homogeneous diatexite (1037). 

South of Port St. Jean, near St. Cast*. x 1.0 

c: Inhomogeneous diatexite with sch1ieren structure (1046). 

Western side of P1age de la Mare, near St. Cast. x 1.0 

* Do not confuse with Port St. Jean, la Ranee. 





Plate 11.27 

a: Tourmaline-rich pegmatite cutting foliated homogeneous 

diatexite. Note the local fe1dspathisation under the 

scale (1/25). 

Le Rocher P1at, St. Jacut. 

b: Tourmaline-rich pegmatite cutting foliated homogeneous 

diatexite (8/28). 

Le Rocher P1at, St. Jacut. 

c: Coarse perthite patches and local fe1dspathisation 

within foliated homogeneous diatexite. Note the 

complete absence of biotite sch1ieren (11/17). 

South from Plage de Ruet, St. Jacut. 





Plate 11.28 

a: Homogeneous to slightly inhomogeneous diatexite (901). 

North of Port St. Jean, la Ranee. x 0.9 

b: Homogeneous diatexite (720). 

West of pnte de Grouin, north of Canea1e. x 0.8 

e: Foliated homogeneous diatexite (701). 

Le Roeher P1at, St. Jaeut. x 0.8 

d: Homogeneous diatexite (765). 

South-eastern end of P1age de Quatre Vaux, near N.D. 

du Gui1do. x 0.8 





Plate 11.29 

a: Foliated homogeneous diatexite (8/21). 

Port Briac, north of Canca1e. 

b: Raft of Pentevrian semi-pe1ite within foliated 

homogeneous diatexite (18/11). 

Port Briac, north of Canca1e. 

c: Flattened xeno1ith within foliated homogeneous 

diatexite (18/13). 

Port Briac, nath of Canca1e. 





Plate 11.30 

a: Well foliated homogeneous diatexite about 10 .metres from 

its contact with the Pentevrian metasediments (C 1). 

Port Briac, north of Canca1e. x 1.0 

b: Slightly finer and more 1eucocratic homogeneous 

diatexite (711). 

Pnte de Grouin, north of Canca1e. x 1.0 

c: Semi-pe1ite from the raft of metasediments within the 

homogeneous diatexite. Note the fine segregation in the 

upper part of the specimen (CAN). 

Port Briac, north of Canca1e. x 0.9 
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part of the belt that crossing the Presqu'Isle de St. Jacut-de-le

Mer is slightly the larger and demonstrates the relationship 

between metatexites, inhomogeneous and homogeneous diatexites 

admirably. A larger scale map of the Presqu'Isle is reproduced in 

Figure 11.6. The inhomogeneous diatexites are well exposed in the 

shallow cliffs of the pnte du Bechet and along the coast north of the 

camping site at la Justice. The inhomogeneous diatexites are medium

grained granodioritic rocks which contain schlieren of biotite of 

variable size up to about 5 cms in long dimension. These schlieren 

define a foliation within the rocks, often a swirling foliltion (see 

Plates 11.17 and 11.18). The inhomogeneous diatexites weather to an 

orange-buff colour, entirely fresh material is difficult to obtain, 

and often break easily unde'r the hammer as a result of this 

weathering. Enclaves of psammitic metasediment are contained within 

the foliated inhomogeneous diatexite as boudin-like structures 

( P 1 a te I 1. 17 c) . 

The relationship between the inhomogeneous diatexites, with the 

psammitic enclaves representing the included relict pa1aeosome, and 

the metatexites, with their migmatitic banding between neosome and 

palaeosome, is best examined either along the foreshore to the north 

of the Plage des Haas or along the fores.hore immediately north of the 

P1age de la Manchette on the Presqu ' Is1e de St. Jacut-de-1e-Mer . 

(Figure 11.6). On the . north side of the Plage des Haas, just north 

of l'Abbaye, inhomogeneous diatexite is seen to give way over a zone 

of transition some 100 m in outcrop width to me~atexite. Within 

this transition zone the two rock types are interbanded but with 

local discordance as the more mobile diatexite cross cuts the 

metatexitic banding. To the south of the Plage des Haas, a zone of 

metatexites exhibiting high-grade stromatic structure lies within 



Figure 11.6 

Large-scale map to show the diatexites of the Presqu ' lsle 

de St. Jacut-de-la-Mer on the north-western side of the St. 

Malo migmatite belt (see Figure 11.3). 
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the inhomogeneous diatexite (Figure 11.6). On the south-eastern side 

of the Presqu'ls1e the inhomogeneous diatexites quickly give way to 

metatexites with a high-grade stromatic structure on the foreshore 

south from the P1age de la Pissott and on la Justice {see Plate 

11.6}. 

Mesoscopic areas of inhomogeneous diatexite within the dominant 

metatexite of the western part of the belt increase in frequency and 

size in the cliffs around Dinard and south-east along the coast to la 

r Barrage (see Plates 11.21a & 11.22a). On the opposite side of the 

mouth of the River Rance inhomogeneous diatexite predominates over the 

metatexite which generally occurs as large raft-like areas within the 

diatexite. The inhomogeneous diatexite to the east of the Rance 

partially encircles an homogeneous diatexite core to the St. Malo 

migmatite belt (Figu.re 11.4). The inhomogeneous diatexites are well 

exposed under the fortifications of the old cit~ of St. Malo and along 

the coast to the east. Sch1ieren structure and nebu1itic structure 

are characteristic and the sch1ieren of biotite (± fibrolite) may be 

up to 6 cm in length (see frontispiece 2). The coastal outcrop is 

always very weathered, the rocks having a typical orange to buff 

colour and being easily broken by hammer. However, fresh material 

was obtained for chemical analysis from the road cuttings alongside 

the N.138 road as it descends to cross the Rance at la Barrage and 

from the disused quarry at Montagne St. Joseph (the locality for 

Graindor's age date samples, 1962). On the north side of the Havre 

de Rotheneuf at 11e Besnard (Figure -11.4) the diatexites are seen to 

~ pass rapidly into stromatic and phlebitic metatexites which overlie 

the inhomogeneous diatexite - the general dip of banding and 

foliation being moderate to the north-west into the Baie de St. Malo. 
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Homogeneous diatexites form the cores to each of the three areas 

of inhomogeneous diatexite. The homogeneous diatexite of the Presqu l 

Isle de St. Jacut-de-la-Mer is shown ,in Figure 11.6. The rock is a 

medium-grained foliated granodiorite which weathers to a buff-yellow 

colour; enclaves are absent (Plates 11.27 & 11.28). There are rare 

tourmaline-pegmatite or perthitic orthoclase feldspar patches~thin 

the homogeneous diatexite and also thin (under 10 cm thick) pegmatite 

sheets infilling joints within the diatexite (see Plates 11.27 & 

11.28). The change from inhomogeneous to homogeneous diate~e is best 

seen on the eastern side of the Presqu'lsle to the north and south of 

the small Port du Ch~telet. On both sides the transition from 

inhomogeneous diatexite with schlieren to homogeneous diatexite 

devoid of schlieren is rapid - the schlieren become both smaller and 

less dense over a zone of a few metres before dying out. The width 

of the surrounding inhomogeneous diatexite outcrop on the southern side 

of the homogeneous diatexite is much narrower than that on the northern 

side and reflects the regional asymmetry seen in the outcrop of the 

main diatexite mass t9 the east. 

The main area of homogeneous diatexite is well exposed in the 

cliffs forming the pnte de Grouin north of Cancale. It stretches some 

12 km inland to the south-west and reaches a maximum width of 4 km, at 

the present erosion level, just south-east of ' Para me-St. Malo (Figure 

11.4). The rock is a buff coloured, medium-to-coarse,grained 

granodiorite with a pronounced foliation defined by biotite and 

feldspar. It is very strongly foliated and lineated near its junction 

~ with Pentevrian metasediments at Port Briac (see Plate 11.30). It is 

thought to be intrusive into the Pentevrian metasediments (see 

discussion above and Plate 11.4). Within the diatexite just north of 

the plage at Port Briac are several small xenoliths of metasediment 
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flattened in the plane of the foliation (see Plate II.29c). There 

are also two much larger rafts of semi-pelitic metasediment 

preserved within the diatexite as large boudin-like structures (Plate 

II.29b). The foliation within the metasediments in the rafts, within 

the homogeneous diatexite and within the Pentevrian metasediments 

forming the host is parallel and dips steeply to the south-east. 

There is ' a marked lineation in all three which plunges at a low to 

moderate angle to the north-east. 

r The north-western part of the St. Cast gneiss belt, exposed 

along the length of the south-east flank of the Baie de la Fresnaye 

(see Figure II.2), comprises mainly inhomogeneous diatexites with 

small schlieren and minor homogeneous areas. Plate 11.26 shows the 

nature of these rocks in hand specimen. It is these rocks and their 

cataclased equivalents to the south-east of the pnte de St. Cast that 

Hameurt and Jeannette (1971) have confused with arkoses. The present . 
interpretation, based upon reconnaissance field mapping in 1971, is 

given in Figure 11.2 and has been briefly described by Brown and 

Roach (1972a). The diatexites are orange-buff coloured medium

grained granodioritic rocks with small schlieren of biotite which 

give way to garnet around the pnte de St. Cast. They are cut by 

narrow shear zones of the type described by Ramsay and Graham (1971) 

and give way to thoroughly cataclastic rocks, developed from 

leucogranite and metatexite, on the south-east side of the pnte de St. 

Cast and north from the Port Jacquet (Figure 11.2). 

4. The Colombiere Granite 

North of the Presqu ' ls1e de St. Jacut-de-la-Mer lie a series of 

islands and small isolated rock outcrops which are normally either 

covered by the sea or cut-off from the Presqu ' ls1e by the sea. 
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However, for a short time either side of very low low-tides these 

outcrops are accessible for examination. The largest of the islands, 

Ile des H~bihens, is some 1.5 km from south to north and about the 

same from east to west - though only about 1 km2 of rock outcrops 

through the sand. The islands of La Grande Roche, la Colombiere and 

la Nelliere are accessible only during the lowest of low-tides. The 

discontinuous nature of the outcrop, the fact that it spends most of 

the time below water and the short time available for its study all 

conspire to obscure the relationship between these island outcrops and 

the mainland outcrop {see Figure II.3}. 

Figure 11.7 summarizes the geology of these islands. There is 

clearly a change in rock type from east to west across the 

discontinuous outcrop though no actual junction is seen. On the east 

of "the Ile des H~bihens the rocks are slightly inhomogeneous medium

grained granodioritic rocks which are very similar to the diatexites 

of St. Jacut. They are not foliated. On the north-eastern corner of 

the Island a band of metatexite of variable thickness up to £! 10 m is 

contained within this diatexite {see Plate lI.3l}. On the north and 

western sides of the Island the diatexite contains an increasingly 

greater number of small xenoliths the further north-west that it is 

seen (see Plate 11.32). These xenoliths, which are fragments of rock 

and do not therefore equate with the biotite schlieren of the 

inhomogeneous diatexites, vary in size from under a centimetre to 

some tens of centimetres in length and may be of semi-pelite or 

metatexite. At la Nelli~re the rock type has changed gradually and 

without any ddnnite junction to a granite rather than a granodiorite 

in composition and contains less biotite. The granite is a pink-

buff in colour and the medium-grained rock is unfoliated. Contained 

within this granite are two rafts of banded psammite/semi-pelite 



Figure 11.7 

Sketch geological map of the islands to the north of the 

Presqu'Isle de St. Jacut-de-la-Mer. 
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Plate 11.31 

a: Inhomogeneous diatexite with biotite-rich sch1ieren 

(10/3). 

North of I1e des Hebihens. 

b: Slightly inhomogeneous diatexite with small enclave of 

metatexite (10/S). 

Western side of I1e des Hebihens. 

c: Fine stromatic structure within metatexite layer in 

diatexite. Note the 1eucosomes with thin biotite 

se1vedges (me1anosomes) and the schistose pa1aeosome 

(10/9). 

North-eastern corner of I1e des H~bihens. 
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Plate 11.32 

a: Metasedimentary xenoliths in homogeneous diatexite 

(10/2). 

Western side of 1le des H~bihens. 

b: Metasedimentary xenoliths in homogeneous diatexite 

(10/4). 

Western side of 1le des H€bihens. 

c: Metasedimentary xenoliths weathering out from 

homogeneous diatexite (10/11). 

North-western corner of 1le des H€bihens. 





Plate 11.33 

a: Xenoliths in homogeneous granitoid at the edge of the 

raft of metasediments (18). 

La Ne11i~re. north of St. Jacut. 

b: Xeno1iths in homogeneous granitoid at the edge of the 

raft of metasediments (17). 

La Ne11i~re. north of St. Jacut. 





Plate 11.34 

a: The banded psammites and semi-pelites comprising the 

raft of metasediments (3/32). 

La Nel1i~e, north of St. Jacut. 

b: The western part of -the raft of metasediments in the 

homogeneous granitoid (3/37). 

La Nelli~e, north of St. Jacut. 
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metasediment; the more easterly of the two is invaded and broken up by 

the granite giving rise to a narrow zone of large xenoliths (see 

Plates 11.33 & 11.34). Finally, the two islands of la Colombi~re and 

la Grande Roche are comprised of a pink to white biotite granite, 

medium-grained and unfoliated, which contains only very rare biotite 

enclaves. 

5. The Granitoid Sheets 

There are three types of granitoid sheet which occur within the 

St. Malo migmatite belt, each of quite restricted occurrence. The 

first type are the true granite sheets which cut the metatexites of 

the northern part of the Presqu'lsle de St. Jacut-de-la-Mer (see 

Figure 11.6) and the metatexites to the west of Lancieux. They are 

generally concordant with the migmatite banding and may rarely contain 

xenoliths of metatexite close to their margins. The granite sheets, 

which may be up to 10 m thick, are a pink-buff colour and medium

grained - they resemble the granite of la Nelliere. Secondly, there 

are thin, under 3 m thick, granite-pegmatite sheets. They are found 

within the metatexites of St. Jacut and to the west of Lancieux. 

Whilst the granite-pegmatite sheets are generally concordant with 

respect to the migmatite banding they can locally cut across the 

banding. These granitic rocks are coarse-grained and leucocratic, they 

may be white or buff in colour (see Plates 11.7b & 11.35a). The third . 

type of granitoid sheet are restricted to the metatexites outcropping 

along the Rance, especially around the village of le Minihic sur Rance 

(see Figure 11.5 and Plate 11.35). These sheets are mainly 

trondhjemitic in composition, cream in colour, medium-grained and 

1 eucocratic. They are broadly concordant with the migmatite banding 

but may locally cross cut that banding and contain xenoliths of 

metatexite, especially near the margins. 



Plate 11.35 

a: Granite-pegmatite sheet within metatexite (42). 

North from le Tertre Corieu, south of Lancieux. 

b: Strongly discordant trondhjemite sheet cutting 

metatexite (36). 

North from pnte du Crapaud, la Ranee. 

c: Trondhjemite veining psammitic metasediment (38). 

West of pnte du Crapaud, la Ranee. 
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B. The Catac1astic Rocks 

Six shear belts and minor shear zones cut the Pentevrian 

basement within the area studied and contain a variety of cataclastic 

rocks all with a well developed and thoroughly transposive f1uxion 

structure. Catac1astic rocks have been reviewed in detail by Higgins 

(1971) and his proposals on nomenclature are followed in this work. 

Brown, Barber and Roach (1971) recognized that the St. Malo migmatite 

belt had suffered catac1asis on its north-western margin in a shear 

belt of Cadomian age and then been faulted against the now adjacent 

Brioverian supracrustal rocks. They observed that the metatexites and 

inhomogeneous diatexites exposed on the south-eastern side of the Plage 

de Quatre Vaux (see Figure 11.3) were cut by narrow shear zones 

£! 30 cm wide, in which the high-grade gneisses (diatexites and 

m~tatexites) were broken down to schists, similar to those described 

by Ramsay and Graham (1970). These small shear zones gave way to a 

larger shear belt some tens of metres wide and comprising schistose 

rocks. Plate II.36a shows one of the narrow shear zones transposing 

the diatexite foliation and producing a protomy10nite. Protomy10nite, 

my10nite and u1tramy10nite are all developed within the larger shear 

belt (Plates II.36b & II.36c). Plate 11.37 shows examples of the 

protomylonite and my10nite from the south-east side of the beach at 

Plage de Quatre Vaux and compares them with the sillimanite schists of 

the metatexites exposed there. The catac1asis clearly destroys the 

diatexite foliation and any banding that may have been present but the 

schistose rocks produced may be distinguished from the Pentevrian 

palaeosome and the Brioverian cover exposed on the north-west side of 

the beach. The buff-ta-grey protomylonites and grey-to-black 

mylonites have prominent feldspar porphyroclasts and a well developed 

fluxion structure. A late crenulation fOliation developed in the 



Plate 11.36 

a: Transition, from right to left across the plate, from 

the well foliated inhomogeneous diatexite, with its 

schlieren structure into the protomy1onite with its 

fluxion structure (17/32). 

South-eastern end of the P1age de Quatre Vaux. 

b: Protomylonite from within the main shear belt. Note 

the feldspar clasts, the quartz-feldspar augen and the 

flattened biotite schlieren (7/14). 

Just south from Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

c: Mylonite with crenulated fluxion structure from within 

the main shear belt. Note the streaked out quartz

feldspar layers and only rare feldspar clasts visible 

to the naked eye (7/15). 

Just south from Plage de Quatre Vaux. 





Plate 11.37 

a: Protomylonite (1067). 

Plage de Quatre Vaux, near N. D. du Guildo. x 0.7 

b: Mylonite (1068) .. 

Plage de Quatre Vaux, near N. D. du Gui1do. x 1.4 

c: Protomy1onite - slightly catac1ased diatexite (925). 

P1age de Quatre Vaux, near N. D. du Gui1do. x 1.4 

d: Si11imanite schist pa1aeosome (1070). 

P1age de Quatre Vaux, near N. D. du Gui1do. x 0.8 

e: Protomy1onite (926). 

P1age de Quatre Vaux, near N. D. du Gui1do. x 0.9 

f: Si11imanite schist pa1aeosome (1069). 

P1age de Quatre Vaux, near N. D. du Gui1do. x 0.8 
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sillimanite schists, mylonites and ultramylonites was equated by 

Brown et!l {197l} with that developed in the Brioverian cover. Thus 

a higher metamorphic grade and a longer structural history together 

with the late transposive structures suggested that the St. Malo 

migmatite belt represented Pentevrian basement. This view is still 

held. 

One kilometre to the west of the pnte de Grouin {north of Cancale} 

the inhomogeneous diatexites become sheared over an outcrop width of 

about 500 m. Within this zone mylonite gneisses with a marked fluxion 

structure are developed {Plate II.38a}. This new foliation is deformed 

by mesoscopic open folds and large kink bands. Preserved in the 

fluxion structure are rare intrafolial folds - relicts of an earlier 

deformation (Plate II.38b). Occasional boudins of garnet gneiss are 

contained within the mylonite gneiss but are only of restricted extent 

{see Plate II.39}. 

The northern junction of the Dinan gneiss belt with the Pentevrian 

metasediments is not exposed but lies hidden under Rance alluvium 

(Figure II.5). It may well be tectonic since the first rocks which 

outcrop to the' south of the metasediments are grey mylonite schists 

with quartzo-feldspathic ribs and stringers which seem to have been 

produced by the cataclasis of metatexites, (Plate II.38c). There is a 

strong lineation developed in the mylonite schists and the foliation is 

deformed by mesoscopic open folds. Only a kilometre to the south 

around Port St. Hubert and Port St. Jean mylonite schists with a 

prominent fluxion structure and characteristic cream feldspar 

porphyroclasts are developed within and from the blastic schists (see 

Plate 11.40). 



Plate 11.38 

a: Mylonite gneiss produced by the partial cataclasis of 

inhomogeneous diatexite. Note the strong foliation and 

the streaked out schlieren of biotite (12/14). 

To the west of pnte de Grouin, north of Cancale. 

b: Mylonite gneiss derived from inhomogeneous diatexite and 

with a preserved intrafolial fold of palaeosome (12/16). 

To the west of pnte de Grouin, north of Cancale. 

c: Mylonite schist with strong rodding lineation produced 

by cataclasis of metatexite (16/11). 

Le Bas Bout, north of Port St. Jean, la Ranee. 





PJate II.39 

a: Garnet gneiss (1030). 

West of pnte de Grouin, near Canca1e. x 0.8 

b: Garnet gneiss (1029). 

West of pnte de Grouin, near Canca1e. x 0.8 

c: Garnet gneiss (1027). 

West of pnte de Grouin, near Canca1e. x 0.7 





Plate 11.40 

a: Blastic gneiss (903). 

Port St. Jean, la Ranee. x 1.2 

b: Blastic gneiss (904). 

Port St. Jean, la Ranee. x 1.2 

e: Protomylonite (905). 

West of Port St. Hubert, la Ranee. x 1.1 
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By far 'the most. spectacular development of catac1astic rocks, 

however, are those produced by the two major shear belts cutting 

through the St. Cast belt of gneisses (Figure 11.2). Both of the 

shear belts are £! 500 m in outcrop width. The first is exposed on the 

headland of pnte de St. Cast, along the roadside down to the Port 

Jacquet and along the wave cut platform between the headland and the 

Port. It is this belt of rock which has been the subject of a debate 

in Nature between Brown and Roach (1972a & 1972b) and French 

geologists (Auvray et!L, 1972). The second shear belt is exposed 

along the north-western side and central part of the pnte de la Garde. 

Both shear belts are comprised of my10nite schist and my10nite gneiss 

with well developed f1uxion structure and occasional contemporaneous 

intrafo1ia1 folding of the f1uxion banding. There is a prominent 

mineral lineation. The foliation and lineation are deformed by later 

open folds. The pnte de St. Cast shear belt contains mainly medium-to

dark grey my10nite schists derived from metatexites and metasediments 

similar to those exposed below the Port and white and light grey 

my10nite schists derived from synkinematic 1eucogranite and granite 

sheets which have been intruded up the shear belt and themselves suffered 

catac1asis (Plate 11.41). The my10nite schists of the pnte de la Garde 

shear belt are of variable colour - buff, grey, grey-green or creamy

buff • according to the original lithology. Dark grey-green mylonite 

' schists with red garnets and creamy-orange feldspar porphyroclasts are 

prominent on the south-eastern side of the central part of the headland 

(Plate 11.42), whilst buff coloured mylonite schists, again with cream 

feldspar porphyroclasts±garnets, are prominent on the north-western 

side of the headland. Thin bands of grey myloni.te schist are conmon 

throughout the shear belt and may represent cataclased palaeosome or 

metasediment. MYlonite gneisses in which the original metatexitic 

banding is still partly preserved are found on the south-east side of 



P.1ate 11.41 

a: Mylonite schist produced by cataclasis of 1eucogranite 

(1086) • 

Pnte de St. Cast. 

b: Mylonite schist produced by catac1asis of granite 

(1087) • 

Pnte de St. Cast. 

c: My10nite gneiss with retrogressed areas after 

porphyrob1asts of garnet (1082). 

Pnte de la Garde, south of St. Cast. 

x 0.9 

x 0.9 

x 0.9 





Plate 11.42 

a: Dark grey-green mylonite schists with red garnet 

(medium grey in photograph) and creamy-orange (white

to light grey in photograph) porphyroc1asts (1017). 

Pnte de la Garde, south of St. Cast. 

b: As la l • Note garnet left-centre (black due to 

reflected light) and larger feldspar porphyroc1asts 

(1016) • 

Pnte de la Garde, south of St. Cast. 

x 1.0 

x 1.0 





Plate 11.43 

a: Sheared diatexite (my1onite gneiss) (1050). 

Pnte de la Garde, south of St. Cast. x 0.7 

b: My10nite schist (1014). 

Pnte de la Garde, south of St. Cast. x 0.7 

c: My10nite schist (1054). 

Pnte de la Garde, south of St. Cast. x 0.7 

d: Sheared metatexite (my1onite gneiss) (1049). 

Pnte de la Garde, south of St. Cast. x 0.7 

e: Sheared metatexite (my1onite gneiss) (1051). 

Pnte de la Garde~ south of St. Cast. x 0.6 



' . 
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the headland near the junction with the Pentevrian metasediments. 

Plate 11.43 shows various mylonite schists and gneisses from the pnte 

de la Garde shear belt. Synkinematic white tourmaline bearing granite 

sheets cross cut the new foliation but have been themselves sheared to 

a folded fOrm with the foliation axial planar to the folds developed. 

Clearly more than one phase of movement has occurred within these shear 

belts. These two shear belts are thought to be of Cadomian age for 

reasons which will be expanded later (Chapter V). 

C. The Brioverian Supracrustal Rocks 

Rocks attributed to the Brioverian by the author are exposed along 

two small stretches of coast on the north-western side of the area of 

study and represent the north-eastern ends of two narrow fault blocks 

of cover within a large area of Pentevrian basement rocks (see the 

first section of this chapter and figures 11.1, 11.2 & 11.3). Although 

the recent age determination on the Erquy volcanic rocks has raised the 

possibility that parts of the Brioverian sequence may not be of 

Precambrian age (Vida1 et!L, 1971 and Auvray et!L, 1972), it is a 

possibility for which Brown and Roach (1972a & 1972b) can find little 

support from the geology nor from their pa1aeogeographic and tectonic 

interpretation of the northern part of the Massif Armoricain during the 

lower Palaeozoic. However, whilst this younger series of metasediments 

is regarded as Precambrian by the author and also by the French 

WOrkers (Hameurt and Jeannette, 1971 and Jeannette, 1971) some doubts 

must remain until the true stratigraphic position of the Erquy volcanic 

rocks is confirmed. 

The more southerly belt of Brioverian metasediments outcropping 

along the coast between Plage de Quatre Vaux and Plage de Pen Guen (to 
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the east of N. D. du Gui1do, see Figures 11.2 & 11.3) has been studied 

in more detail by the author than the second belt to the north which 

was examined during reconnaissance field mapping of the St. Cast area 

in the summer of 1971~ A detailed description of the second belt of 

Brioverian metasediments has been given by Jeannette (1968 & 1971). 

The 1itho10gica1, and to some extent the structural, nature of the 

metasediments within these two belts is shown in Plates 11.44, 11.45 

and 11.46. Comparison should be made .with Plates 11.1, 11.2 and 11.3 

which demonstrate the 1itho10gica1 and structural characteristics of 

the Pentevrian metasediments. Clearly there are marked differences 

between the two groups of metasediments both in terms of non

diastrophic structures and in terms of tectonic structures, though there 

are similarities in lithology. 

The most obvious feature of these Brioverian metasediments is the 

preservation of sedimentary structures which are typical of deposits 

from turbidity currents (A11en, 1970). The series of photographs in 

Plate 11.44 shows that around the Pnte du Bay the Brioverian sequence 

comprises very thick, up to 1 metre thick, turbtlite units (Bourna, 1962) 

which are dominated by coarse psamrnite - divisions A, Band C (Bourna, 

1962 and A11en, 1970). The thin pe1ite top of one unit (division E) 

and the irregular base of coarse sand to the bottom graded part (division 

A) of another unit is clear from Plate 11.44c. One single turbidite 

Unit, almost complete, is shown in Plate II.45a. The A division is 

dominant and is well graded, it is some 50 cm thick, and gives way to a 

parallel laminated division without grading some 30 cm thick. No 

ripple lamination is seen in this area though rare evidence of slump 

structures is found in the finer beds. The features described, 

especially the prominence of division A, are characteristic of proximal 

turbidites (A11en, 1970). These turbidite units can be recognized 



P 1 a te. I 1. 44 

a: Graded psammite units within the Brioverian supracrustal 

sequence (25/28). 

Pnte du Bay, south of St. Cast. 

b: Close-up of the graded psammite units showing the 

dominance of the graded division (IAI) of turbidites. 

The top of the sequence is to the south-east (right in 

the photograph) (25/29). 

Pnte du Bay, south of St. Cast. 

c: Pelitic top (IEI division) to one turbidite unit and 

coarse greywacke base (IAI division) to the next 

turbidite unit (25/33). 

Pnte du Bay, south of St. Cast. 





Plate 11.45 

a: Single turbidite unit from the sequence shown in Plate 

II.44a. Note the coarse greywacke base to the IAI 

division which grades up into the semi-pelite of the IBI 

(+ IC I division 1). The metamorphic cleavage becomes 

progressively better developed from left to right across 

the photograph (25/30). 

Pnte du Bay, south of St. Cast. 

b: Intraformational conglomerate within the Brioverian 

turbidite sequence (17/22). 

North of pnte de Tiqueras, north from Plage de Quatre 

Vaux. 

c: Quartz veined Brioverian semi-pelitic schists which 

dominate the sequence between pnte de Tiqueras and Plage 

de Quatre Vaux. Note two phases of folding preserved by 

the quartz veins (1/17). 

Pnte de Tiqueras, north from Plage de Quatre Vaux. 





Plate 11.46 

a: Turbidite units £! 10 cm thick showing graded, parallel 

laminated and ripple laminated divisions (26/9). 

Port a la Duc, Baie de la Fresnaye. 

b: Detail from above (26/8). 
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within the rocks to the south of the pnte du Bay and as far south as 

the pnte de Tiqueras. At the back of the small bay just north of the 

pnte de Tiqueras thin conglomerates (Plate 11.45b) are found within 

the succession but recognizable grading in the units ;s not seen, 

although there is evidence for contemporaneous slumping. The succession 

from the southern part of the pnte de Tiqueras to the P1age de Quatre 

Vaux is dominated by a thick series of dark grey semi-pe1ites with 

occasional thin psammites which preserve the tectonic structure (Plate 

11.45c), though in which sedimentary structures have generally been 

obliterated. 

Turbidite units are again recognized from within the Brioverian 

sediments exposed at the-back of the Baie de la Fresnaye, especially 

around Port ~ la -Duc, where the units are considerably thinner than 

those described above from the pnte du Bay and average only about 10 cm 

in thickness (Plate 11.46). Once again it is the coarse part of the 

unit - divisions A, Band C - which are dominant (see Plate 11.46b) but 

here each of the three divisions is equally developed. The turbidites 

comprise a buff coloured medium-grained graded sandy A division, a 

buff-to-grey coloured si1ty parallel laminated B division and a similar 

ripple laminated C division. Occasionally the D and E divisions are 

developed, but this is rare. These features suggest that the turbidite 

units at Port a la Duc are more dista1 than those at the pnte du Bay; 

they are intermediate between typical proximal and typical distal 

turbidites (Allen, 1970). 

The tectonic structures developed within the Brioverian 

"metasediments will be discussed in detail later (Chapter V) and have 

been briefly summarized by Brown!!!l (197l). _A phase of tight to 

isoclinal folds with an axial planar metamorphic foliation is followed 

by a phase of flattening which has tightened the first structures and 
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folded syntectonic qua~tz and pegmatite veins. A later phase of open 

to close folds with an axial planar crenulation cleavage has folded 

both the bedding and the early metamorphic foliation (Plate II.45c). 

D. The Cadomian Igneous Rocks 

Igneous rocks which have been intruded during the tectono

metamorphic phase of the Cadomian orogenic episode are described. It 

is not the intention of the author to discuss the igneous rocks 

intruded and extruded during the geosynclinal phase of the Cadomian 

orogenic episode and the pillow basalts and hyaloclastites which 

outcrop in the extreme north-west of the area of study (Figure 11.2) 

are not described here. The post-kinematic Bonnemain granite has not 

been studied in detail by the author and is considered to be outside 

the scope of this work. Felsic igneous rocks are intruded as sheets 

into the Brioverian supracrustal rocks between the Plage de Quatre Vaux 

and the pnte de Tiqueras (Figure 11.8) and also into the cataclastic 

rocks within the pnte de la Garde and pnte de St. Cast shear belts. 

One concordant mafic sheet, deformed by the late folds, is intruded 

into the Brioverian metasediments at the pnte de Tiqueras and is 

exposed on the wave cut platform. 

The felsic sheets in the Brioverian metasediments are generally 

concordant with the lithological lamination and early metamorphic 

foliation. They are of two types: granite pegmatites and tourmaline 

granites (see Figure 11.8).. The thinner granite pegmatites are now 

preserved as large boudins within this earlier foli'ation whilst the 

thicker tourmaline granite sheets have necks separating boudin-like 

bOdies of granite (see Figure 11.8). The granite pegmatites are grey 



Figure 11.8 

The Cadomian igneous rocks within the Brioverian supracrustal 

rocks between the Plage de Quatre Vaux and the pnte de 

Tiqueras. 

.., 
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or pink in colour with a coarse or very coarse grain size and comprise 

quartz, perthite and white mica. Perthite crystals up to 30 cm long 

are found within the most southeny of these granite pegmatites. The 

tourmaline granites are white coloured and medium grained granites 

characterised by dark tourmaline crystals throughout. They are also 

found within the pnte de la Garde shear belt where they cut across the 

fluxion structure of the mylonite gneisses and yet have been folded 

such that this cataclastic foliation bears an axial planar relationship 

to the folds. Clearly the tourmaline granites here separate two 

episodes of movement in the pnte de la Garde shear belt. Mylonite 

schists derived from granite sheets and leucogranite sheets are common 

within the pnte de St. Cast shear belt. These sheets were possibly 

intruded during the tectono-metamorphic phase of the Cadomian orogenic 

episode. 



CHAPTER III 



II I. 1 

Petrography of the Rock Types 

A. The Pentevrian Basement 

l~ The Metasediments 

The metasediments which crop out on the south-east side of pnte 

de la Garde (Figure 11.2), along the Rance south of le Minihic 

(around Langrolay and St. Suliac (Figure 11.5), and along the coast 

around Cancale (Figure 11.4) consist of interbanded semi-pelites and 

psammites with subordinate pelites. They comprise varying amounts of 

quartz, feldspar and bi6tite; muscovite may be present and in some 

bands is in equal proportion to the biotite; minor amounts of allanite, 

zircon, apatite and opaque ore may be present together with occasional 

tourmaline. The semi-pelites are commonly laminated. This lamination 

.may be due to variation in the amount of biotite or due to quartz-rich 

layers alternating with biotite + feldspar layers (Plates 111.1 and 

111.2). The grain size varies between 0.02 mm and 0.10 mm but is 

genera lly about 0.05 mm. The quartz and feldspar have a granob1asti c 

polygonal texture with curvilinear grain boundaries, which may be 

diffuse, and a tendency to form triple point junctions. The feldspar 

is generally turbid in plane light and may be sericitized; it is 

often of indeterminate composition but in some specimens p1agioc1ase, 

with occasional fine a1bite twinning, can be identified. Sporadic 

zoned 01igoc1ase-a1bite grains and microcline grains occur within the 

metasediments. The proportion of quartz to feldspar varies from 

specimen to specimen, sometimes the quartz dominates the fe1sic 

component, sometimes the ·two are present in equal ·proportion. Biotite 

(straw or buff to red-brown or dark brown) flakes between 0.05 mm and 



Plate Ill. 1 

a: Thin psanrnite layer with-in semi-pelite representing 

primary lithological lamination. The metamorphic 

foliation defined by the orientation of biotite flakes 

is slightly oblique to the lithological lamination. 

Pentevrian metasediments, la Rance. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: Small-scale kink folding of mica foliation in semi

pelite. The fold limbs are of variable length. 

Pentevrian metasediments, la Rance. (5 cm = 1 mm) 





Plate 111.2 

a: Folded primary lithological lamination and parallel 

metamorphic foliation. Reorientation of biotite flakes 

in the fold hinge has resulted in the local trans

position of the metamorphic foliation and the 

development of an axial plane foliation. 

Pentevrian metasediments, south of Cancale. (5 cm = 3.5 mm) 

b: Crenulation and partial transposition of the metamorphic 

foliation in the closure of a tight fold. 

Pentevrian metasediments, south of Cancale. (5 cm = 3.5 mm) 

c: Metamorphic foliation defined by the biotite flakes and at 

a high angle to poorly defined primary lithological 

lamination in the hinge zone of tightly folded semi-pelite. 

Pentevrian metasediments, south of Cancale. (5 cm = 1 mm) 





0.10 mm in length are set in the quartz-feldspar matrix and their 

orientation defines a metamorphic foliation. This biotite foliation 

is usually parallel to the lithological lamination but it may cut this 

lamination in some fold hinges. More commonly both the lithological 

lamination and the biotite foliation have been folded during later 

deformation; the foliation is often crenulated. Muscovite flakes may 

be present and in some of the semi-pelites is abundant. Whilst a 

muscovite foliation has never been seen in axial plane relationship 

with a set of folds, it has clearly been deformed by later phases of 

folding and is commonly crenulated; it may be partly transposed (see 

Plates 111.1 and 111.2). Partially metamict allanite is the dominant 

accessory mineral in some of the semi-pelites. It varies from 

yellow-orange to orange-red in colour and from isotropic to 

anisotropic; when associated with biotite strong pleochroic haloes 

surround the allanite. Apatite mayor may not be present, tt is 

occasionally pale yellow; zircon is generally present; opaque ore is 

sporadically present and occasionally tourmaline (pale yellow-green 

to yellow-green) occurs. 

2. The Metatexites 

The metatexites are variable in structure and composition (see 

Chapter 11). However, the metatexites which outcrop along the coast 

between Plage de Quatre Vaux and Dinard (Figure 11.3), around the 

Havre de Rotheneuf (Figure 11.4) and by the Rance around la Richardais 

(Figure II.S) have many features in common. The palaeosome is 

normally a biotite schist with characteristic large late poikiloblasts 

of muscovite and intermittent sillimanite (see Plate 111.3). The 

neosome commonly consists of a biotite melanosome or selvedge and a 

granitic leucosome (see Plate 111.4). 
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The biotite schist palaeosome comprises biotite, plagioclase 

feldspar within the oligoclase range, quartz and late muscovite with, 

locally, sillimanite and yellow tourmaline, and minor amounts of 

opaque ore, zircon and apatite and occasional microcline. The 

texture is always strongly foliated but within which quartz and 

plagioclase may exhibit a granoblastic polygonal structure. Small 

scale folding of the foliation is common. Biotite (pale buff to 

orange-brown or red-brown) flakes vary between 0.1 mm and 1 mm in 

length; inclusions of zircon are ubiquitous. The quartz and the 

plagioclase, which is frequently untwinned, have curvilinear grain 

boundaries and triple point junctions. Around St. Jacut-de-la-Mer 

on the western side of the St. Malo migmatite belt anhedral 

poikiloblasts of oligoclase up to 2 mm across are developed in 

leucocratic segregations within biotite schists which carry 

sillimanite (Plate 111.3). The sillimanite occurs both as fibrolite 

sheafs and as prismatic aggregates within quartz or sometimes within 

the late muscovite (Plate 111.3). Large poikiloblasts of muscovite 

are present within the biotite schist palaeosome of the metatexites. 

The muscovites vary from 2 mm to 10 mm in length (and rarely up to 

20 mm in length) and are frequently elongate in the 'Cl 

crystallographic dire~tion. The muscovites may overgrow fold hinges 

and are clearly of late origin. They may be intergrown with quartz, 

especially at the edges of the flakes, in a symplectite although this 

is by no means common. 

The neosome is normally composed of a biotite selvedge and a 

granite leucosome. The biotite (pale buff to orange-brown or red

brown) flakes which make up the selvedge are generally coarser than 

those in the adjacent palaeosome; they generally interlock in a 

decussate texture (Plate III.4a). As the proportion of palaeosome to 



Plate 111.3 

a: Plagioclase porphyroblasts in leucocratic segregations 

within biotite schists which carry sillimanite. 

Sillimanite schist, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: Fine prismatic sillimanite within mica and quartz from 

biotite schists. 

Sillimanite schist, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 0.25 mm) 





Plate III.4 

a: Granitic leucosome and biotite melanosome comprising the 

neosome of a typical metatexite. 

Metatexite, pnte de la Garde Guerin. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: Typical texture of a granitic leucosome (compare with 

P 1 ate II I. 7) • 

Metatexite, pnte de la Garde Gu~rin. (5 cm = 1 mm) 
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neosome decreases with increasing metatexis so the biotite selvedge 

becomes a biotite layer separating two granite layers and finally 

breaks up to form the schlieren of the inhomogeneous diatexites. The 

leucosomes have a variable composition but are most commonly granite 

in well developed metatexites (eg. Lancieux to Dinard). They comprise 

plagioclase, microcline and quartz with rare single flakes o! biotite. 

The anhedral plagioclase grains commonly average 1 mm across and are 

frequently zoned from a sodic oligoclase to albite. They are 

commonly extensively embayed by replacive quartz. When the K-feldspar 

is adjacent to the plagioclase lobes of microcline penetrate the 

oligoclase in a replacive manner. The microcline is frequently 

twinned in the characteristic gridiron pattern and is sometimes 

microperthitic (string perthite). There are numerous inclusions of 

plagioclase with sericitized cores and clear albite rims (Plate III.4b). 

Drop-like inclusions of quartz are common in the microcline .and may 

be present in some of the plagioclase. Interstitial quartz aggregates 

are lobate into both feldspars. 

3. The Diatexites 

The inhomogeneous diatexites are medium grained granitic to 

granodioritic rocks with schlieren of biotite which define a swirling 

foliation. They are remarkably uniform in composition and texture 

throughout the St. Malo migmatite belt, although alkali feldspar 

v~ries in amount from section to section of the same hand specimen and 

from specimen to specimen. The inhomogeneous diatexites consist of 

plagioclase feldspar within the oligoclase range, microcline which may 

be microperthitic. quartz, biotite and muscovite together with minor 

amounts of sillimanite and/or fibrolite, zircon, apatite, opaque ore 

and sporadic tourmaline. The plagioclase feldspar is generally 
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01igoc1ase (between An18 and An22) but may be calcic oligoclase or 

sodic oligoclase (see later section). Its form varies from subhedral 

to (less commonly) anhedra1 and may occur as rectangular crystals or 

(less commonly) equant crystals; a1bite twinning is normally present. 

The rectangular p1agioclases vary from 1 mm to 3 mm in length whilst 

the equant grains are between 1 mm and 2 mm across, smaller grains of 

plagioc1ase occur as inclusions within the alkali feldspar (see below). 

The plagioc1ase is -often slightly sericitised and in some specimens of 

inhomogeneous diatexite may be zoned to clear albite rims, although 

this is a ubiquitous feature of included p1agioclase it is only a rare 

feature of the plagioc1ase outside the alkali feldspar. Inclusions of 

quartz within the p1agioc1ase are common. Quartz-plagioc1ase grain 

boundaries are often lobate and suggest some replacement of the 

p1agioclase by the quartz. A myrmekite-1ike intergrowth between 

p1agioc1ase and quartz is sometimes present in p1agioc1ase adjacent to 

grain boundaries with quartz and some p1agioc1ases are riddled with 

quartz b1ebs. Post-crystalline deformation is reflected ~y ktnk 

fo1ding- or microfau1ting of the albite twin lamellae. The alkali 

feldspar is microc1ine with coarse to fine wedge-shaped a1bite and 

peric1ine twinning which give the characteristic gridiron pattern; it 

is occasionally microperthitic. The microc1ine is present as irregular 

anhedra1 areas from 1 mm to 10 mm across which appear to be of 

relatively late origin and rep1acive. Inclusions of p1agioclase, 

quartz and biotite are present within -the microcline; it is the 

plagioclase together with some quartz which seems to have suffered 

replacement. The small plagioc1ase inclusions consist of slightly 

sericitized 01igoc1ase cores with clear albite rims which often merge 

into the surrounding microc1ine (see Plate 111.Sa). The grain 

boundaries between microc1ine and plagioclase are ~trongly lobate with 

the microc1ine apparently replacing the p1agioclase. Sometimes quartz 
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has been replaced by microcline. In Plate III.Sb microcline can be 

seen to have nucleated along a plagioclase-quartz grain boundary and 

replaced both. £iotite (straw yellow or buff to orange-brown or red

brown) is present both as discrete flakes and as aggregates 

(schlieren) up to 10 mm long in thin section (see Plates 111.6 and 

111.7) but considerably larger in hand specimen (see frontispiece 2 

and Chapter 11). The biotite flakes vary in shape from rectangular 

to square and in size from 0.5 mm to 2 mm in length. The cleavage 

ends are frequently ragged and on occasion the biotite has been 

replaced by chlorite along the cleavage or by muscovite and opaque 

ore. Sometimes the cleavage ends of the biotite are intergrown with 

quartz in a symplectite and more rarely the edges of the biotite 

flakes are embayed by quartz. The biotites have suffered strong 

kinking in response to post-crystalline deformation. Tourmaline 

(colourless or pale yellow to yellow or yellow brown - dravite) occurs 

sporadically in the biotite schlieren from inhomogeneous diatexites 

around St. Jacut-de-la-Mer. Small randomly orientated fl.akes of 

muscovite frequently occur within the biotite schlieren cross cutting 

the biotites and possibly of later origin. There are abundant zircons 

with strong pleochroic haloes within the biotites (see Plate III.7a). 

Muscovite is subordinate to biotite in the inhomogeneous diatexites 

and appears to be of relatively late origin. It is typically present 

as ragged flakes up to 3 mm in length and is occasionally elongate 

parallel to the IC
I crystallographic direction. The muscovite is 

frequently riddled with quartz around the edges in symplectitic 

intergrowth, this is always the case when the muscovite is adjacent 

to microcline. Prismatic sillimanite is sporadically included within 

the late muscovite and on occasions the muscovite appears to replace 

areas of fibrolite. Prismatic sillimanite may also be found enclosed 

in quartz {see Plate III.7b}. Quartz occurs as drop-like inclusions 



Plate Ill. 5 

a: Equant grain of oligoclase with albite rim (in 

extinction) included within poorly twinned microcline. 

Note the slightly ragged and embayed biotite flake. 

Inhomogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: Typical inhomogeneous diatexite texture. Notice the 

nucleation of microcline along the quartz-oligoclase 

boundary and the subsequent replacement of both 

minerals; there is a thin reaction rim between the 

microcline and the oligoclase. 

Inhomogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5cm=lmm) 





Plate II 1.6 

a: Typical inhomogeneous diatexite texture with small 

biotite schlieren. 

Inhomogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 

b: Lar~e biotite schlieren. Note the presence of both 

tourmaline and muscovite. 

Inhomogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 



r 



Plate 111.7 

a: Small biotite schlieren with decussate texture typical 

of the inhomogeneous diatexites. Note the numerous 

pleochroic haloes surrounding small zircons. 

Inhomogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: Scattered prismatic sillimanite needles within both the 

quartz and the muscovite. 

Inhomogeneous diatexite, le Guildo. (5 cm = 1 mm) 
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in both feldspars and as anhedral grain aggregates. Some quartz 

aggregates have slightly sutured grain boundaries superimposed on a 

triple point texture but more commonly the grain boundaries are 

strongly lobate and sutured. Undulose extinction is ubiquitous. Much 

of the quartz appears to be replacive, embayments of quartz into 

plagioclase are common and, although infrequent, embayments of quartz 

into biotite do occur. 

The homogeneous diatexites are medium grained granitic to 

granodioritic rocks with a poorly defined swirling biotite foliation. 

The homogeneous diatexite which crops out on the Presqu'Ile de St. 

Jacut-de-la-Mer (Figure 11.6) comprises plagioclase feldspar within 

the oligoclase range, microcline which may be microperthitic, quartz, 

biotite and muscovite with minor amounts of opaque ore, apatite and 

zircon and rare rutile and topaz. Plagioclase is subordinate in 

quantity to the microcline in the central parts of the outcrop but 

this relationship is reversed in the marginal parts of the body of 

homogeneous diatexite. The plagioclase feldspar is commonly of middle 

oligoclase composition but may be zoned to sodic oligoclase and 

occasionally to albite at the rim. The plagioclases vary from slightly 

sericitized to completely sericitized but when zoned to albite the rims 

are clear. The form of the plagioclase is generally subhedral and from 

1 mm to 2 mm long in the central part of the body but up to 4 mm in 

length in specimens from the margins of the body. The edges of the 

crystals are frequently embayed by both microcline and quartz, 

especially in specimens from the central part of the body, suggesting 

that the microcline and some of the quartz are of relatively late 

origin and replacive. The alkali feldspar is microcline generally with 

the characteristic cross hatched twinning and often microperthitic 

(mainly string or rod perthite but less commonly film perthite) (see 
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Plate III.8a). It occurs as large anhedral areas up to 7 mm across 

(although more commonly between 3 mm and 5 mm across) and may replace 

both plagioclase and quartz (see Plates 111.8 and 111.9) giving 

textures similar to those figured by Marmo (1971), Pitcher and Berger 

(1972) and Augustithis (1973). Inclusions of plagioclase are 

ubiquitous within the microcline and the largest areas of microcline 

may contain all the other constituent minerals of the rock as 

inclusions. The plagioclase inclusions have a subhedral to anhedral 

rectangular to equant form with a sericitized oligoclase core zoned 

to a clear albite rim which often merges into the enclosing 

microcline (see Plates 111.8 and 111.9). Biotite (neutral or straw 

yellow to red-brown or brown) is present as discrete ragged flakes and 

small aggregates of flakes. They rarely exceed 2 mm in length. 

Slight chloritization or muscovitization of the biotite along the 

cleavages is common. Zircon, with its characteristic pleochroic haloes, 

and fine rutile needles are included within the biotite. Muscovite is 

present as small flakes cutting through the biotites and as much larger 

ragged flakes intergrown with quartz in a symplectite. The micas are 

cut by kink folds due to post-crystalline deformation. Quartz is found 

as inclusions in both feldspars, intergrown with muscovite and as 

anhedral grain aggregates up to 5 mm across. Quartz-quartz grain 

boundaries are always sutured and undulose extinction is ubiquitous. 

Quartz-plagioclase grain boundaries, however, may be straight or 

lobate, when lobate it is the plagioclase which is embayed by and 

replaced by the quartz. In places the texture is equigranular and 

hypidiomorphic (see Plate 111.8). 

The homogeneous diatexite which crops out on the north side of 

Port Briac and along the coast northwards (Figure 11.4) consists of 

large crystals of microcline which is commonly microperthitic in a 



Plate IlL8 

a: Cross hatched twinning in microcline which is seen to 

enclose and replace plagioclase. The included 

plagioclase grains have slightly sericitized oligoclase 

cores and clear albite rims. 

Homogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 cm = 1 nm) 

b: Typical equigranular hypidiomorphic homogeneous 

diatexite texture. 

Homogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 an = 1 nm) 

c: Typical microcline-plagioclase-quartz relationships. 

Notice the clear albite rim to the included plagioclase 

grain. 

Homogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 an = 1 nm) 





Plate III.9 

a: Oligoclase grain (dark) embayed by microcline (light) 

and containing rhabditiform microcline. There is a 

reaction zone 0.025 mm wide on the oligoclase side of 

the microcline-oligoclase grain boundary and a diffuse 

edge to the microcline adjacent to the grain boundary. 

Homogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 cm = 0.35 mm) 

b: Oligoclase grain (mid grey) embayed by microcline 

(twinned) and containing rhabditiform microcline. 

Notice the diffuse nature of the microcline-oligoclase 

grain boundary and the optical continuity of the 

microcline. 

Homogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. (5 cm = 0.35 mm) 
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medium grained groundmass of plagioclase feldspar within the 

oligoclase range, quartz, biotite and muscovite with minor amounts of 

opaque ore, apatite, zircon and on occasion epidote and sphene. The 

rock is strongly foliated due to a combination of the alignment of 

biotites and a poorly developed cataclastic fluxion structure. In 

some zones the rock could be called a protomylonite. The large 

microcline crystals vary from 3 mm to 10 mm in length with a mean 

dimension of 5 mm. The characteristic cross hatched twinning is 

ubiquitous and carlsbad twinning is commonly present (see Plate 

Ill. lOa). Small drop-like inclusions of quartz up to 0.3 mm across 

and subhedral to rounded inclusions of plagioclase up to 1 mm in 

length are frequent within the microcline. The plagioclase inclusions 

are zoned from middle or sodic oligoclase to albite and are often 

embayed by the surrounding microcline which appears to have partially 

replaced the plagioclase (see Plate III.10a). Myrmekite is 

occasionally developed in the outer part of the plagioclase inclusions. 

The plagioclases in the groundmass of the rock are medium sized (from 

1 mm to 2 mm long) and often slightly rounded by the mild cataclasis. 

They have sericitized cores of middle to sodic oligoclase and often 

clear albite rims, some appear to have patchy zoning. A few of the 

plagioclases contain rhabdites of quartz in a myrmekite-like 

intergrowth which appears unrelated to the proximity of the alkali 

feldspar. Quartz in the groundmass may be present as grain aggregates 

up to 5 mm across commonly with triple point junctions between grains 

but with sutured grain boundaries but can also be present in elongate 

Zones of ribbon quartz where the rock has suffered catac1asis (see 

Plate Ill. lOb). Undulose extinction is ubiquitous. The biotite flakes 

(straw yellow to deep red-brown) may be present as individual flakes, 

in layers defining a variable foliation or in small aggregates of 

flakes with a decussate texture. The flakes, which vary from 0.1 mm to 
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1 mm in length, are generally ragged and may be partially chloritized. 

Flakes of muscovite, subordinate to the biotite, are commonly 

associated with the biotite layers and aggregates. The micas are 

always kinked in response to post-crystalline deformation. 

To the west of pnte de Grouin the diatexites have suffered 

cataclasis and contain augen-like pods of foliated garnet granite. 

In thin section these garnet granites are seen to have been sheared 

as well and in places are seen to carry a cataclastic fluxion 

structure. They comprise plagioclase, microcline, quartz, garnet, 

biotite and muscovite. The plagioclase is very strongly sericitized 

and only rarely are albite twin lamellae visible; it appears to be 

sodic oligoclase in composition. Undulose extinction is ubiquitous. 

The microcline occurs as equant anhedral areas approximately 1 mm 

across which occasionally appear to be of relatively late origin and 

replacive but most of the original textural relationships have been 

destroyed by the cataclasis. The garnet may be present as large 

crystals up to 20 mm across intergrown with quartz in a symplectite 

(Plate Ill. lac). More commonly the garnet crystals have been broken 

into numerous fragments by the cataclasis. Biotite (pale brown to 

very dark brown) flakes define a poor foliation. ~rnet may be 

partially replaced by biotite. Small random muscovite flakes are 

Scattered through the rock. Quartz areas have often been polygonized 

into fine grained unstrained aggregates. Those areas which have not 

been recrystallized have strongly sutured grain boundaries and show 

undulose extinction. 
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a: Perthitic microcline exhibiting both the characteristic 

albite-pericline twinning and carlsbad twinning. There 

are numerous inclusions of albite rimmed oligoclase 

feldspar. 

Homogeneous diatexite, Port Briac. (5cm=lnm) 

b: Mild cataclasis of the diatexite has resulted ' in the 

local development of a cataclastic fluxion structure and 

a protomylonite. 

Homogeneous diatexite, Port Briac. (5 cm = 1 nm) 

c: Garnet-quartz symplectite within poorly foliated 

granitic pod. 

Foliated granite, west of pnte de Grouin. (5 cm = 3.5 nm) 
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4. The Colombiere Granite 

The Colombiere Granite (Figure 11.7) is a medium grained cream 

to buff rock comprising plagioclase, microperthitic microcline, quartz, 

biotite and muscovite with minor amounts of zircon. The plagioclase is 

a sodic oligoclase (between An lO and An 14 ) which is sometimes zoned to 

albite, and rare albite. The grains are anhedral and equant in shape 

and from 1 mm to 3 mm across; they are extensively embayed by both 

microcline and quartz (see Plate III.lla & b). The plagioclase is 

often slightly sericitized; sometimes the central part of the 

plagioclase is partly replaced by flakes of muscovite (see Plate 

III.llc). On rare occasions myrmekite is developed in plagioclase at 

junctions with microcline. The microcline occurs as anhedral areas 

from 2 mm to 6 mm across and appears to be relatively late and 

replacive. It embays and replaces the plagioclase and contains 

inclusions of embayed plagioclase with albite rims which grade into 

the microcline. Both the characteristic cross hatched twinning and 

mrlsbad twinning are present in the microcline; microperthite (string 

Perthite and patch perthite) is common. Biotite (buff to red-brown) is 

present as individual flakes which are occasionally included in the 

rnicrocline. Zircons with strong pleochroic haloes are contained within 

the biotites. There are rare flakes of muscovite within the rock; more 

Commonly this mineral is located as a replacement feature in plagioclase 

cores (see Plate III.llc). Quartz occurs as anhedral grain aggregates 

up to 5 mm across, the grains have ubiquitous undulose extinction and 

strongly sutured grain boundaries. Quartz is lobate against plagioclase 

and frequently embays the plagioclase suggesting some replacement. 

There are drop-like inclusions of quartz within the plagioclase feldspar. 



Plate 111.11 

a: Typical texture in the Co1ombiere granite. Note the 

replacement of the p1agioc1ase by both microc1ine and 

quartz. 

Co1ombi~re granite, 11e de la Co1ombiere. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 

b: Typical texture in the Co1ombiere granite. Note the 

replacement of the p1agioc1ase by both microc1ine and 

quartz. 

C010mbiere granite, 11e de la Co1ombiere. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 

c: Muscovite flakes replacing the core of a p1agioc1ase 

grain. 

Co1ombiere granite, 11e de la Co1ombi~re. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 
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5. The Granitoid Sheets 

Concordant and slightly discordant sheets of medium grained buff 

granite and (less commonly) coarse grained white granite pegmatite 

Occur within the metatexites on the north-western side of the St. Malo 

migmatite belt. 

The buff granites comprise p1agioclase within the oligoclase 

range, microcline, quartz, biotite, muscovite and tourmaline with 

minor amounts of zircon and rutile (Plate III.12a). The p1agioc1ase 

is present either as ragged laths up to 3 mm long or as equant grains 

between 1 mm and 2 mm across, a1bite twinning is commonly present. 

Its composition is sodic oligoclase (An lO to An 18 ); moderate 

sericitization is common. Some of the plagioclases are normally zoned 

to an albite rim. Both microc1ine and quartz have embayed the 

plagioclase and partially replaced it. Anhedral irregular areas of 

microcline, which is often microperthitic, enclose both plagioclase 

and quartz as inclusions. The microcline commonly has diffuse grain 

boundaries with both the plagioclase and the quartz and the overall 

texture, although partly obscured by mild cataclasis, suggests a 

relatively late and rep1acive origin. The biotite (straw yellow to 

deep red-brown) occurs as individual somewhat ragged flakes. Zircon, 

with strong pleochroic haloes, and rutile needles are included within 

the biotite. Muscovite is scattered through the rock as ragged 

flakes which sometimes penetrate the biotite. Fragmented tourmaline 

occurs in some of the granites, it is slightly zoned dravite (pale 

Yellow to orange-yellow but with a green tint in the core). Irregular 

areas of quartz have strongly sutured grain boundaries and ubiquitous 

undulose extinction, occasionally large quartz crystals are partly 

polygonized into unstrained aggregates. Some of the quartz embays the 

plagioclase and is clearly relatively late and replacive. 
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The white granite pegmatites comprise plagioclase within the 

oligoclase range, microcline, quartz, muscovite and minor amounts of 

chlorite, zircon and rutile (Plate III.12b). The plagioclase~ sodic 

oligoclase (An lO to An 18), may occur as laths up to 5 mm long but 

more commonly is present as equant grains about 2 mm across. It is 

moderately sericitized. The plagioclase has lobate embayments of 

both microcline and quartz; there is often a narrow albite rim 

separating the sodic oligoclase from the replacing microcline . Many 

of the plagioclases have blebs of quartz as inclusions. The microcline 

forms irregular anhedral areas which appear to be relatively late and 

replacive. Strong tartan twinning is ubiquitous but microperthite 

(string perthite and patch perthite) is only sporadically developed. 

Ragged muscovite flakes, often associated with the microcline and 

Occasionally intergrown with the microcline, are scattered throughout 

the rock. There are rare flakes of chlorite (brownish-green) with 

inclusions of rutile and zircon. The quartz is interstitial forming 

anhedral grain aggregates with sutured grain boundaries and ubiquitous 

undulose extinction. Shallow lobes of quartz penetrate and replace 

the plagioclase . 

Concordant to strongly discordant sheets of medium grained cream 

to buff trondhjemite occur within the metatexites and metasediments on 

the southern side of the St. Malo migmatite belt (exposed along the 

Rance south of la Richardais). They comprise plagioclase within the 

oligoclase range, quartz, biotite and muscovite with minor amounts of 

zircon (Plate III.12c). The equant plagioclase grains are from 0.5 mm 

to 2 mm across. They are calcic oligoclase in composition (from An
22 

to An 30 ) but variably developed twinning, slight zoning and undulose 

extinction (see Plate III.12c) often combine to render exact 

determination difficult. Combined carlsbad-albite twinning is common 
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a: Typical texture of a granite sheet. 

Granite, St. Jacut. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 

b: Typical texture of a granite pegmatite sheet. 

Granite pegmatite, Lancieux. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 

c: Typical texture of a trondhjemite sheet. 

Trondhjemite, le Minihic. (5cm=lnm) 
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whilst peric1ine twinning may also be present and completely untwinned 

grains do occur. Slight normal zoning is ubiquitous (from calcic 

oligoclase to middle oligoc1ase) whilst zoning to sodic oligoc1ase 

(An 15 to An lS ) may occur and on rare occasions slight oscillatory 

zoning (only 1 or 2% An) has been detected. There are numerous drop

like inclusions of quartz in the plagioclase. Ragged laths of 

biotite (buff or golden brown to brown or dark brown) between 0.05 mm 

and 0.5 mm in length are dispersed throughout the rock. They contain 

numerous inclusions of zircon in strong pleochroic haloes. There are 

a few small ragged muscovite flakes. Quartz is present in small 

(under 1 mm) polygonal aggregates with triple point junctions and 

slightly sutured grain boundaries in response to catac1astic deformation. 

B. The Catac1astic Rocks 

1. P1age de Quatre Vaux 

It was evidence from this bay on the north-west side of the St. 

Malo migmatite belt (Figure 11.3) that enabled Brown, Barber and Roach 

(1971) to demonstrate the Pentevrian age of the migmatites. The 

structural relationships between the rocks exposed at the two ends of 

the bay will be discussed in detail in Chapter V. Cataclasis has 

affected the diatexites which crop out on the south side of the Plase 

de Quatre Vaux and to the south. The diatexites are variably 

inhomogeneous with small to large biotite schlieren and sporadic 

mesoscopic patches of homogeneous diatexite or zones of metatexite. 

Even the apparently unsheared medium grained buff granodioritic 

diatexites are seen to have suffered mild catac1asis when examined in 

thin section. This catac1asis ;s not sufficient to warrant the rocks 
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being termed protomylonites and the original textural relationships 

between the minerals are still apparent (see Plate III.13a). The 

rocks comprise plagioclase of variable composition within the 

oligoclase range, occasional microcline, quartz, biotite and muscovite 

with minor amounts of zircon, apatite and opaque ore and rare 

sillimanite and tourmaline. The plagioclase is generally middle 

oligoclase (from An 18 to An 22 ) which may be slightly normally zoned 

to sodic oligoclase (from An 15 to An 18 ); albite twinning is frequent. 

The shape of the plagioclase varies from rectangular to equant and 

the size from 1 mm to 5 mm in length. Drop-like inclusions of quartz 

are common within the plagioclase and there are infrequent biotite 

flakes included. Embayments of quartz invade and replace the 

plagioclase. Small grains of microcline microperthite (string 

perthite) with inclusions of plagioclase, biotite and quartz are 

occasionally present, often nucleated at quartz junctions, and become 

ubiquitous in the diatexites to the south of the bay. Biotite (straw 

yellow to orange brown) occurs as small flakes from 1 mm to 3 mm long 

with grains of ore in the cleavages and rare chlorite. Small 

schlieren comprising about a dozen flakes of biotite are frequent. 

Muscovite appears to replace the biotite and often grows through the 

biotite flakes at a low angle to the cleavage. It also occurs as 

ragged flakes intergrown with quartz in a symplectite. Anhedral 

quartz aggregates have strongly sutured grain boundaries and ubiquitous 

undulose extinction. They may be partly polygonised to relatively 

strain free aggregates. There are narrow irregular zones of movement 

Within the rocks filled by fine quartz and sericite. 

With increased cataclasis the rocks become protomylonites 

(Higgins, 1971) (see Plates 111.13 and 111.14). Porphyroclasts of 

Plagioclase, rectangular to oblong in shape and from 1 mm to 4 mm in 
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length, lie within a thoroughly cataclastic fluxion structure (Plate 

III.13b & c). They are generally slightly sericitized, often have 

fine albite twin lamellae and invariably have undulose extinction. 

The twin lamellae may be kinked or cut by micro-faults (see Plate 

III.14a). The fluxion structure represents the movement zones within 

the rock and comprises a mixture of fine grai hed quartz, sericite and 

opaque ore. Some recrystallized biotite (straw yellow to dark brown) 

occurs within the foliation and random flakes of new muscovite cut 

across the fluxion structure. Frequent small subhedral grains of 

tourmaline (colourless to deep golden yellow-brown - dravite) are 

present in the foliation. The anhedral quartz aggregates of the 

diatexites are now represented by streaked out lenticular areas of 

fine grained polygonal quartz aggregates. 

Further cataclasis resulting in more than 50% of the rock being 

broken down produces the mylonites (see Plate 111.15). The large 

plagioclase porphyroclasts of the protomylonites become broken into 

smaller fragments which have often been rounded to oval shapes 

aVeraging 1 mm across. The matrix is similar to the protomylonites 

and comprises fine grained quartz, pale brown sericite and opaque ore. 

Compositional layering 0.2 mm thick may develop with quartz layers 

alternating with more micaceous layers to emphasise the cataclastic 

fluxion structure. Ultramylonite is occasionally produced. The 

Ultramylonites have a few oval plagioclase porphyroclasts up to 1 mm 

across preserved within a finely laminated fluxion structure. 

Compositional layering from 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm thick defines the 

foliation. 



Plate 111.13 

a: Mild catac1astic texture superimposed upon a typical 

inhomogeneous diatexite texture. 

Inhomogeneous diatexite, P1age de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 3.5 mm) 

b: Protomylonite with well developed cataclastic fluxion 

structure and rounded porphyroc1asts of oligoc1ase 

feldspar. 

Protomylonite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 3.5 mm) 

c: Protomy1onite with well developed catac1astic f1uxion 

structure and large porphyroc1asts of oligoc1ase. 

Protomylorite, P1age de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 3.5 mm) 
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a: P1agioc1ase porphyroclast with fine deformation twin 

lamellae which have been kinked and cut by microfau1ts. 

Protomy1onite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: Porphyroclasts and grain aggregates within a 

cataclastic fluxion structure. 

Protomylonite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 an = 1 nm) 
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a: Cataclastic fluxion structure in mylonite. Large 

porphyroclasts are rare but when present are often 

highly strained. 

MYlonite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 3.5 mm) 

b: Detail of the mylonite fluxion structure. 

Mylonite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 1 mm) 
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2. Pnte de la Garde 

The general field relationships of the rocks exposed around the 

pnte de la Garde have been described in Chapter 11 (Section B). 

Multiply folded Pentevrian metasediments cut by narrow shear zones 

outcrop on the south-east side of the headland. A variety of 

cataclastic rocks outcrop in the central part and on the north-west 

side of the headland. These cataclastic rocks within the pnte de la 

Garde shear belt may be grouped into four varieties: mylonite gneisses 

with preserved augen of metatexite and diatexite; dark grey-green 

mylonite schists with red garnet and cream feldspar porphyroclasts; 

grey mylonite schists some of which contain large retrogressed 

porphyroclasts after garnet(?); and buff to grey mylonite schists with 

cream feldspar and sometimes red garnet porphyroclasts. The 

cataclastic rocks are cut by white tourmaline granite sheets which 

have a folded form and a cataclastic fabric. The fluxion structure 

within the cataclastic rocks is axial plane to the folded granite 

sheets. The spatial relationships between these various mylonite 

schists are complex - a summary has been presented above (Chapter 11, 

P.26). The deformational history of the shear zone will be considered 

later (Chapter V). 

The Pentevrian metasediments comprise semi-pelitic schists with 

thin psammite ribs. They generally show mild effects of cataclastic 

deformation but in shear zones may be transposed to mylonite schists. 

The least cataclased metasediments (Plates 111.16 and 111.17) have a 

grain size of between 0.05 mm and 0.1 mm although muscovite flakes may 

exceed this limit by a factor of 10. A metamorphic foliation generally 

parallels the 1itho1ogica1 lamination except in early fold hinges, 

where it may cut the lamination, and later fold hinges where the 

foliation has been transposed or where a crenulation cleavage has been 
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developed. The metamorphic foliation is defined by small flakes of 

biotite (colourless or pale straw yellow to golden brown or brown) 

and muscovite, which may be considerably larger than the biotite. 

Quartz often exhibits a slight dimensional preferred orientation in 

the foliation plane and frequently tends towards a granob1astic 

polygonal texture; undu10se extinction is frequent. Small untwinned 

feldspar grains are scattered throughout the rocks. Opaque ore, 

apatite and zircon are present in small amounts. 

The augen of metatexite and diatexite within the mylonite gneisses 

clearly demonstrate the parent lithology of some of the catac1astic 

rocks within the shear belt. The my10nite gneiss has a strong fluxion 

structure defined by recrysta11ized biotite and muscovite (Plate 

III.18b). These micaceous layers 'f1o~' around porphyroclasts of 

plagioclase feldspar and quartz aggregates (Plate III.18b). The 

biotite (colourless or pale straw yellow to orange-brown or brown) 

occurs as small flakes up to 0.25 mm long which are often in layers 

two or three biotites thick. Small muscovite flakes up to 0.15 mm 

long are associated with the biotite layers. The micaceous layers 

and schlieren of the migmatites have been completely transposed by the 

new foliation of the my10nite gneiss. Porphyroc1asts of plagioclase 

feldspar within the oligoclase range frequently have narrow multiple 

twin lamellae and slight undu10se extinction in response to the 

deformation; a few appear to have oscillatory zoning. The original 

rectangular to equant shape of the feldspar has generally been 

preserved. The porphyroc1asts are commonly between 0.5 mm and 1 mm 

across but c1asts up to 3 mm long have been observed. Recrysta1lized 

quartz with straight to slightly curved grain boundaries meeting in 

triple point junctions infi11s pressure shadow areas associated with 

the p1ag;oc1ase porphyroclasts. The quartz in augen-like aggregates 
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also has straight to slightly curved grain boundaries which meet in 

triple point junctions although a fine suturing has often been 

superimposed on ' the grain boundaries. Folded quartz veins some 5 mm 

thick comprise dimensionally orientated grains parallel to the 

catac1astic fluxion structure and axial planar to the folds. Subhedral 

equidimensional crystals of tourmaline (pale yellow to dark yellow or 

yellow-brown - dravite) up to 1 mm across are ubiquitous within the 

my10nite gneisses. There are rare perthite porphyroclasts and some 

neomineralization of microcline which may replace quartz. Fine 

prismatic sil1imanite enclosed within muscovite (Plate III.18a) may 

occur in the less deformed augen of metatexite. There are minor 

quantities of zircon, opaque ore and apatite. 

The dark grey-green mylonite schists which carry red garnet and 

cream feldspar porphyroclasts are of uncertain parentage. The 

distinctive features of this lithology are the frequent red garnets 

or garnet aggregates in hand specimen and the blue-green amphibole 

lying within the foliation in thin section (Plate 111.19). These 

grey-green my10nite schists exhibit a well developed fluxion structure 

defined by green chlorite and brown biotite which has been overgrown 

by blue-green amphibo1e. The chlorite (colourless or pale green to 

green) exhibits anomalous interference tints and is length slow. It 

is probably pennine. Biotite (colourless or straw yellow to brown or 

dark brown) occurs as discrete flakes some of which have been partly 

replaced by the chlorite. The amphibole (a = very pale green, 

B = green and y = blue-green - hornblende) occurs as subhedra1 to 

euhedra1 stumpy crystals about 0.5 mm across which have neominera1ised 

after the chlorite and biotite. The cream feldspar porphyroc1asts are 

p1agioc1ase of oligoc1ase-andesine composition with narrow multiple 

twin lamellae and undu10se extinction (Plate III.19c). They vary in 
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shape from rectangular to oval according to the degree of cataclasts 

and are up to 2.5 mm in length. The red garnet porphyroclasts are 

seen to be either cracked and slightly broken or aggregates of broken 

garnet fragments (see Plate III.19a). The porphyroclasts are generally 

up to 2 11111 across but the aggrega tes of garnet fragments may be up to 

6 mm across. The aggregates of garnet fragments are associated with 

replacive chlorite and occasionally quartz, biotite and opaque ore. 

There are rare small equidimensional grains of tourmaline (yellow to 

yellow-brown - dravite), stumpy apatite grains, large zircons and 

grains of opaque ore within these mylonite schists. Quartz is present 

throughout the rock as small polygonally recrystallized aggregates 

with straight grain boundaries and triple point junctions. 

The grey mylonite schists, some of which carry large retrogressed 

porphyroclasts, were probably derived from a metasedimentary or 

metatexitic parent sequence. Medium sized porphyroclasts of plagioclase 

feldspar are set in a finer biotite + quartz + chlorite matrix with 

fluxion structure. The plagioclase porphyroclasts of oligoclase 

composition show combined carlsbad-albite twinning and vary in shape 

from rectangular, up to 4 mm in length, to round (averaging 1 mm 

across). The cataclastic fluxion structure is defined by the 

orientation of pennine (yellow-green to green) and biotite (pale buff 

to orange-brown or red-brown) flakes. Quartz grains of irregular 

shape and averaging 0.1 mm across have sutured grain boundaries and 

undulose extinction. Some of the grey mylonite schists carry dark 

grey ovoid retrogressed porphyroclasts up to 10 mm in length. They 

comprise a mat of pale coloured brown-green chlorite with minor 

amounts of biotite, opaque ore, muscovite and occasional clinozoisite 

(Plate II1.19b). Small broken fragments of garnet are present in 

some of the chlorite mats suggesting that they represent pseudomorphs 

after garnet. 
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Buff to grey mylonite schists outcrop on the north-west side of 

pnte de la Garde. They carry prominent cream feldspar porphyroclasts 

and, in places, prominent red garnet porphyroclasts. The feldspar 

porphyroclasts and slightly sericitized oligoclase with both albite 

and albite-pericline twinning and undulose extinction. They vary in 

shape from rectangular (up to 5 mm in length) with quartz aggregates 

in pressure shadows at the ends through oval shaped c1asts (average 

3 mm in length) to rounded c1asts (from 1 mm to 2 mm across) 

depending upon the degree of cataclasis. The plagioclase 

porphyroclasts lie in a fluxion structure comprising small flakes 

(average 0.2 mm long) of biotite (pale straw yellow to red-brown) and 

oblong grains of quartz (between 0.1 mm and 0.5 mm in length) which 

have sutured grain boundaries. Chlorite occasionally replaces some 

of the biotite but is more commonly present as small knots of pale 

green pennine which displays anomalous interference tints. Garnet 

occurs as porphyroclasts (average 1.25 mm diameter) in some specimens 

but in others it is associated with the chlorite knots together with 

some biotite and opaque ore suggesting some replacement. There are 

minor amounts of late muscovite, apatite and zircon. 

The white tourmaline granite sheets separate two episodes of 

deformation within the pnte de la Garde shear belt since they cross 

cut the fluxion structure but are themselves mylonite schists (see 

the more detailed discussion in Chapter V). Large porphyroc1asts of 

subhedra1 tourmaline (pale yellow-green to pale green cores with pale 

green-yellow to yellow-brown rims) up to 6 mm in length have been 

fractured and sometimes fragmented by the cataclasis. They are set 

in a finer matrix of ribbon-like quartz with sutured grain boundaries 

and undulose extinction and minor irregular feldspar grains of 

indeterminate composition (see Plate 111.20). 



Plate III.16 

a: Some disruption of 1ayeri'ng and transposition of 

foliation in semi-pe1ite by mild catac1asis. 

Pentevrian metasediments, pnte de la Garde. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: Conjugate kink folds affecting the micaceous foliation 

in semi-pelite. 

Pentevrian metasediments, pnte de la Garde. (5 cm = 1 mm) 



,. 



Plate 111.17 

a: Mildly catac1ased semi-pe1ite. 

Pentevrian metasediments, pnte de la Garde. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: Mildly catac1ased semi-pe1ite. 

Pentevrian metasediments, pnte de la Garde. (5 cm = 1 mm) 
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a: Needles of prismatic si11imanite within large muscovite 

flake from preserved augen of inhomogeneous diatexite 

within mylonite gneisses. 

Mylonite gneiss, pnte de la Garde. (5cm=lnm) 

b: Typical mylonite gneiss texture. 

Mylonite gneiss, pnte de la Garde. (5 cm = 1 mm) 





Plate 111.19 

a: My10nite schist with porphyroc1asts of garnet and 

p1agioc1ase within a mica + amphibo1e catac1astic 

f1uxion structure. 

My10nite schist, pnte de la Garde. (5 cm = 3.5 mm) 

b: My10nite schist with numerous p1agioc1ase porphyroc1asts 

and large mica + ch10rite aggregates possibly as 

pseudomorphs after garnet. 

My10nite schist, pnte de la Garde. (5 cm = 3.5 mm) 

c: Detail of my10nite schist to illustrate the 

neominera1isation of amphibo1e. 

Mylonite schist, pnte de la Garde. (5 cm = 1 mm) 



r 
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a: Typical texture of the sheared tourmaline granites -

now mylonite schists. 

Mylonite schist, pnte de la Garde. (Scm=lmm) 

b: Cataclastic fluxion structure and tourmaline 

porphyroclasts in sheared tourmaline granite - now 

mylonite schist. 

Mylonite schist, pnte de la Garde. (S cm = 3.S mm) 





r 
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C. The Brioverian Supracrusta1 Rocks 

The Brioverian metasediments which outcrop between P1age de 

Quatre Vaux and P1age de Pen Guen (Figure 11.3) comprise a sequence 

of proximal turbidites in the north and a sequence of semi-pe1ites 

with occasional psammite layers in the south. The turbidites of the 

northern part of the outcrop are dominated by the graded division. 

In thin section the turbidites consist of rock fragments, feldspar and 

quartz c1asts, and a fine grained matrix in which biotite, quartz and, 

to a lesser extent, feldspar are prominent (see Plate 111.21). The 

angular to poorly rounded rock fragments are of two main kinds: quartz 

aggregates and fine grained po1ycrystal1ine aggregates. The c1asts 

have an approximate length to breadth ratio of 2:1 and range in size 

from 1 mm to 4 mm long. The individual quartz grains in the quartz 

aggregates have ubiquitous undulose extinction, strongly sutured grain 

boundaries and are sometimes partly polygonized into unstrained 

aggregates. The fine grained po1ycrysta11ine aggregates may be graphic 

granite or fine schistose material but most are of an indeterminate 

nature. The feldspar c1asts are mainly 01igoc1ase but there are small 

amounts of alkali feldspar often with the cross hatched microcline 

twinning. The feldspar clasts vary from angular to oval in shape and 

from 0.4 mm to 2 mm in long dimension. The fine grained matrix has 

crystallized to a metamorphic mineralogy and texture with a high degree 

of crystallinity and a grain size of between 0.02 mm and 0.1 mm, 

although some biotite laths may reach 0.2 mm in length. Biotite 

(colourless or straw yellow to dark tan or brown) contains abundant 

zircons with surrounding pleochroic haloes. It is the orientation of 

the biotite flakes which defines the schistosity seen in the field, 

accordingly the finer grained parts of the graded units carry the 

better schistosity (see Plate 111.21 and Chapter 11). Anhedral quartz 



Plate III.2l 

a: The coarse grained base of a graded division from the 

thick turbidite units within the Brioverian supracrustal 

sequence. 

Brioverian, pnte du Bay. (5 cm = 1 mm) 

b: The fine grained top of a graded division from . the thick 

turbidite units within the Brioverian supracrustal 

sequence. Notice that there is a well developed biotite 

schistosity. 

Brioverian, pnte du Bay. (5 cm = 1 nvn) 

c: The middle part of a graded division from the thick 

turbidite units within the Brioverian supracrustal 

sequence. 

Brioverian, pnte du Bay. (5 cm = 1 mm) 
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and anhedral untwinned feldspar of indeterminate composition are the 

other prominent minerals in the matrix together with minor amounts of 

epidote (epidote sensu stricto with infrequent clinozoisite and rare 

metamict allanite), opaque ore and infrequent topaz. The Brioverian 

metasediments in this area were subjected to metamorphism under 

greenschist facies conditions. 

~ The Cadomian Igneous Rocks 

Boudinaged white tourmaline granite sheets and grey granite 

pegmatite sheets occur within the Brioverian metasediments north of 

Plage de Quatre Vaux (Figure 11.8). 

The tourmaline granites comprise microcline, albite, quartz, 

tourmaline and muscovite. The microcline occurs as anhedral areas from 

4 mm to 8 mm across with variably developed tartan twinning and 

Occasional microperthite (string perthite). There are inclUSions of 

albite and drop-like quartz; occasionally the microcline is strongly 

lobate against the albite which it appears to replace. The albite 

(An7) is present as sporadic anhedral grains from 0.5 mm to 1 mm across 

Which are strongly embayed by quartz; fine albite twinning is generally 

present (see Plate III.22a). Quartz grains average 1 mm across and 

have an irregular anhedral form. Quartz clearly replaces albite. 

Quartz-quartz grain boundaries are lobate; undulose extinction is 

Ubiquitous and deformation bands are often developed in the straineQ 

quartz. Fine granular quartz is commonly present along grain 

bOundaries reflecting mild cataclastic deformation which accompanied 

the extension and boudinage. Subhedral to anhedral grains of tourmaline 

(colourless or very pale grey-green to pale grey-green, a yellow-green 



Plate 111.22 

a: Typical tourmaline granite texture. 

Tourmaline granite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 

b: Microcline with veins of albite. 

Granite pegmatite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. (5 cm = 2.5 mm) 
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or yellow-brown core may be present) from 0.5 mm to 2.5 mm across are 

scattered throughout the granite. They are commonly broken with quartz 

filling tensiori cracks. Ragged flakes of muscovite are occasionally 

present. Sericite occurs along many of the grain boundaries in 

response to the mild cataclasis. 

The granite pegmatites comprise large crystals of microcline 

perthite, quartz, sporadic albite, muscovite and rare tourmaline. The 

microcline perthite may occur up to 30 cm in length and is commonly 

several centimetres in length. It has the characteristic tartan 

twinning and contains exsolved veins of twinned albite as perthite 

(Plate III.22b) together with albite, quartz and muscovite as 

inclusions. In less pegmatitic examples irregular anhedral grains of 

albite with fine twin lamellae are present. They are commonly 

penetrated by lobes of replacive quartz. Anhedral grains of quartz of 

variable dimension occur within the microc1ine perthite and as 

interstitial aggregates. Quartz-quartz grain boundaries are lobate 

and undu10se extinction is always present. Fine granular quartz is 

common along grain boundaries reflecting mild catac1asis. Sporadic 

ragged flakes of muscovite may be present. 

The Feldspars 

Alkali feldspar 

The alkali fe1dspars from the various rock types comprising the 

St. Malo migmatite belt exhibit variable development of microc1ine 

'cross-hatched' twinning and the occasional development of micro

perthite. 14 alkali concentrates were separated from a variety of rock 
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types from the St. Malo belt and analysed by X-ray diffraction to 

determine their structural state. The techniques employed have been 

summarised briefly in Chapter I and are similar to those recommended 

by Wright and Stewart (1968). The diffraction data discussed below 

are given in Table 111.1. 

In Figure 111.1 the St. Malo alkali fe1dspars (14 K-fe1dspar 

phases and 5 perthitic Na-fe1dspar phases) are shown plotted on the 

28 (060) - 28 (~04) diagram of Wright (1968). The majority of the K

feldspar phases plot around the low structural state position of pure 

KA1Si 308 (maximum microcline) and have a structural state similar to 

the Spencer U feldspar (Wright, ££.cit.). Three of the K-fe1dspar 

phases plot between the maximum microc1ine - low a1bite and the 

orthoclase series and have a structural state similar to the Spencer B 

feldspar (Wright, ££.cit.). The Na-fe1dspar of the perthitic inter

growths have a structural state intermediate between low a1bite and 

a1bite III (Wright, ££.cit.). The co-existing K-feldspar phases and 

Na-feldspar phases have similar structural states with the sole 

exception of specimen 701 where slight disequilibrium between the 

structural states of the two phases might reflect included remnants of 

replaced plagioclase. 

Two measures of structural state of the potassic phase in these 

microcline perthites are used to supplement the initial comparison with 

standard feldspars given in the previous paragraph. The first measure 

of structural state is the degree of triclinicity or obliquity which is 

defined by Goldsmith and Laves (1954) as: 

~ = 12.5' {d(131) - d(13l)l 

The maximum separation between the (131) and (131) peaks is 'about 

0.08 ft yielding an obliquity of 1.00 which corresponds to triclinic 



Table 111.1 

Summary of the X-ray diffraction data for 14 alkali feldspars 

from the St. Malo belt (comprising 14 K-feldspar of which 5 show 

albite on the diffractograms (perthitic intergrowths)). 

Specimen 309: inhomogeneous diatexite, le Guildo. 

Specimen 761: metatexite, pnte de la Garde Guerin. 

Specimen 207: inhomogeneous diatexite, road cutting, la barrage. 

Specimen 210: inhomogeneous diatexite, quarry, Montagne St. Joseph. 

Specimen 701: homogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. 

Specimen 704: inhomogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. 

Specimen 708: granite sheet, St. Jacut. 

Specimen 745: granite pegmatite sheet, Lancieux. 

Specimen 746: granite sheet, Lancieux. 

Specimen 757: inhomogeneous diatexite, Ile des Hebihens. 

Specimen 346: Colombiere granite, la Nelli~re. 

Specimen 360: Colombi~re granite, Ile de la Colombi~re. 

Specimen 758: homogeneous diatexite, St. Briac. 

Specimen 759: inhomogeneous diatexite, pnte de la GardeGu~rin. 



K - FELDSPAR 

2Q(201) 29(060) 29(204) 0 TYPE 

309 20.87 41.76 50.69 0.391 I 

761 20.90 41.78 50.585 0.74 0.759 I 

207 20.885 41. 74 50.62 0.529 I 

210 20.95 41. 75 50.675 0.406 I 

701 20.84 41. 775 50.505 0.91 0.979 I I 

704 20.92 41. 77 50.545 0.83 0.847 II 

708 20.95 41.77 50.50 0.93 0.979 II 

745 21.01 41.81 50.565 0.84 0.906 11 

746 20.90 41.765 50.50 0.89 0.965 11 

757 21.02 41. 795 50.56 0.91 0.876 II 

346 20.93 41.79 50.555 0.95 0.876 rr 
360 20.94 41.79 50.55 0.84 0.891 rr 
758 20.87 41. 795 50.495 1.00 1.068 II 

759 20.88 41. 755 50.525 0.81 0.862 II 

Na - FELDSPAR 

29(201) 29(060) 29(204) 0 

309 21.97 42.40 51.24 0.656 

207 22.00 42.42 51.22 0.774 

210 22.075 42.425 51.23 0.759 

701 22.02 42.41 51.26 0.626 

704 22.05 42.43 51. 13 1.068 



Figure 111.1 

Plot of 29 (060) against 29 (~04) for alkali fe1dspars 

simplified slightly after Wright (1968, figure 3). 

U = Spencer U feldspar; B = Spencer B feldspar; and 

III = Albite III feldspar (all from Wright). Small solid 

circles represent the St. Malo K-feldspars and the Na

feldspar component where present on the diffractogram. 
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maximum microc1ine. With increasing disorder of Si-A1 the obliquity 

decreases to 0.00 which corresponds to monoclinic orthoc1ase. The 

second measure ' of structural state of alkali fe1dspars is Rag1and ' s 0 

(Rag1and, 1970) which is based upon the quantification of Wright's 

'three peak method ' (Wright, 1968). Rag1and ' s 0 describes variations 

in structural state between the maximum microc1ine - low a1bite series 

and the orthoc1ase series and is defined as: 

o = 9.036 + 29(060) - 29(204) 
0.340 

This parameter varies from 1.00 for any feldspar in the maximum 

r microcline - low a1bite series to 0.00 for a feldspar in the orthoc1ase 

series. 

The measurements of structural state of the St. Malo alkali 

feldspar phases using the parameters defined above are given in Table 

111.1. The potassic phase in the St. Malo alkali fe1dspars may be 

assigned to one of two types based upon the measured structural state. 

The difference in the diffraction patterns for the peaks between 

29.000 29 and 31.000 28 for these two types is shown in Figure 111.2. 

The K-fe1dspar phases classified as type I are characterised by 6 less 

than 0.80 and also 0 less than 0.80 and probably represent orthoc1ase 

with intermediate microcline (cf. Tilling, 1968; Vorma, 1971). The 

K-feldspar phases classified as type 11 are characterised by 6 greater 

than 0.80 and represent intermediate microcline or maximum microc1ine 

only (cf. Vorma, ~.cit.; Gorbatschev, 1972). 

During measurement of the (201) peaks it was noticed that several 

of the K-fe1dspar phases showed a broad or double peak in this position 

(see Figure 111.3). This phenomenon has been examined by Voge1 (1970) 

in his study of the alkali feldspars from the Beemervi11e nephe1ine 



Figure II1. 2 

Typical X-ray diffractogram for the two types of 

K-feldspar: 

Type I = orthoclase with intermediate microcline. 

Type 11 = intermediate microcline or maximum microcline. 
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Figure IJ1.3 

Typical X-ray diffractograms for the (201) peaks showing 

the development of broad peaks in this position for some 

of the type 11 K-fe1dspars. 
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syenite, New Jersey. Microprobe analysis of the Beemerville alkali 

feldspars which showed these broad or double peaks in the (201) 

position demonstrated that they are caused by the presence of albite

rich domains in the K-feldspar. These albite-rich domains were not 

detected in those alkali feldspars exhibiting well developed perthitic 

structure and producing 'normal' single peaks on the diffractogram in 

the (201) position. In the case of the St. Malo alkali feldspars the 

broad or double (201) peaks are present for some of the type 11 K

feldspar phases but are not present for any of the type 1 K-feldspar 

phases which all show well defined 'normal' single peaks (see Figure 

111.3). The K-feldspar phases which produce these broad or double 

peaks characteristically show a better development of microcline 'grid

iron' twinning and only rare development of perthite (cf. Vog~, ££.£i!.). 
These albite-rich domains within some of the St. Malo alkali feldspars 

probably represent the early stages of perthite exsolution. 

Tomisaka (1962) has proposed that the orthoc1ase - microc1ine 

transition takes place over the PH20 - T range shown by the hatched 

area in Figure 111.4. Thus the transition from the disordered 

orthoc1ase structure to the ordered microcline structure at PH20 of 2 

to 5 kilobars would take place over the temperature interval between 

460-4800C and 3800C. No appreciable transition occurs unless water 

vapour is present. Steiger and Hart (1967) concluded that the 

orthoc1ase _ microc1ine transformatio~ takes place between 4000C and 

3500C. These two independent estimates are in good agreement. The 

transition from orthoc1ase to microc1ine takes place below the 

crystallisation temperatures expected for the St. Malo rocks (see the 

'Biotite Chemistry and Genesis' section of Chapter IV and Chapter VI). 

The undoubted catalytic effect of water on the orthoc1ase - microc1ine 

transformation led Rag1and (1970) to the conclusion that variations in 



Figure III.4 

P-T diagram showing the stability relations of monoclinic -

tric1inic potassium fe1dspars according to Tomisaka (1962). 

The hatched area represents the P-T range where the 

transition from the tric1inic to the monoclinic phase is 

possible. 
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the structural state of alkali feldspars might be related to variations 

in water fugacity. 

Biotite data, to be presented in Chapter IV, suggest variations 

in the fugacity of water throughout the rocks comprising the St. Malo 

belt. The incomplete inversion of the type I K-feldspar (orthoclase 

with intermediate microcline) may be a reflection of lower water 

fugacity. The type I K-feldspars comprise three from inhomogeneous 

diatexites, which have low values for 0 and no separation of the (131) 

and (131) peaks, and one from a metatexite, which is transitional 

between type I and type 11. The type 11 K-feldspars comprise two from 

homogeneous diatexites, two from the Colombiere granite, three from 

granite sheets and three from inhomogeneous diatexites. Thus the 

inhomogeneous diatexites are characterised by the variable inversion 

of orthoclase to microcline whilst the homogeneous rocks are 

characterised by the complete inversion of orthoclase to microcline. 

Plagioclase 

The plagioclase present in the St. Malo rocks varies in 

composition from albite to calcic-oligoclase. A majority of the 

plagioclases fall within the range Anl - An24 and are therefore 

inhomogeneous peristerites. The optical properties of the peristerites 

are produced by the superposition of ·small crystalline lamellae and 

c9rrespond to those of a mixed crystal (Barth, 1969). X-ray 

determination of the composition of peristerites is complicated by some 

lattice distortion and the presence of two components within the 

structure - albite and calcic-oligoclase. Bambauer, Corlett, Eberhard 

and Viswanathan (1967) state lilt is usually difficult or indeed 

impossible to examine both the components of peristerites sufficiently 
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by means of powder methods ll
• This will result in broader peaks on 

X-ray diffractograms. 

The composition of the plagioclases separated from some of the 

St. Malo rocks was determined from the following two pairs of 

reflections: (111) and (111), and (131) and (l~l), using the curves 

of Smith (1956) and Bambauer et!l (£E.cit.) which relate the 

difference in 28 between the reflections in each pair to composition. 

Although the peaks were generally broad, due to the peristerite 

structure, the An contents determined from the two different pairs of 

reflections are often in reasonable agreement (see Table 111.2). It 

is thought that the composition obtained from the average of these 

two determinations represents a good estimate of the An content of the 

plagioclase. The complete data and plagioclase compositions together 

with the normative Ab/An ratios where they are available are given in 

Table 111.2}. 



Tab 1 e· II I. 2 

Summary of the composition of 24 p1agioc1ase fe1dspars determined 

by X-ray diffraction from the St. Malo belt. 

Specimen 701: homogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. 

Specimen 758: homogeneous diatexite, St. Briac. 

Specimen 710: homogeneous diatexite, pnte de Grouin. 

Specimen 309: inhomogeneous diatexite, le Gui1do. 

Specimen 757: inhomogeneous diatexite, I1e des Hebihens. 

Specimen 704: inhomogeneous diatexite, St. Jacut. 

Specimen 759: inhomogeneous diatexite, pnte de la Garde Guerin. 

Specimen 760: inhomogeneous diatexite, pnte de la Garde Guerin. 

Specimen 207: inhomogeneous diatexite, road cutting, la barrage. 

Specimen 210: inhomogeneous diatexite, quarry, Montagne St. Joseph. 

SP.ecimen 320: sheared diatexite, west of pnte de Grouin. 

Specimen 324: sheared diatexite, west of pnte de Grouin. 

Specimen 761: metatexite, pnte de la Garde Guerin. 

Specimen 346: Co1ombiere granite, la Ne11iere. 

Specimen 360: Co1ombiere granite, I1e de la C01ombiere. 

Specimen 708: granite sheet, St. Jacut. 

Specimen 745: granite pegmatite, Lancieux. 

Specimen 746: granite sheet, Lancieux. 

Specimen 740: trondhjemite sheet, pnte du Crapaud. 

Specimen 742: trondhjemite sheet, pnte du Crapaud. 

Specimen 706: metasediment, St. Jacut. 

Specimen 766: metasediment, la Richardais. 

Specimen 733: metasediment, north of St. Suliac. 

Specimen 224: rnetasediment, from raft at Port Briac. 



PLAGIOCLASE 

29(111 )- %An 29 (131 t %An Av. %An NORMATIVE 
29(111) 29(n ) Ab/An RATIO* 

701 0.66 24.0 1.45 16.5 20.25 4.8 
758 0.65 23.0 1. 55 21. 5 22.25 5.7 
710 0.54 9.0 1.30 9.0 9.00 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
309 0.68 26.5 1.60 23.5 25.00 
757 0.62 19.0 1. 50 18.5 18.75 9.6 
704 0.60 16.5 1. 38 13.0 14.75 159.4 
759 0.63 20.0 1.45 16.5 18.25 10.7 

r 760 0.65 22.5 1.45 16.5 19.50 12.4 
207 0.63 20.0 1.45 16.5 18.25 10.9 
210 0.65 22.5 1.46 17.0 19.75 10. 1 
320 0.62 19.0 1. 51 19.0 19.00 
324 0.55 10 .. 0 1. 32 10.0 10.00 . 

761 0.60 16.5 1.48 17.5 17.00 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
346 0.53 8.0 1. 27 8.0 8.00 
360 0.55 10.0 1.23 7.0 8.50 24.0 
708 0.57 13.0 1.40 14.0 13.50 10.2 
745 0.59 15.0 1.40 14.0 14.50 11.6 
746 0.55 10.0 1.30 9.0 9.50 
740 0.70 29.0 1.60 23.5 26.25 4. 1 
742 0.71 30.0 1.68 28.0 29.00 2.8 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
706 1.67 27.5 27.50 3.2 
766 0.68 26.5 1.60 23.5 25.00 5.7 
733 1.65 26.0 26.00 4.2 
224 0.57 13.0 1.34 11.0 12.00 

* 8arth mesonorm. 



CHAPTER IV 



IV.l 

Whole-rock Major and Trace Element Chemistry 

Thirty two rocks have been selected from the area studied and 

analysed for twenty three major and trace elements. The rocks chosen 

were: 6 homogeneous diatexites from the St. Malo belt; 9 inhomogeneous 

diatexites from the St. Malo belt; 2 inhomogeneous diatexites and 1 

sheared blastic schist from the northern part of the Dinan belt; 1 

metatexite from the St. Malo belt; 5 metasediments from the St. Malo 

belt; 2 homogeneous granites from the St. Malo belt; 2 granite sheets 

and 2 trondhjemite sheets from the St. Malo belt; and 2 Cadomian felsic 

sheets from within the Brioverian supracrustal rocks to the north-west 

of the St. Malo belt. These thirty two rocks were selected to try and 

give a representative sample of the major rock types comprising the St. 

Malo migmatite belt and adjacent areas. However, it proved impossible 

to collect more than one specimen of fresh metatexite which was large 

enough to overcome sample inhomogeneity. Accordingly, the sample is 

not truly representative of the rock types within the area but has a 

bias towards the diatexites where problems of sample inhomogeneity are 

reduced to manageable proportions. Collection of specimens suitable 

for chemical analysis is further hampered by the extent and depth to 

which weathering by marine agencies has penetrated. Much attention was 

given to collecting the freshest possible material when it was likely 

to be used for chemical analysis. The preparation of specimens for 

analysis and the techniques employed in analysis have been summarised 

in Chapter I. 

The analyses are presented in the form of tables grouped according 

to rock type and also containing the Barth mesonorm and the C.I.P.W. 

norm. cation percentages for the major elements and Niggli numbers 
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IV.2 

calculated from the analyses. Graphical methods have been employed to 

supplement much of the tabled data. The analyses are arranged into the 

following groups: homogeneous diatexites - Table IV.l; inhomogeneous 

diatexites and related rocks - Table IV.2; the metasediments - Table 

IV.3; the granitic rocks - Table IV.4. Some analyses from the 

literature of greywacke-type and arkose-type sediments and of typical 

plutonic rocks are given in Tables IV.S and IV.6 for comparison with 

the analyses from north-eastern Brittany. The arithmetic mean of the 

6 homogeneous diatexites is compared with the arithmetic mean of the 9 

inhomogeneous diatexites from the St. Malo belt in Table IV.7 and the 

St. Malo inhomogeneous diatexites are compared with the Dinan rocks in 

Table IV.B. The analyses of the two Cadomian felsic sheets are 

presented in Table IV.9. 

The homogeneous diatexites, the inhomogeneous diatexites from the 

St. Malo belt, the rocks from the Dinan belt, the metatexite, the 

metasediments and the two homogeneous granites have a broadly similar 

chemistry. Upon closer examination, however, there are certain 

differences in detail between the mean analyses of the St. Malo 

homogeneous and inhomogeneous diatexites and also between the mean 

analyses of the St. Malo inhomogeneous diatexites and the Dinan rocks. 

Differences have accordingly been tested for significance using the 

Student's t-test and in the discussion which follows are quoted at the 

2.5% level. The homogeneous diatexites from the St. Malo belt are 

significantly richer in Si02 and A1 203 and significantly poorer in 

Ti02• Fe203' FeO, MnO, MgO, Cu, V, Zn and Zr than the inhomogeneous 

diatexites from the St. Malo belt. However, the homogeneous 

diatexites and the inhomogeneous diatexites are not significantly 

different in terms of the remaining elements and notably for CaO, Na20, 

K20, La, Rb, Sr, Th and U all of which might be expected to be highly 
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Tab 1 e IV. 1 

Summary of the geochemical data for the homogeneous diatexites. 

Major element composition (oxide %), trace element content (ppm), 

selected element ratios, the Barth (1960 & 1962) mesonorm, the 

Kelsey-C.I.P.W. (1965) norm, the major elements as cation 

percentages and the Niggli numbers are listed in order on the 

following three pages. 

Analysis 1 : specimen 765, Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

Analysis 2: specimen 701, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 3: specimen 703, St. Jacut. 

Ana lysi s 4: specimen 358, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 5: specimen 758, St. Briac. 

Analysis 6: specimen 720, pnte de Grouin. 

Analysis 7: arithmetic mean of analyses 1-6. 

Analysis 8: arithmetic mean of analyses 2-4. 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
765 701 703 358 758 720 

S;02 68.65 69.85 68.50 69.25 71.20 70.35 69.63 69.20 

T;02 0.64 0.46 0.55 0.50 0.32 0.43 0.48 0.50 
A1 203 15.10 15.80 15.90 16.05 15.72 15.25 15.64 15.92 
Fe203 1.94 1.47 1.42 1.33 0.54 0.84 1.26 1.41 
FeO 2.53 1. 54 1. 70 1.66 1.16 1. 71 1.72 1.63 
MnO 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 
MgO 1.14 1.35 1.31 0.93 0.63 0.50 0.98 1.20 
CaO 1.02 2.00 1.88 1.89 1.50 1.07 1.56 1.92 
Na 20 3.19 3.79 3.83 4.29 3.31 3.27 3.61 3.97 
K20 3.52 3.62 3.66 2.25 4.08 4.77 3.65 3.18 
H20 + 1.27 1.08 1.00 0.88 1.04 0.96 1.04 0.99 
P205 0.23 0.18 0.18 o. 18 0.17 o. 11 0.18 0.18 

Total 99.27 101. 18 99.97 99.24 99.70 99.29 99.79 100.14 

T. Fe 4.75 3.18 3.31 3.18 1.83 . 2.74 3.17 3.22 

Ba 792 580 590 352 715 1152 697 507 

Cu 28 10 11 25 7 12 16 15 
La 17 20 . 18 23 14 87 30 20 
Pb 57 34 32 69 39 110 57 45 
Rb 125 146 158 110 128 140 135 138 
Sr 181 149 166 161 150 257 177 159 
Th 21 22 22 25 20 45 26 23 
U 4. 1 4.2 3.4 3.5 2.8 8.3 4.4 3.7 
Y 17 5 7.5 4 5 73 19 5.5 
Zn 63 62 76 59 47 46 59 66 
Zr 178 154 168 166 111 423 200 163 

K 2.92 3.00 3.04 1.87 3.39 3.96 3.03 2.62 
K/Rb 238 206 183 170 265 283 224 186 
Ba/KX10 2 2.71 1.93 1.94 1.88 2.11 2.91 2.30 1.92 
Ba/Rb 6.34 3.97 3.73 3.20 5.59 8.23 5.16 3.63 
Rb/Sr 0.69 0.98 0.95 0.68 0.85 0.55 0.76 0.87 
Ca 0.73 1.43 1.34 1.35 1.07 0.77 1.12 1.37 
Ca/Sr 40 96 81 84 72 30 63 87 
Ca/Zr 41 93 80 81 97 18 65 85 
Ca/Y 429 2858 1792 3378 2144 105 1768 2676 
Ti 0.38 0.28 0.33 0.30 0.19 0.26 0.29 0.30 
Ti/Zr 22 18 20 18 17 6 15 18 
Th/U 5.12 5.24 6.47 7.14 7.14 5.42 6.09 6.28 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Ap 0.50 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.36 0.24 0.38 
Sph 1.39 0.96 1.17 1.07 0.68 0.92 1.02 
Mag 2.10 1.54 1. 51 1.42 0.58 0.90 1.34 
Cor 6.29 3.32 3.72 4.68 4.40 4.01 4.41 
Qu 34.15 28.41 27.38 30.79 32.04 29.90 30.45 
Alb 29.66 34.16 34.88 39.32 30.35 30.14 33.07 
Or 16.56 17.16 17.44 9.95 21.89 25.94 18.13 

An 1.38 7.17 6.33 6.60 5.33 3.17 4.99 
Bi 7.98 6.89 7.20 5.80 4.37 4.78 6.20 

Qtz 42.49 35.63 34.35 38.45 38.02 34.77 37.29 
Or 20.60 21.53 21.88 12.43 25.97 30.18 22.21 
Ab 36.91 42.84 43.77 49.12 36.01 35.05 40.50 

Or 34.78 29.34 29.73 17.81 38.03 43.78 32.27 
Ab 62.32 58.40 59.48 70.39 52.72 50.86 58.85 
An 2.89 12.26 . 10.79 11.81 9.26 5.36 8.88 

Qu 32.45 27.74 26.24 30.22 32.11 29.53 29.73 
Cor 4.74 2.44 2.65 3.55 3.54 3.03 3.35 
Or 20.80 21.39 21.63 13.30 24.11 28.19 21.57 
Alb 26.99 32.07 32.41 36.30 28.01 27.67 30.55 
An 3.56 8.75 8.15 8.20 6.33 4.59 6.56 
En 2.84 3.36 3.26 2.32 1.57 1.25 2.44 
Fs 2.06 0.93 1.11 1.18 1. 21 1.80 1.40 
Mag 2.81 2.13 2.06 1.93 0.78 1.22 1.83 
11 1.22 0.87 1.04 0.95 0.61 0.82 0.91 
Ap 0.54 0.43 0.43 0 .. 43 0.40 0.26 0.43 

Qtz 40.44 34.16 32.69 37.86 38.12 34.58 36.32 
Or 25.92 26.34 26.94 16.66 28.62 33.01 26.35 
Ab 33.64 39.50 40.37 45.48 33.25 32.40 37.33 



1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

S;+4 65.88 64.97 64.39 65.51 67.37 66.91 65.82 
T;+4 0.46 0.32 0.39 0.36 0.23 0.31 0.34 
A1+3 17.08 17.32 17.61 17.90 17.53 17.09 17.43 
Fe+3 1.40 1.03 1.00 0.95 0.39 0.60 0.90 
Fe+2 2.03 1.20 1.34 1. 31 0.92 1.36 1.36 
Mn+2 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 
Mg+2 1.63 1.87 1.84 1.31 0.89 0.71 1.38 
Ca+2 1.05 1.99 1.89 1.92 1. 52 1.09 1.58 
Na+ 5.94 6.83 6.98 7.87 6.07 6.03 6.62 
K+ 4.31 4.30 4.39 2.72 4.93 5.79 4.40 
p+5 O. 19 O. 14 0.14 0.14 O. 14 0.09 0.14 

r Ca 9.29 15.19 14.28 15.33 12.15 8.45 12.54 
Na 52.56 52.08 52.63 62.95 48.51 46.72 52.52 
K 38.16 32.73 33.09 21.72 39.34 44.84 34.94 

Ca 7.18 12.99 12.16 13.01 11.02 7.36 10.66 
Fe 22.74 14.50 14.86 15.09 9.27 12.93 14.97 
(Na+K) 70.09 72.52 72.99 71.90 79.71 79.72 74.36 

s; 338.6 319.3 312.7 331.7 374.3 366.8 338.1 
a1 43.12 42.56 42.77 45.30 48.70 46.86 44.75 
fm 25.72 20.30 20.43 18.20 12.31 14.77 18.84 
c 5.30 9.80 9.19 9.70 8.45 5.98 8.11 
a1k 25.86 27.35 27.60 26.79 30.55 32.39 28.29 
k 0.42 0.39 0.39 0.26 0.45 0.49 0.40 
mg 0.32 0.45 0.44 0.36 0.40 0.26 0.38 
ti 2.33 1.58 1.89 1.80 1.27 1.69 1. 75 

P 0.47 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.24 0.37 
Qtz I. 129.2 109.9 102.3 124.5 152.1 137.2 124.9 
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Table IV.2 

Summary of the geochemica1 data for the 11 inhomogeneous diatexites 

(analyses 9-19), 1 sheared blastic schist (analysis 21), and 1 

metatexite (analysis 22). Major element composition (oxide %), 

trace element content (ppm), selected element ratios, the Barth 

(1960 & 1962) mesonorm, the Ke1sey-C.I.P.W. (1965) norm, the major 

elements as cation percentages and the Nigg1i numbers are listed in 

order on the following three pages. 

Note: * signifies that the trace element concerned is present in an 

amount below the calculated lower limit of detection. 

Analysis 9: specimen 757,' I1e des H'bihens. 

Analysis 10: specimen 704, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 11: specimen 759, pnte de la Garde Gu6rin. 

Analysis 12: specimen 760, pnte de la Garde Gu~rin. 

Analysis 13: specimen 205, road cutting, la Barrage. 

Analysis 14: specimen 207, road cutting, la Barrage. 

Analysis 15: specimen 208, quarry, Montagne St. Joseph. 

Analysis 16: specimen 210, quarry, Montagne St. Joseph. 

Analysis 17: specimen 721, pnte de Grouin. 

Analysis 18: specimen 902, Port St. Jean, la Ranee. 

Analysis 19: specimen 915, road cutting, Taden, la Ranee. 

Analysis 20: arithmetic mean of analyses 9-19. 

Analysis 21: specimen 905, Port St. Hubert, la Ranee. 
/ Analysis 22: specimen 761, pnte de la Garde Guerin. 



Si02 
Ti02 
A1 203 
Fe203 
FeO 

MnO 
MgO 
CaO 
Na20 

K20 

H20 + 

P205 
Total 

9 10 
757 704 

67.00 67.20 
0.86 ' 0.81 

14.50 15.55 
2.07 2.78 
3.53 2.78 
0.06 0.04 
1.05 1. 44 
1.81 0.92 
3.74 3.09 
4.14 3.50 
1.02 1. 53 
0.38 0.24 

99.98 99.88 

11 

759 
68.65 
0.68 

14.80 
1.82 
3.13 
0.04 
1.16 
1.17 
3.24 
3.54 
1.05 
0.11 

99.39 

12 13 
760 205 

67.00 69.25 
0.78 0.74 

15.35 14.35 
1.84 1.25 
3.30 3.62 
0.05 0.05 
1.34 1.52 
1. 29 1.18 
3.55 3.14 
3.62 3.79 
1. 23 1.43 
0.17 0.13 

99. 52 100.45 

14 
207 

67.30 
0.84 

14.80 
1.45 
3.82 
0.04 
1.93 
1.25 
2.95 
3.79 
1.60 
0.13 

15 
208 

69.95 
0.64 

14.65 
1. 79 
2.93 
0.04 
1.03 
1.25 
3.25 
3.79 
1.47 
0.27 

16 
210 

66.90 
0.77 

15.10 
1.53 
4.08 
0.05 
1.88 
1.43 
3.12 
3.74 
1.45 
0.25 

99.90 100.06 100.30 

7N 

67.30 
0.67·, 

16.40 
2.33 
2.92 
0.05 

1.47 'j 
1.97 

1 3.16 .
1 

3. 1 ~ j 
1.44 1 
0.36 I 

101.22 i 

, 

18 
902 

66.25 
0.87 

15.10 
2.28 
2.88 
0.04 
1. 15 
1.12 
2.87 
4.44 
1. 28 
0.20 

98.48 

19 
915 

66.30 
0.86 

15.20 
1.87 
3.57 
0.04 
1.40 
0.82 
2.83 
4.30 
1.45 
0.19 

98.83 

20 

67.46 
0.77 

15.07 
1. 91 
3.32 
0.05 
1.40 
1. 29 
3.18 
3.80 
1.36 
0.22 

99.83 

21 
905 

66.62 
0.96 

15.15 
3.31 
2.03 
0.04 
1.14 
1.28 
2.41 
4. 19 
1.85 
0.19 

99.17 

22 
761 

69.45 
0.76 

13.eO 
1.66 
2.97 
0.04 
1.10 
1.10 
3.41 
3.67 
0.95 
0.12 

99.03 

T. Fe 5.99 5.87 5. 30 5. 50 5. 27 5. 70 5.05 6 .06 5. 58 1 5. 48 5. 84 5.60 5. 56 4.96 

Ba 

Cu 
La 
Pb 
Rb 
Sr 
Th 
U 

V 

Zn 

Zr 

K 

K/Rb 
Ba/KX102 

Ba/R~ 

Rb/Sr 
Ca 
Ca/Sr 
Ca/Zr 

.. Ca/V 
Ti 

Ti/Zr 
Th/U 

846 
16 
28 
38 

151 
129 

26 
3.5 
34 

103 
410 

3.44 
228 
2.46 
5.60 
1.17 
1.29 
100 

32 
381 
0.40 

10 
7.43 

574 
30 
19 
86 

BOO 

32 
22 
27 

674 1065 890 
41 
15 
27 

24 39 
16 22 
26 35 

143 
123 

24 
5.8 

16 
,90 
218 

138 
180 

24 
3.0 

19 
75 

218 

139 134 129 
178 

22 
2.8 

20 
93 

228 

181 191 
23 22 

2.8 3.8 

2.91 
203 
1.98 
4.01 

2.94 
213 
2.72 
5.80 

15 
73 

208 

3.00 
216 
2.24 
4.85 

1.16 0.77 0.77 
0.66 0.84 0.92 

54 47 51 
30 38 44 

411 440 615 
0.49 0.41 0.47 

22 19 23 
4.14 8.00 8.21 

15 
84 

252 

3.15 
235 
3,.39 

7.95 

3.15 
244 
2.83 
6.90 

0.70 0.73 
0.84 0.89 

44 50 

34 39 
562 447 
0.44 0.50 

18 22 
5.79 7.85 

740 
20 
18 
30 

147 
166 

22 
4.9 

18 
68 

194 

3.15 
214 
2.35 
5.03 
0.89 
0.89 

54 
46 

496 
0.38 

20 
4.49 

700 
52 
22 
29 

152 
174 

22 
4.4 

18 
99 

189 

3.10 
204 
2.26 
4.61 
0.87 
1.02 

59 
54 

568 
0.46 

24 
5.00 

" 

, 

630 t' 930 
31 26 
20 ' 27 

43 I. 36 
131 '" 153 
229 - 180 
23 28 

4.0 4.9 
20 '16 

6~ ':" 82 
178 ' 220 

2.61 
200 
2.41 
4.81 

3.69 
, , 241 

. 2.52 
6.08 

" 0.85 0.57 ' " 
1.41 0.80 

62 45 
36 79 " 

t 
704 l' 500 
0.40 ."l, O.52 

I 
23 24 

5.75 :, 5.71 

858 
38 
21 
56 

156 
150 

24 
3.5 
15 

145 
215 

3.57 
229 

2.40 
5.50 
1.04 
0.59 

39 
27 

391 
0.52 

24 
6.86 

792 
32 
21 
39 

143 
171 

24 
3.9 
19 
89 

230 

822 
6 

19 
'97 

170 
143 

23 
3.8 

20 
132 
230 

3.48 
205 
2.36 
4.84 

888 
11 

"26 

31 
133 
183 

22 

* 
15 
75 

247 

3.05 
229 

2.91 
6.68 

1.·19 0.73 
0.92 0.72 
64 43 
40 29 

458 477 
0.58 0.46 

25 ' 19 

6.05 
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Ap 
Sph 

Mag 
Cor 
Qu 
A1b 
Or 
An 
8i 

Qtz 
Or 

9 

0.81 
1.84 
2.21 
2.88 

25.81 
34.30 
19.01 
3.58 
9.56 

10 

0.52 
1. 75 
3.01 
7.47 

33.69 
28.69 
15.86 
0.18 
8.83 

11 

0.24 
1.47 
1.97 
5.24 

33.10 
30.04 
15.71 
2.81 
9.43 

12 

0.37 
1.68 
1.98 
5.23 

29.38 
32.80 
15.49 
2.65 

10.44 

13 

0.28 
1. 59 
1.34 
4.70 

33.14 
28.90 
15.26 
2.49 

12.32 

14 

0.28 
1.81 
1. 56 
5.59 

32.49 
27.33 
14.25 
2.51 

14.17 

32.62 43.06 41.98 37.83 42.88 43.86 
24.03 20.27 19.92 19.94 19.74 19.24 

15 

0.58 
1.38 
1.93 
4.94 

32.57 
30.06 
17.75 
2.28 
8.51 

16 

0.54 
1.65 
1.64 
5.49 

31.05 
28.72 
13.67 
2.85 

14.39 

17 18 

0.77 . 0.44 
1.42 1.90 
2.48" 2.49 

, 5.86 6.59. 
32.21 ~0.44 

28.85 . 26.95 
~. 

12.97 22.11 
5.18 1.28 
9.54 8.52 

19 20 

0.48 0.47 
1. 89 1.66 
2.04 2.06 
6.73 5.51 

31. 71 31. 39 
26.50 29.42 
19.40 16.48 
0.00 2.35 

11.36 10.66 

40.52 42.28 43.51 
22.08 18.61 17.51 

38.28 40.85 40.61 
27.82 24.99 21.32 

21 

0.42 
2. 11 
3.64 
6~89 

34.19 
22.75 
22.48 
1.86 
5.67 

22 

0.26 
1.64 
1.80 
3.93 

32.75 
31.69 
16.80 
2.10 
9.03 

43.05 40.31 
28.31 20.68 

Ab 43.35 36.66 38.10 42.23 37.38 36.90 37.40 39.11 38.98 33.90 34.14 38.07 28.64 39.01 

Or 33.42 35.46 32.35 30.41 32.71 32.33 35.44 30.21 27.59 43.93 42.27 34.15 47.75 33.21 
Ab 60.29 64.13 61.87 64.39 61.95 61.99 60.02 63.49 61.40 53.54 57.73 60.98 48.31 62.64 , 
An 6.29 0.41 . 5.78 5.20 5.34 5.68 4.~4 6.30 11.0] 2.54 0.00 4.87 3.94 4.15 

Qu 
Cor 
Or 
A1b 
An 
En 
Fs 

Mag 
11 

Ap 

Qtz 
Or 
Ab 

23.45 
1.49 

24.47 
31.65 
6.50 
2.62 
3.46 
3.00 
1.63 
0.90 

31.69 
5.58 

20.68 
26.15 
~.OO 

3.59 
1.54 

4.03 
1.54 
0.57 

29.47 40.35 
30.75 26.36 
39.77 33.29 

30.88 
3.77 

20.92 
27.42 
5.09 
2.89 
3.20 
2.64 
1.29 
0.26 

38.98 
26.40 
34.62 

26.69 
3.65 

21.39 
30.04 
5.29 
3.34 
3.34 
2.67 
1.48 
0.40 

30.01 
3.25 

22.40 
26.57 
5.00 
3.79 
4.49 
1.81 
1.41 
0.31 

34.16 38.00 
27.38 28.36 
38.45 33.64 

28.40 
3.88 

22.40 
24.96 
5.35 
4.81 
4.50 
2.10 
1.60 
0.31 

37.49 
29.56 
32.95 

30.76 
3.58 

22.40 
27.50 
4.44 
2.57 
2.92 
2.60 
1.22 
0.64 

26.98 
3.92 

22.10 
26.40 
5.46 
4.68 
5.05 
2.22 
1.46 
0.59 

38.13 35.75 
27.77 29.27 
34.10 34.98 

30.37 
5.07" 

18.61 ' 
26.74" I 

j 
7.42 I' 
3.66 ','1 
2.42 , 

"I 

3.38':1 

1 .27 :.1 
0.85 '1 , 

. 28.09 

4.02 
26.24 
24.29 
4.25 
2.86 
2.04 
3.31 
1.65 

, 10 •47 

40.11: 35.73 
24.58. ' 33.38 
35.31. I 30.89 

28.41 
4.85 

25.41 
23.95 
2.83 
3.49 
3.67 
2.71 
1.63 
0.45 

36.53 
32.67 
30.79 

28.67 
3.91 

22.46 
26.91 
4.96 
3.49 
3.34 
2.77 
1.46 
0.52 

32.66 30.59 
4.78 2.51 

24.76 21.69 
20.39 28.86 
5.11 . 4.67 ' 
2.84 2.74 
0.00 2.90 
3.89 2.41 
2.45** 1.44 
0.45 0.28 

36.73 41.98 37.70 
28.78 31.82 26.73 
34.48 26.20 35.57 

** includes 0.63% haematite. 



r 

S;+4 
T;+4 

Al+3 

Fe+3 

Fe+2 

Mn+2 

Mg+2 

Ca+2 

Na+ 
K+ 
p+5 

Ca 
Na 
K 

Ca 
Fe 
(Na+K) 

s; 
al 

fm 
c 

alk 

k 

mg 

ti 

P 
Qtz I. 

9 

63.41 
0.61 

16. 18 
1.47 
2.79 
0.05 

1.48 
1.84 
6.86 
5.00 
0.30 

13.40 
50. 11 

36.49 

10.26 
23.43 
66.31 

292.9 
37.35 
26.78 
8.48 

27.39 
0.42 
0.26 
2.83 
0.70 

83.3 

10 

64.38 
0.58 

17.56 
2.00 
2.23 
0.03 
2.06 
0.94 
5.74 
4.28 
0.20 

8.62 
52.36 
39.02 

6.27 
27.25 
66.49 

305.8 
41.70 
30 .• 02 
4.49 

23.79 
0.43 
0.33 
2.77 
0.46 

110.7 

11 

65.69 
0.49 

16.69 
1. 31 
2.51 
0.03 
1.66 
1.20 

6.01 
4.32 
0.09 

10.40 
52.13 
37.47 

, 7.87 

24.32 
67.81 

325.0 
41.29 
27.22 
5.93 

25.56 
0.42 
0.30 
2.42 
0.22 

122.8 

12 

63.88 
0.56 

17.25 
1. 32 
2.63 
0.04 
1.90 
1.32 
6.56 
4.40 
0.14 

10.73 
53.43 
35.85 

8.17 
23.87 
67.96 

299.6 
40.45 
27.65 
6.18 

25.71 
0.40 
0.32 
2.62 
0.32 

96.8 

13 

65.77 
0.53 

16.06 
0.89 
2.88 
0.04 

2.15 
1. 20 

5.78 
4.59 
0.11 

10.37 
49.96 
39.67 

7.87 
24.16 
67.97 

322.7 
39.41 
29.25 
5.89 

25.45 
0.44 
0.36 
2.59 
0.26 

120.9 

14 

64.36 
0.60 

16.68 
1.04 
3.06 
0.03 
2.75 
1.28 
5.47 
4.62 
0.11 

11.26 
48.09 
40.65 

8.34 
25.94 
65.72 

298.7 
38.70 
31.94 
5.94 

23.42 
0.46 
0.40 
2.80 
0.24 

105.0 

15 

65.81 
0.46 

16.48 
1.29 
2.34 
0.03 

1.47 
1.28 
6.02 
4.62 
0.22 

10.74 
50.51 
38.75 

8.28 
22.86 
68.86 

329.7 
41.29 
25.67 
6.41 

26.63 
0.43 
0.29 
2.30 
0.55 

123.3 

16 

63.56 
0.55 

16.91 
1.09 
3.24 
0.04 
2.66 
1.46 

5.75 
4.53 
0.20 

12.40 
48.97 
38.62 

9.11 

26.55 
64.34 

287.8 
38.27 
31.86 
6.59 

23.27 
0.44 
0.38 
2.49 
0.46 

94.7 

17 18 

63.42 64.21 
0.48 . 0.63 

18.21 17.25 
1.65 , 1.66 
2.30 2.34 
0.04 0.03 
2.07 ' 1.66 
1.99 1.16 
5.77 5.39 
3.79', 5.49 
0.29 . O. 16 

. , 
, ~ 

17.22' 9.66 
49.09 .. 44.77 
32.79 A5.57 

12.88 . " 7.33 
25.24 ., , 24.14 
61.88 68.54 

289. l ' 306.9 
41.52 41.23 
27.62 ' 27.31 
9.07 . -'I 5. 56 
2l~79 , " 26.01 
0.40 0.50 

" . 0.29 0.34 
2.16 .:.' 3.03 
0.65 . 0.39 

102.0 )02.9 , 
~ 

19 

64.13 
0.63 

17.33 
1. 36 
2.89 
0.03 
2.02 
0.85 
5.31 
5.31 
0.16 

7.41 
46.30 
46.29 

5.47 
26.26 
68.27 

303.6 
41.02 
29.83 
4.02 

25.13 
0.50 

0.32 
2.96 
0.37 

103.1 

20 

64.42 
0.55 

16.96 
1.37 
2.65 
0.04 
1.99 
1. 32 
5.89 
4.63 
O. 18 

11. 15 
49.74 
39.11 

8.38 
24.86 
66.76 

305.1 
40.16 
28.68 
6.25 

24.90 
0.44 
0.33 
2.62 
0.42 

105.5 

21 

64.89 
0.70 

17.39 
2.43 
1.65 
0.03 
1.66 
1. 34 
4.55 
5.21 
0.16 

12.04 
41.03 
46.93 

8.91 
25.98 
65.11 

313.8 
42.05 
27.89 
6.46 

23.59 
0.53 
0.29 
3.40 
0.3.8 

119.4 

22 

66.61 
0.55 

15.60 
1.20 

2.38 
0.03 
1.57 
1.13 
6.34 
4.49 . 

0.10 

9.45 
53.01 
37.54 

7.33 
22.49 
70.19 

341.0 
39.93 
26.55 
5.79 

27.73 
0.41 
0.30 

2.81 
0.25 

130.1 



Table IV.3 

Summary of the geochemical data for the 2 metasediment enclaves 

(analyses 23 & 24), the 2 metasediments from within the zone of 

r metatexis (analyses 25 & 26), and the unaltered metasediment 

(analysis 27). Major element composition (oxide %), trace element 

content (ppm), selected element ratios, the Barth (1960 & 1962) 

mesononn, the Kelsey-C.I.P.W. (1965) norm, the major elements as 

cation percentages and the Niggli numbers are listed in order on 

the following three pages. 

Note: * 'signifies that the trace element concerned is present 

in an amount below the calculated lower limit of detection. 

Analysis 23: specimen 706, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 24: specimen 718, Havre de Rotheneuf. 

Analysis 25: specimen 766, la Richardais. 

Analysis 26: specimen 204, quarry, le Minihic. 

Analysis 27: specimen 733, north of St. Suliac. 



23 24 25 26 27 
706 718 766 204 733 

S;02 71.40 67.25 69.15 67.25 69.95 
T;02 0.78 0.77 0.74 0.96 0.69 
A1 203 12.50 15.65 13.75 15.60 13.50 
Fe203 2.10 3.00 1.62 1.60 1.83 
FeO 2.39 2.70 2.98 3.96 2.57 
MnO 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.05 
MgO 1.00 1.77 1. 23 2.00 1.16 
CaO 2.38 0.32 1.51 1.12 2.25 
Na 20 2.92 0.40 2.54 1.50 3.66 
K20 1.83 5.51 4.45 4.69 2.80 
H20 + 2.41 2.57 1.66 1.63 0.98 
P205 0.13 0.23 0.14 O. 16 0.14 
Total 9~.90 100.21 99.S1 100.50 99.5S 

T. Fe 4.75 6.00 4.93 6.00 4.69 

Ba 822 805 1602 1115 712 
Cu 20 56 21 40 * 
La 28 22 27 27 33 
Pb 34 42 39 42 32 
Rb 92 181 136 167 122 
Sr 398 52 275 175 343 
Th 23 22 29 25 27 
U 4.3 2.7 3.3 3.7 4.6 
Y 17 25 15 20 18 
Zn 72 78 82 129 81 
Zr 307 274 277 242 237 

K 1.52 4.57 3.69 3.89 2.32 
K/Rb 165 253 272 233 190 
Ba/KX102 5.41 1. 76 4.34 · 2.87 3.07 
Ba/Rb 8.94 4.45 11.78 6.68 . 5.84 
Rb/Sr 0.23 3.48 0.50 0.95 0.36 
Ca 1. 70 0.23 1.08 0.80 1.61 
Ca/Sr 43 44 39 46 47 
Ca/Zr 55 8 39 33 68 
Ca/y 1001 92 719 400 893 
Ti 0.47 0.46 0.44 0.58 0.42 
Ti/Zr 15 17 16 24 18 
Th/U 5.35 8.15 8.79 6.76 5.87 



23 2.4 25 26 27 

Ap 0.29 0.30 0.35 0.30 
Sph 1.72 1. 61 2.08 1.48 
Mag 2.31 1. 76 1. 73 1.97 
Cor 3.10 3.74 8.64 1.77 

Qu 42.23 33.79 37.81 32.48 
Alb 27.60 23.70 13.96 33.82 
Or 6.92 21.31 19.58 11.89 
An 8.68 4.16 1. 21 8.07 
Bi 7.15 9.63 14.64 8.22 

Qtz 55.02 42.87 52.99 41.54 
Or 9.01 27.05 27.44 15.21 
Ab 35.97 30.08 19 .. 57 43.25 

Or 16.01 43.34 56.34 22.11 
Ab 63.90 48.20 40.17 62.88 
An 20.09 8.46 3.48 15.01 

Qu 40.52 40.58 31.31 33.64 30.81 
Cor 1. 70 . 9.00 2.34 6.40 0.69 
Or 10.81 32.56 26.30 27.72 16.55 
Alb 24.7l 3.38 21.49 12.69 30.97 
An 10.96 0.08 6.58 4.51 10.25 
En 2.49 4.41 3.06 4.98 2.89 
Fs 1.48 1.28 2.99 4.42 2.16 
Mag 3.04 4.35 2.35 .2.32 2.65 
11 1.48 1.46 1.41 1.82 1.31 
·Ap 0.31 0.54 0.33 0.38 0.33 

- Analysis 24 is deficient in CaO 



23 24 25 26 27 

Si+4 69.66 66.06 66.60 64.60 66.70 
Ti+4 0.57 0.57 0.54 0.69 0.50 
A1+3 14.37 18.12 15.61 17.66 15.17 
Fe+3 1.54 2.22 1.17 1.16 1. 31 
Fe+2 1.95 2.22 2.40 3.18 2.05 
Mn+2 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 
Mg+2 1.45 2.59 1. 77 2.86 1.65 
Ca+2 2.49 0.34 1.56 1.15 2.30 
Na+ 5.52 0.76 4.74 2.79 6.77 
K+ 2.29 6.90 5.47 5.75 3.41 
p+5 0.11 0.19 0.11 0.13 0.11 

Ca 24.18 4.21 13.24 11.89 18.43 
Na 53.68 9.52 40.30 28.82 54.25 
K 22.14 86.27 46.46 59.29 27.31 

Ca 18.27 2.76 10.24 8.30 14.60 
Fe 24.43 34.40 22.67 30.22 20.81 
(Na+~) 57.30 62.84 .67.09 61.49 64.59 

si 375.1 325.6 335.7 300.8 333.1 
a1 38.70 ' 44.65 39.33 41.11 37.89 
fm 26.90 34.80 27.08 33.64 25.23 
c 13.40 1.66 7.85 5.37 11.48 
a1k 21.00 18.89 25.73 19.88 25.40 
k 0.29 0.90 0.54 .0.67 0.33 
mg 0.29 0.37 0.33 0.40 0.33 
ti . 3.08 2.80 2.70 3.23 2.47 

P 0.29 0.47 0.29 0.30 0.28 
Qtz I. 191.1 150.0 132.8 121. 2 131.5 



Table IV.4 

Summary of the geochemical data for the 2 homogeneous granites 

(Colombi~re Granite) (analyses 28 & 29),2 granite sheets 

(analyses 30 & 31), and 2 trondhjemite sheets (analyses 32 & 33). 

Major element composition (oxide %), trace element content (ppm), 

selected element ratios, the 8arth (1960 & 1962) mesonorm, the 

Kelsey-C.I.P.W. (1965) norm, the major elements as cation 

percentages and the Niggli numbers are listed in order on the 

following three pages. 

Note: * signifies that the trace element concerned is present in 

an am9unt below the calculated lower limit of detection. 

Analysis ~8: specimen 345, la ~;~llf~re. 

Analysis 29: specimen 360, Ile de la Colombiere. 

Analysis 30: specimen 708, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 31 : specimen 745, Lancieux. 

Analysis 32: specimen 740, pnte du Crapaud. 

Analysis 33: specimen 742, pnte du Crapaud. 



28 29 30 31 32 33 

345 360 708 745 740 742 

S;02 72.15 72.60 72.20 74.00 71.30 70.70 
Ti02 0 ~ 25 0.17 0.22 o. 10 0.28 0.29 
A1 203 14.35 14.30 15.50 15.40 15.30 16.20 
Fe203 0.90 0.24 0.76 0.21 0.98 0.75 
FeO 1.69 1.69 0.54 0.31 1.03 1.03 
MnO 0.04 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.03 
MgO O. 15 0.09 0.33 0.07 0.44 0.53 
CaO 0.68 0.57 1.14 0.69 2.36 3.41 
Na 20 3.70 4.76 4.02 2.62 4.67 4.83 
K20 5.06 4.64 4.02 5.26 1.47 1.26 
H20 + 0.46 0.57 1.25 0.34 0.62 0.57 
P205 o. 10 0.07 0.21 0.16 0.08 0.10 

Total 99.53 99.75 100.22 99.17 98.56 99.70 

T. Fe 2.78 2.12 1.36 0.55 2.12 1.89 

Ba 755 434 865 1600 320 172 
Cu 3 2 * 2 6 * 
La 56 35 9 * 20 14 
Pb 42 47 116 54 38 17 
Rb 164 195 118 105 65 57 
Sr 54 35 188 246 330 356 
Th , 27 22 17 13 15 13 · 
U 4.8 4.8 3.9 * 1.4 * 
Y 77 73 5 15 7.5 5 
Zn 62 71 30 4 36 30 
Zr 263 160 84 37 130 114 

K 4.20 3.85 3.34 4.37 1.22 1.05 

K/Rb 256 198 283 416 188 184 
Ba/KX102 1.80 1.13 2.59 .3.66 2.62 1.64 
Ba/Rb 4.60 2.23 7.33 15.24 4.93 3.02 
Rb/Sr 3.04 5.57 0.63 0.43 0.20 0.16 
Ca 0.49 0.41 0.82 0.49- 1.69 2.44 
Ca/Sr 90 116 43 20 51 69 
Ca/Zr 19 25 97 133 130 214 
Ca/Y 63 56 1630 329 2249 4874 
Ti 0.15 0.10 0.13 0.06 0.17 0.17 
Ti/Zr 6 6 16 16 13 15 
Th/U 5.63 4.58 4.36 10.71 



28 29 30 31 32 33 

Ap 0.21 0.15 0.45 0.34 0.17 0.21 
Sph 0.53 0.36 0.47 0.21 0.60 0.61 
Mag 0.96 0.25 0.81 0.22 1.05 0.79 
Cor 2.35 0.88 3.60 5.20 2.56 1.44 
Qu 28.57 24.53 29.83 35.76 32.19 28.98 
A1b 33.81 43.04 36.58 24.08 42.95 43.76 
Or 28.34 25.28 23.00 31.36 7.04 5.34 
An 1.88 1. 79 3.57 2.08 10.46 15.39 
Si 3.35 3.73 1. 71 0.74 2.97 3.48 

Qtz 31.50 26.42 33.36 39.21 39. 17 37.12 
Or 31.24 27.23 25.73 34.38 8.57 6.84 
Ab 37.27 46.36 40.91 26.41 52.26 56.04 

Or 44.26 36.06 36.43 54.52 11.65 8.28 
Ab 52.80 61.39 57.92 41.87 71.05 67.85 
An 2.94 2.56 6.65 3.61 17.31 23.87 

Qu 28.95 24.76 31.07 37.39 32.72 29.58 
Cor 1. 79 0.59 2.97 4.53 1.93 0.93 
Or 29.90 27.42 23.76 31.08 8.69 7.45 
A1b 31. 31 . 40.28 34.02 22.17 39.52 40.87 

An 2.72 2.37 4.28 2.38 11. 19 16.26 
En 0.37 0.22 0.82 0.17 1.10 1.32 
Fs 2.02 2.72 0.06 0.25 0.68 0.85 
Mag 1.30 0.35 1.10 0.30 1.42 1.09 

11 . 0.47 0.32 0.42 0.19 0.53 0.55 
Ap 0.24 0.17 0.50 0.38 0.19 0.24 



28 29 30 31 32 33 

S;+4 68.04 67.74 67.80 70.20 67.68 66. 10 
n+4 O. 18 0.12 O. 16 0.07 0.20 0.20 
Al+3 15.95 15.73 17.15 17.22 17.12 17.85 
Fe+3 0.64 0.17 0.54 0.15 0.70 0.53 
Fe+2 1.33 1.32 0.42 0. 25 0.82 0.81 
Mn+2 0.03 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 
Mg+2 0.21 0.13 0.46 0.10 0.62 0.74 
Ca+2 0.69 0.57 1. 15 0.70 2.40 3.42 
Na+ 6.77 8.61 7.32 4.82 8.60 8.76 
K+ 6.09 5.52 4.82 6.37 1. 78 1. 50 
p+5 0.08 0.06 0.17 0.13 0.06 0.08 

Ca 5.08 3.88 8.64 5.90 18.79 24.98 

Na 49.97 58.56 55.11 40.44 67.29 64.03 
K 44.96 37.56 36.26 53.55 13 . 93 10.99 

Ca 4.44 3.52 8.06 5.71 16.83 22.77 
Fe 12.55 9.15 6.68 3.16 10.42 8.84 
(Na+K) 83.01 87.33 85.26 91.13 72.75 83.25 

s; 393.2 395.0 393.3 455.7 369.6 337.8 
a1 46.09 45.83 49.76 55.88 46.74 45.62 
fm 12.80 ' 9.63 8.39 3.26 11.82 10.71 
c 3.97 3.32 6.65 4.55 13.11 17.46 
a1k 37.14 41.20 35.20 36.30 28.33 '26.21 
k 0.47 0.39 0.40 0.57 0.17 0.15 
mg O. 10 0.08 0.32 0.20 0.29 0.35 
ti 1.02 0.70 0.90 0.46 1.09 1.04 

P 0.23 0.16 0.48 0.42 0.18 0.20 
Qtz I. 144.7 130.1 152.5 210.5 156.3 133.0 



Table IV.5 

Summary of the geochemica1 data for various greywacke and arkose 

analyses from the literature. Major element composition (oxide %), 

the Barth (1960 & 1962) mesonorm, the Ke1sey-C.I.P.W. (1965) norm, 

major elements as cation percentages and the Nigg1i numbers are 

listed in order on the fonowing three pages. 

Analysis 34: average of 23 greywackes, Pettijohn (1957). 

Analysis 35: average of 30 greywackes, Tyrrel1 (1933). 

Analysis 36: combination of 2 parts average shale and 1 part 

average arkose, Pettijohn (1957). 

Analysis 37: average of 61 greywackes, Tobschall (1971). 

Analysis 38: fresh Franciscan greywacke, Taliaferro (1943). 

Analysis 39: average of 9 non-garnetiferous pe1itic and 

semi-pelitic schists, Brown (1967). 

Analysis 40: average of 3 Torridonian arkoses, Kennedy (1951). 

Analysis 41: Lower Old Red Sandstone, Mackie (1905). 

Analysis 42: average arkose, Pettijohn (1957). 



34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

Si02 64.70 68.10 64.20 66.75 71.72 66. 15 75.57 73.32 76.37 
Ti02 0.50 0.70 0.60 0.63 0.35 0.92 0.42 0.00 0.41 
A1 203 14.80 15.40 13.80 13.54 13.23 15.05 11.38 11. 31 10.63 
Fe20

3 1.50 1.40 3.40 1.60 0.30 1.61 0.82 3.54 2.12 
FeO 3.90 3.40 2.00 3.54 3.58 4.14 1.63 0.72 1. 22 
MnO 0.10 0.20 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.25 
MgO 2.20 1.80 1. 70 2.15 1.81 2.35 0.72 0.24 0.23 
CaO 3.10 2.30 2.50 2.54 1.80 1.61 1.69 1.53 1.30 
Na20 3.10 2.60 1. 50 2.93 2.72 2.43 2.45 2.34 1.84 
K20 1.90 2.20 3.80 1. 99 1.29 4.60 3.35 6.16 4.99 
H2O 2.40 2.10 3.60 2.42 2.53 0.74 1.06 

P205 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.16 0.09 0.16 0.30 0.00 0.21 



Ap 
Sph 
Mag 
Cor 
Qu 
Alb 
Or 
An 
Bi 

Qtz 
Or 
Ab 

Or 
Ab 
An 

Qu 
Cor 
Or 
Alb 
An 
En 
Fs 
Mag 

11 
Ap 

34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

0.44 0.43 0.46 0.36 0.20 0.34 0.65 + 0.46 
1. 10 1.52 1.38 1.40 0.77 1. 97 0.92 + 0.89 
1.66 1.52 3.90 1. 77 0.33 1. 73 0.89 + 2.30 
3.61 6.72 4.70 3.64 5.47 5.27 2.17 + 0.98 

32.99 39.17 37.25 36.95 45.89 30.51 44.51 + 43.03 
29.39 24.22 14.79 27.91 25.73 22.37 22.94 + 17 .16 
1.98 5.21 19.69 3.20 0.00 17.68 17.15 + 29.39 

13.03 7.96 9.89 9.93 7.51 3.83 5.18 + 3.79 
15.81 13.25 7.94 14.84 12.85 16.30 5.59 + 1.99 

51.26 57.10 51.93 54.30 64.07 43.24 52.61 + 48.04 
3.07 7.59 27.46 4.70 0.00 25.06 20.27 + 32.80 

45.67 35.31 20.62 41.01 35.93 31.70 27.12 + 19.16 

4.45 13.93 43.38 7.79 0.00 40.29 37.89 + 58.37 
66.21 64.79 33.33 68.00 77 .41 50.97 50.68 + 34.09 
29.34 21.28 22.29 24.21 22.59 8.74 11.43 + 7.53 

27.64 35.55 33.61 31.91 42.05 25.67 43.87 33.67 43.91 
2.49 5 04 3.15 2.33 4.30 3.53 1.37 0.00+ 0.34 

11.23 13.00 22.46 11 .76 7.62 27.18 19.80 36.40 29.49 
26.23 ·22.00 12.69 24.79 23.02 20.56 20.73 19.80 15.57 
14.07 10.10 11.10 11.56 8.34 6.94 6.42 2.16 5.08 
5.48 4.48 4.23 5.36 4.51 5.85 1. 79 0.00 0.57 .. 

5.28 4.30 0.00 4.36 5.75 4.92 1.72 0.00 0.28 
2.17 2.03 4.71 2.32 0.43 2.33 1.19 2.32 3.07 
0.95 1.33 1.29** 1.20 0.66 1. 75 0.80 1 .94 1111 0.78 
0.47 0.47 0.47 0.38 

** includes 0.15% haematite 
1111 includes 1.94% haematite 

0.21 0.38 0.71 0.00 

+ Analysis 41 is A1 203 deficient and also contains 
Di 1.29% and Wol 1.57% 

0.50 



34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 

S;4+ 63.31 65.48 65.32 65.62 70.03 62.84 73.03 70.29 73.52 
Ti4+ 0.37 0.51 0.46 0.47 0.26 0.66 0.31 0.00 0.30 
A1 3+ 17.07 17.45 16.55 15.69 15.23 16.85 12.96 12.78 12.06 
Fe3+ 1.10 1.01 2.60 1.18 0.22 1.15 0.60 2.55 1.54 
Fe2+ 3.19 2.73 1. 70 2.91 2.92 3.29 1.32 0.58 0.98 
Mn2+ 0.08 0.16 0.00 0.10 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.00 0.20 
Mg2+ 3.21 2.58 2.58 3.15 2.63 3.33 1.04 0.34 0.33 
Ca2+ 3.25 2.37 2.73 2.68 1.88 1.64 1. 75 1. 57 1. 34 
Na+ 5.88 4.85 2.96 5.58 5.15 4.48 4.59 4.35 3.43 
K+ 2.37 2.70 4.93 2.50 1.61 5.57 4.13 7.53 6.13 
p5+ O. 16 0.16 0.17 . 0.13 0.07 o. 13 0.25 0.00 0.17 

Ca 28.25 23.90 25.67 24.87 21.80 14.02 16.71 11.68 12.30 
Na 51.13 48.89 27.87 51.92 59.60 38.29 43.84 32.33 31.50 
K 20.62 27.22 46.46 23.20 18.60 47.69 39.44 55.99 56.20 

Ca 20.86 17.50 18.73 18.29 16.19 10.22 14.21 9.53 10.06 
Fe 26.19 26.76 27.03 26.47 25.73 27 •. 10 14.95 18.41 18.23 
(Na+K) 52.96 55.74 54.24 55.24 58.08 62.68 70.84 72.06 71.71 

s; 269.4 306.6 299.3 299.6 375.5 274.1 468.7 404.5 483.5 
al 36.32 40.86 37.91 35.81 40.81 36.74 41.59 36.77 39.66 
fm 32.29 30.39 31.53 33.53 30.98 34.19 19.20 19.99 20.07 
c 13.83 11.09 12.49 12.21 10.10 7.15 11.23 9.04 8.82 
a1k 17.56 17.66 18.08 18.44 18.11 21.92 27.98 34.19 31.45 
k 0.29 0.36 0.63 0.31 . 0.24 0.55 0.47 0.63 0.64 
mg 0.42 0.40 0.37 0.43 0.46 0.42 0.35 o. 10 o. 11 
ti 1. 57 2.37 2. 10 2.13 1.38 2.87 1.96 0.00 1.95 
P 0.35 0.38 0.39 0.30 0.20 0.28 0.79 0.00 0.56 
Qtz I. 99.2 135.9 126.9 125.8 203.0 86.4 256.7 167.7 257.8 



Table IV.6 

Summary of the geochemical data for various plutonic rocks from 

the literature. Major element composition (oxide %), the Barth 

(1960 & 1962) mesonorm and the Kelsey-C.I.P.W. (1965) norm are 

listed in order on the following two pages. 

Analysis 43: biotite-plagioclase paragneiss, Mehnert (1968). 

Analysis 44: biotite-plagioclase-quartz diatexite, 

Mehnert (1968). 

Analysis 45: synkinematic granodiorite, Marmo (1962). 

Analysis 46: average Woodson Mountain granodiorite, 

Larsen (1948). 

Analysis 47: Roblar leucogranite, Larsen (1948). 



43 44 45 46 47 

S;02 69.96 65.90 65.47 73.40 76.54 

T;02 0.70 0.62 0.88 0.20 0.19 
A1 203 16.66 16.75 14.26 14.10 11.86 
Fe203 2.07 1.07 2.61 0.70 0.59 
FeO 2.98 3.72 3.89 1. 70 1. 22 

MnO 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.02 0.03 
MgO 2.42 1. 76 0.96' 0.40 0.30 
CaO 2.73 2.83 2.78 2.10 1. 10 

Na 20 3.48 4.30 3.05 3.40 3.06 
K20 2.03 2.25 4.85 3.50 4.29 
H20 + 0.82 0.68 0.43 0.30 0.22 

P205 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.00 0.02 

Total 100.00 100.00 99.39 99.82 99.42 



43 44 45 46 47 

Ap 0.32 0.25 0.22 0.00 0.04 

Sph 1.49 1. 31 1.89 0.43 0.41 

Mag 2.20 1.13 2.81 0.74 0.63 

Cor 5.58 3.50 0.34 1.29 0.53 

Qu 30.52 24.65 22.70 33.23 37.84 

Alb 31.76 38.95 28.19 31.07 28.18 

Or 3.85 5.11 23.47 18.27 23.99 

An 10.30 11.20 10.37 9.90 4.79 

Bi 13.36 13.28 9.65 4.45 3.22 

Qtz 46.16 35.88 30.52 40.25 42.03 

Or 5.81 7.44 31.56 22.12 26.65 

Ab 48.03 56.69 37.91 37.63 31.31 

Or 8.38 9.25 37.84 30.84 42.12 

Ab 69.19 70.49 45.44 52.45 49.48 

An 22.43 20.27 16.72 16.71 8.40 

Qu 27.73 21.69 20.85 34.11 38.90 

Cor 4-. 13 2.38 0.00** 0.90 0.23 

Or 12.00 13.30 28.86 20.68 25.35 

A1b ·29.45 36.39 25.81 28.77 25.89 

An 12.56 13.26 10.90 10.42 5.33 

En 6.03 4.38 2.02** 1.00 0.75 

Fs 2.61 4.92 3.16** 2.25 1.49 

Mag 3.00 1.55 3.78 1.01 0.86 

11 1.33 1.18 1.67 0.30 0.36 

Ap 0.36 0.28 0.24 0.00 0.05 

** Analysis 45 also contains Di 1.88% 



Table IV.7 

The comparison between the arithmetic mean of the 6 homogeneous 

diatexites and the arithmetic mean of the 9 inhomogeneous 

diatexites from the St. Malo belt. 

S.D: = standard deviation. 

MAX. = maximum value, MIN. = minimum value. 

RANGE = the difference between the maximum and minimum values. 



THE ST. MALO DIATEXITES 

HOMOGENEOUS DIATEXITE INHOMOGENEOUS DIATEXITE 

MEAN S.D. MAX. MIN. RANGE MEAN S. D. MAX. MIN. RANGE 

Si02 69.63 1.04 71.20 68.50 2.70 67.73 0.94 69.25 66.90 2.35 
Ti02 0.48 0.11 0.64 0.32 0.32 0.75 0.08 0.86 0.64 0.22 
A1 203 15.64 0.38 16.05 15. 10 0.95 15.06 0.64 16.40 14.35 2.05 
Fe20

3 1.26 0.50 1.94 0.54 1.40 1.87 0.47 2.18 1.25 1. 53 
FeO 1. 72 0.45 2.53 1.16 1.37 3.35 0.45 4.08 2.78 1.30 
MnO 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.02 
MgO 0.98 0.35 1.35 0.50 0.85 1.42 0.33 1.93 1.03 0.90 
CaO 1.56 0.43 , 2.00 1.02 0.98 1.36 0.33 1.97 0.92 1.05 
Na20 3.61 0.43 4.39 3.19 1.10 3.25 0.25 3.74 2.95 0.79 
K20 3.65 0.83 4.77 2.25 2.52 3.67 0.27 4.14 3.15 0.99 

P205 0.18 0.04 0.23 0.11 0.12 0.23 0.10 0.38 0.11 0.27 
T. Fe 3.17 0.95 4.75 1.83 2.92 5.59 0.35 6.06 5.05 1.01 

Ba 697 269 1152 352 800 769 150 1065 574 491 
Cu 16 9 28 7 21 32 11 52 16 36 
la 18* 3 23 14 9 20 4 28 15 13 
Pb 46* 16 69 32 37 38 19 86 26 60 
Rb 135 17 158 110 48 140 8 152 129 -23 
Sr 177 41 257 149 108 172 32 229 123 106 
Th 22 2 25 20 . 5 23 1 26 22 4 
U 3.6* 0.6 4.2 2.8 1.4 3.9 1.0 5.8 2.8 3.0 
V 8* 5 17 4 13 19 6 34 15 19 
Zn 59 11 76 46 30 84 13 103 68 35 
Zr 155* 26 178 111 67 233 70 410 178 232 

* Analysis 6 (specimen 720) omitted from mean calculation: 
La 87, Pb 110, U 8.3, Y 73 & Zr 423. 



Table IV.S 

The comparison between the arithmetic mean of the 9 St. Malo 

inhomogeneous diatexites and the arithmetic mean of the 3 

Dinan rocks. 

S.D. = standard deviation. 

MAX. = maximum value, MIN. = minimum value. 

RANGE = the difference between the maximum and minimum values. 



ST. MALO AND DINAN 

9 ST. MALO INHOMOGENEOUS DIATEXITES 3 DINAN ROCKS 

MEAN S. D. MAX. MIN. RANGE MEAN S. D. MAX. MIN. RANGE 

Si02 67.73 0.94 69.25 66.90 2.35 66.39 0.20 66.62 66.25 0.37 
Ti02 0.75 0.08 0.86 0.64 0.24 0.90 0.06 0.96 0.86 O. 10 
A1 203 15.06 0.64 16.40 14.35 2.05 15. 15 0.05 15.20 15.10 o. 10 
Fe203 1.87 0.47 2.78 1.25 1. 53 2.49 0.74 3.31 1.87 1.44 
FeO 3.35 0.45 4.08 2.78 1.30 2.83 0.77 3.57 2.03 1. 54 
MnO 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.00 
MgO 1.42 0.33 1.93 1.03 0.90 1.23 0.15 1.40 1.14 0.26 
CaO 1.36 0.33 1.97 0.92 1.05 1.07 0.23 1.28 0.82 0.46 
Na20 3.25 0.25 3.74 2.95 0.79 2.70 0.25 2.87 2.41 0.46 
K20 3.67 0.27 4.14 3.15 0.99 4.31 0.13 4.44 4.19 0.25 

P205 0.23 0.10 0.38 0.11 0.27 0.19 0.01 0.20 0.19 0.01 
T. Fe 5.59 0.35 6.06 5.05 1.01 5.63 0.19 5.84 5.48 0.36 

Ba 769 150 1065 574 491 870 55 930 822 108 
Cu 32 11 52 16 36 23 16 38 6 32 
La 20 4 28 15 13 22 4 27 19 8 
Pb 38 19 86 26 60 63 31 97 36 61 
Rb 140 8 152 129 23 160 9 170 153 -17 
Sr 172 32 229 123 106 158 19 180 143 37 
Th 23 1 26 22 4 25 3 28 23 5 
U 3.9 1.0 5.8 2.8 3.0 4. 1 0.7 4.9 3.5 1.4 
y ' 19 6 34 15 19 17 3 20 15 5 
Zn 84 13 103 68 35 120 33 145 82 63 
Zr 233 70 410 178 232 222 8 230 215 15 



Table IV.9 

The chemical composition of the 2 Cadomian felsic sheets. 

The major element composition (oxide %), trace element content 

(ppm) and selected element ratios are listed in order. 

Note: * signifies that the trace element concerned is present 

in an amount below the calculated lower limit of detection. 

AnalYSis 48: specimen 211, granite pegmatite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

Analysis 49: specimen 212, tourmaline granite, Plage de Quatre Vaux. 



48 49 
211 212 

S;02 72.25 73.00 
Ti02 0.01 0.01 

A1 203 16.25 16.00 

Fe203 0.30 0.32 

FeO 0.18 0.38 

MnO 0.05 0.08 

MgO 0.55 0.59 

CaO 0.36 0.30 

Na20 5. 10 4.33 

K20 3.45 3.73 

H20 + 1.02 0.62 

P205 0.77 0.62 

Total 100.29 99.95 

T. Fe 0.50 0.74 

Ba 80 45 

Cu * 5 

La * * 
Pb 25 41 

Rb 232 307 

Sr 82 80 

Th 12 12 

U 1.5 2.9 

V 3 4 

Zn , 4 51 

Zr 20 29 

K 2.86 3.10 

K/Rb 123 101 

Ba/KX102 0.28 0.15 

Ba/Rb 0.35 0.15 

Rb/Sr 2.83 3.84 

Ca 0.26 0.21 

Ca/Sr 31 27 

Ca/Zr 129 74 

Ca/V 856 535 

Ti 0.006 0.006 

Ti/Zr 3 2 

Th/U 8.00 4.14 



IY.3 

mobile during ultrametamorphism. The oxides and trace elemen~which 

are significantly lower for the homogeneous diatexites (ie. the 

inhomogeneous "diatexites are relatively enriched in these oxides and 

trace elements) are those that might be expected to behave in a 

refractory manner during anatexis and thus this difference between the 

rock types might be expected. The St. Malo inhomogeneous diatexites 

are significantly richer in Si02, MnO and Na 20 and significantly 

poorer in Ti02, K20 and Rb than the rocks from the Dinan belt. These 

differences are the type that might be expected from minor variation 

in the source material for anatexis (eg. the Si02 and Na 20) and minor 

variation in the degree of late muscovitisation (ie. K metasomatism 

causing significant variation in K20 and Rb). The differences between 

these two rock groups, especially for the alkali elements, are 

reflected in normative plots on the Q-Ab-Or face of the Q-Ab-Or-An 

tetrahedron and will be' discussed further in Chapter VI. 

In a consideration of the whole spectrum of St. Malo rocks l there 

is a general increase of CaO content with increasing Na 20 whilst Na 20 

generally decreases with increasing K29 content (Figure IV.l). 

Moreover, the ,bulk of the St. Malo rocks plot in the region of quartz 

dioritic to granodioritic rodks (2.5-3.5% Na 20 and 3.0-5.0% K20) but 

between the fields of greywackes (2.5-4.0% Na20 and 1.7-2.5% K20) and 

arkoses (1.5-2.5% Na20 and 3.0-6.0% K20) in terms of alkali contents. 

The higher alkali content of the homogeneous granites and the high 

CaO - low K20 content of the two trondhjemite sheets are apparent. 

-
1. The phrase 'St. Malo rocks' is taken to include the three analyses 

of specimens from the Dinan belt for the remainder of this section. 



Figure IV.l 

Plots of CaO against Na20 and Na20 against K20 for the 

diatexites, metatexite and metasediments (solid circles), 

the unaltered metasediment (open circle), the homogeneous 

granites (diagonal crosses) and the granitoid sheets 

(upright crosses). 
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IV.4 

Figure IV.2 shows the St. Malo rocks plotted -on K-Na-Ca and 

Fe-Na+K-Ca diagrams together with some averages from the literature. 

Again the St. ' Malo rocks are seen to plot between the greywackes and 

the arkoses. However, it is more useful to examine similarities and 

differences between the St. Malo rocks and the averages from the 

literature by looking at their Niggli numbers which, in a general 

way, characterise a rock (see Tables IV.l-IV.S and Figures IV.3 & 

IV.4). It is apparent that the arkoses given for comparison with the 

St. Malo rocks are far too rich in silica and that there is a closer 

affinity, in terms of silica content, with the greywackes. But, 

whilst the arkoses are also too alkali-rich the greywackes are alkali

poor and have higher fm and c than the St. Malo rocks. Thus the St. 

Malo rocks generally plot between the arkoses and the greywackes on 

all the diagrams comprising Figures IV.3 & IV.4 except that of Niggli 

a1k against Nigg1i c, where the depleted nature of the St. Malo rocks 

in CaO compared with the greywackes is emphasised. It is interesting 

that the mean of the 11 inhomogeneous diatexites (large solid circle -

K) plots close to the centroid of the St. Malo analyses in Figures 

IV.3 & IV.4. This -raises the possibility that this mean value 

approximates to the average composition of the early Pentevrian crust 

in this part of the Armorican Massif. This is discussed more fully 

later in this section (page IV.6). There are four possible 

interpretations of the above data: 

-1. The St. Malo rocks might have been produced by extensive 

segregation and anatexis (=metatexis and diatexis) of a sequence of 

feldspathic greywackes (which were accordingly alkali-rich) during an 

episode of high-grade metamorphism_and without extensive metasomatism. 

The common development of large unorientated (late ?) muscovites 

Suggests some addition of K+ (probably in a hydrous solut1o~and argues 

against true isochemica1 metamorphism. 



Figure IV.2 

K-Na-Ca and Fe-Na+K-Ca plots for the diatexites, metatexite 

and metasediments (small solid circles), the unaltered 

metasediment (open circle), the homogeneous granites 

(diagonal crosses) and the granitoid sheets (upright 

crosses). The following are also plotted for comparison: 

A. Average of 23 greywackes, Pettijohn (1957). 

B. Average of 30 greywackes, Tyrrell (1933). 

C. The combination of 2 parts average shale and 2 parts 

average arkose, Pettijohn (1957). 

D. Average of 61 greywackes, Tobschall (1971). 

E. Fresh Franciscan greywacke, Taliaferro (1943). 

F. Average of 9 non-garnetiferous schists, Brown (1967). 

G. Average of 3 Torridonian arkoses, Kennedy (1951). 

H. Lower Old Red Sandstone, Mackie (1905). 

I. Average arkose, Pettijohn (1957). 

J. Average of 6 homogeneous diatexites, this work. 

K. Average of 11 inhomogeneous diatexites, this work. 
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Figure lV.3 

Plots of Niggli alk against Niggli si and Niggli 'quartz 

index' against Niggli si for the diatexites, metatexite and 

metasediments (small solid circles), the unaltered 

metasediment (open circle), the homogeneous granites 

(diagonal crosses) and the granitoid sheets (upright 

crosses). The following are also plotted for .comparison: 

A. Average of 23 greywackes, Pettijohn (1957). 

B. Average of 30 greywackes, Tyrrell (1933). 

C. The combination of 2 parts average shale and 2 parts 

average arkose, Pettijohn (1957). 

D. Average of 61 greywackes, Tobschall (1971). 

E. Fresh Franciscan greywacke, Taliaferro (1943). 

F. Average of, 9 non-garnetiferous schists, Brown (1967). 

G. Average of 3 Torridonian arkoses, Kennedy (1951). 

H. Lower Old Red Sandstone, Mackie (1905). 

I. Average arkose, Pettijohn (1957). 

J. Average of 6 homogeneous diatexites, this work. 

K. Average of 11 inhomogeneous diatexites, this work. 
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Figure IV.4 

Plots of Nigg1i a1k against Nigg1i a1, fm and c for the 

diatexites, metatexite and metasediments (small solid 

circles), the unaltered metasediment (open circle), the 

homogeneous granites (diagonal crosses) and the granitoid 

sheets (upright crosses). The following are also plotted 

for comparison: 

A. Average of 23 greywackes, Pettijohn (1957). 

B. Average of 30 greywackes, Tyrre11 (1933). 

C. The combination of 2 parts average shale and 2 parts 

average arkose, Pettijohn (1957). 

D. Average of 61 greywackes, Tobscha11 (1971). 

E. Fresh Franc1scan greywacke, Ta1iaferro (1943). 

F. Average of 9 non-garnetiferous schists, Brown (1967). 

G. Average of 3 Torridonian arkoses, Kennedy (1951). 

H. Lower Old Red Sandstone, Mackie (1905). 

I. Average arkose, Pettijohn (1957). 

J. Average of 6 homogeneous diatex1tes, this work. 

K. Average of 11 inhomogeneous diatexites, this work. 





IV.5 

2. The St. Malo rocks could represent the results of differential 

anatexis and concomitant homogenization (especially of the alkali 

elements) of a sequence of greywacke-type and arkose-type sediments. 

However, a thick sequence of sediments of this type is difficult 

to envisage (cf. Hameurt and Jeannette, 1971). 

3. The St. Malo rocks might have been formed by metasomatic 

granitization or anatexis with concomitant metasomatism resulting in 

relative alkali enrichment and calcium depletion of greywacke-type 

sediments. There is little evidence to support large scale (regional) 

metasomatism of any element other than K+. 

4. The St. Malo rocks might have been produced by ultrametamorphism 

of a sequence of greywacke-type sediments which were depleted in Ca+2 

as an original feature .(cf. the average lower Mesozoic greywacke from 

New Zealand described by Reed, 1957). A late influx of K+ (probably 

in a hydrous solution) would account for the muscovite plates and fit 

with the observed chemistry of the rocks. 

However, the writer is led to a preference for the fourth 

interpretation. This preference is supported by the analysis of the 

unaltered metasediment from north of St. Suliac which seems to 

represent the original chemical composition of a part of the Pentevrian 

metasedimentary sequence (see Table IV.3, analysis 27, specimen 733). 

If this is indeed the case it means that the original Pentevrian 

sediments were already depleted in CaD as a primary feature compared 

to typical greywackes but were also poorer in K20 than their anatectic 

equivalents (eg. the St. Malo diatexites). Thus a late metasomatic 

addition of K20 (or K+ probably in a hydrous phase), as required by 

interpretation 4, seems likely to account for the higher K20 contents 

of the bulk of the St. Malo rocks. 



IV.6 

It has been sugg~sted (Condie, 1967) that the composition of 

Precambrian greywackes reflects the composition of the ancient crust 

that was being eroded. Table IV.10 compares the St. Malo diatexites 

and the Dinan diatexites with Po1dervaart ' s (1955) average composition 

for the surface rocks of continental shield areas and with Eade and 

Fahrig's (1971) average composition of the Proterozoic. The overall 

similarity between these average values is quite remarkable and only 

Si02, CaO and MgO show any marked dissimilarity. This supports the 

suggestion made above (page IV.4) that the average inhomogeneous 

diatexite might reflect the composition of the early Pentevrian crust 

in this part of the Armoricain Massif. The diatexites were produced 

by extensive anatexis of a sequence, of Ca-poor greywacke-type sediments 

(above) which themselves would have reflected the composition of the 

earlier gneissic basement from which they were derived by erosion. 

Chemical differentiation during this cycle seems to have been restricted 

to the loss of some Ca and Mg and the addition of some K. Metasediments 

and migmatites which possibly correlate with the St. Malo metasediments 

and migmatites occur within the metamorphic complex of southern 

Guernsey (eg. at Vason Bay and at Castle Cornet - see Roach, 1966). The 

Guernsey metasediments must have been deposited before 2,700 m.y. ago 

(see Roach et al., 1972, 248). This tentative correlation is discussed 

further in Chapter VII. 

Since "diatexites lie within t~e field of magmatism and accordingly 

,ought to, lie outside the migmatite spectrum" (Brown, 1973) it might be 

useful to consider the St. Malo diatexites, the Dinan diatexites, the 

homogeneous granites and the two granite sheets in terms of the chemical 

classification of igneous rocks into Imagma types I proposed by Burri and 

Nigg1i (1945; in Burri, 1964). This classification is based on the 

Nigg1i numbers, especially 'fm', 'a11, 'a1k ' and IC I. The average 



Table IV.10 

Mean composition of the diatexites and crusta1 rocks. 

1 = Average of 6 homogeneous diatexites, this work. 

2 = Average of 9 inhomogeneous diatexites (St. Malo), this work. 

3 = Average of 2 inhomogeneous diatexites (Dinan), this work. 

4 = Average of 11 inhomogeneous diatexites, this work. 

S = Average surface rock of continental shield areas, Po1dervaart 

(1955). 

6 = Average chemical composition of the Proteroloic, Eade and 

Fahrig (1971). 



1 2 3 4 5 6 

Si02 69.6 67.7 66.4 67.5 66.4 65.0 

Ti02 0.5 0.8 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.6 

A1 203 15.6 15. 1 15.2 15. 1 15.5 16.0 

Fe203 1.3 1.9 2.5 1.9 1.8 4.9* 

FeO 1.7 3.4 2.8 3.3 2.8 

MnO O. 1 O. 1 0.1 O. 1 O. 1 O. 1 

MgO 1.0 1.4 1.2 1.4 2.0 2. 1 

CaO 1.6 1.4 1.1 1.3 3.8 3.3 

Na20 3.6 3.3 2.7 3.2 3.5 3.5 

K20 3.7 3.7 4.3 3.8 3.3 3.5 

P205 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 



IV.] 

composition of crusta1 igneous rocks is taken as the common reference 

point and other magma types are defined according to their departure 

from this reference composition. The St. Malo diatexites and 

associated rocks may be considered, in terms of their chemical 

classification, as semisia1ic (fm-30; a1 = 37-4S), intermediate to 

alkali-rich (alk = 2/3a1), 'Cl poor (c<lS) and similar to the granitic 

and leucogranitic magma types of the calc-a1kali series (in Burri, 

1964). In Figure IV.S the 'modified Larsen Index' ({1/3Si + K) -

(Ca + Mg)) has been plotted against the main oxide percentages. 

Approximately linear variation trends are considered to be typical of 

a single suite of co-magmatic rocks. The St. Malo diatexites, the 

Dinan diatexites, the homogeneous granites and the two granite sheets 

all plot close to a linear trend in Figure IV.S which suggests that 

they have a similar and related mode of origin. This is discussed 

more fully in Chapter VI. 

The U contents of the St. Malo rocks is generally 3-S ppm 

(average of 6 homogeneous diatexites - 4.4 ppm; average of 3 homogeneous 

diatexites from St. Jacut - 3.7 ppm; and the average of 11 inhomogeneous 

diatexites - 3.9 ppmJ an d the Th contents 20-29 ppm (average of 6 

homogeneous diatexites - 26 ppm; average of 3 homogeneous diatexites 

from St. Jacut - 23 ppm;' and the average of 11 inhomogeneous diatexites 

- 24 ppm). The homogeneous granites have similar values but the . 

granitoid sheets generally have bo~h lower U and lower Th contents (see 

. Tables IV.l - IV.4). The Th/U ratios f~r the St. Malo rocks may be 

regarded as high and lie between 4 and 8 (average of 6 homogeneous 

diatexites - S.9; average of 3 homogeneous diatexites from St. Jacut -

6.2; and the average of 11 inhomogeneous diatexites - 6.2). Precambrian 

granites are often characterised by high Th/U ratios (see Whitfie1d, 

ROdgers and Adams, 19S9) and Ko1be and Tay10r (1966) have suggested 



Figure IV.S 

Plot of the 'modified Larsen Index' ({1/3Si + K) - (Ca + Mg)) 

against the main oxide percentages (total iron as F,e203) for 

the St. Malo diatexites, the homogeneous granites and the 

two granite sheets together with the two Dinan diatexites. 
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that gneissose granites of metasomatic origin tend to have higher Th/U 

ratios (4.5-5.0) than true magmatic granites (2.2-3.3). The Precambrian 

mica granites of the Ukranian Shield have an average of 33 ppm Th and 

5.7 ppm U (Filippov and Komlev, 1959) and the Precambrian granites of 

the Front Range in Colorado have an average of 25 ppm Th and 5.0 ppm U 

(Phair and Gottfried, 1964). Husmann (1956) has shown that the Th 

contents of gneisses are commonly 21-22 ppm and that their U contents 

are commonly 4-7 ppm. This contrasts strongly with values for granites 

in the upper parts of the continental crust which usually have 10-15 

ppm Th and 3-4 ppm U (Adams, Osmond and Rodgers, 1959) and a Th/U ratio 

of about 3.7 (Wasserburg, Macdonald, Hoyle and Fowler, 1964). It is 

well established that granulite facies terrains are depleted in certain 

elements including Th and U (see, for example, Lambert and Heier, 1967; 

and Heier and Thoresen, 1971) and that ultrametamorphic migmatite 

complexes probably have a genetic connection with granulite facies 

terrains (see, for example, Fyfe, 1970; and Brown and Fyfe, 1970 & 

1972). Recently Smithson and Decker (1973) have demonstrated the strong 

empirical relationship between hydrous mineralogy and high Th and U 

concentrations. Thus u1trametamorphic migmatites formed at the 
l 

amphibolite facies - granulite facies boundary under conditions of high 

water fugacity would become enriched in Th and U whilst the granulites 

with their dry mineralogy become depleted in these and other elements. -

Thus high concentrations of Th and U and high Th/U ratios would be 

expected in and are probably characteristic of diatexites and related 

rocks. 

Rb depletion in granulite facies rocks allowed Heier (1964) to 

distinguish them from amphibolite facies rocks on a plot of %K" against 

Rb/Sr. The St. Malo rocks are plotted on Heier's diagram in Figure 

IV.6 and most are seen to lie in the amphibo1ite facies field. The 



Figure IV.6 

Plot of log. K against log. Rb/Sr for the diatexites, 

metatexite and metasediments (solid circles), the unaltered 

metasediment (open circle), the homogeneous granites 

(diagonal crosses) and the granitoid sheets (upright 

crosses). The dashed line dividing the field of granulite 

facies rocks from the field of amphibolite facies rocks is 

taken from Heier (1964). 
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relationship between K and Rb for the St. Malo rocks is shown in 

Figure IV.7. The positive correlation between K and Rb is demonstrated 

by the inset' diagram of log. K against log. Rb and emphasises the 

grouping of K/Rb ratios around the M Trend of Shaw (1968) of 230. The 

K/Rb ratios of the St. Malo rocks (eg. average of 6 homogeneous 

diatexites - 224 and average of 11 inhomogeneous diatexites - 221) are 

also close to the crustal average of 229 (Heier and Adams, 1964), the 

average for the Canadian Shield of 219 (Shaw, Reilly, Muysson, Pettenden 

and Campbe11, 1967) and the value of 231 found to characterise 

amphibolite facies rocks (from the West Alps, Sighino1fi, 1969 and from 

the Northwest Adirondacks, Whitney, 1969). This contrasts with the PH 

Trend of Shaw (1968) with K/Rb ratios from 150 down to as little as 20 

and which exhibits great enrichment of Rb relative to K and it is 

ratios within this Trend that would. be expected from granitoid rocks 

which had been produced by some process of metasomatic granitization, 

ego by some hydrous vapour phase such as that investigated by Luth and 

Tuttle (1969). The St. M~ rocks have K/Rb ratios that are consistent 

with an origin by anatexis during amphibolite facies metamorphism but 

which are inconsistent with regional granitization. The plot of K/Rb 
c 

ratio against log. %K for the St. Malo rocks which forms the larger 

diagram in Figure IV.7 demonstrates that the K/Rb ratio remains 

essentially constant with increasing K content. This is in contrast tG 

the relationship suggested by Sighino1fi that the K/Rb ratio decreases 

With increasing K content which is ' represented by the dashed line (see 

Sighino1fi, 1969). 

K-Rb data have often been used in the past to support or deny 

various petrogenetic processes for the formation of migmatitic rocks 

(see White, 1966 and Whitney, 1969). Thus the K-Rb data for the St. 

Malo rocks must be examined in the light of recent work and conclusions 



Figure lV.7 

Plot (inset) of log. K against log. Rb (solid line for 

K/Rb = 230) and plot of K/Rb against log. K (dashed line 

represents the relationship between K/Rb and K content 

suggested by Sighinolfi, 1969) for the diatexites, the 

metatexite and metasediments (solid circles), the 

unaltered metasediment (open circle), . the homogeneous 

granites (diagonal crosses) and the granitoid sheets 
. 

(upright crosses). 
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(see Shaw, 1968; Sighinolfi, op.cit; White, op.cit; and Whitney, op.cit.), 

though these conclusions themselves must be critically assessed. Both 

Shaw (op.cit ~ ) and Sighinolfi (1969) have suggested that under high-

grade metamorphism (amphibolite facies) the principal reaction to occur 

would be the destruction of mica. It is generally suggested that 

(eg. Von Platen, 1965; Winkler, 1967 & 1970; Fyfe, 1970; and Brown and 

Fyfe, 1970 & 1972): 

muscovite + quartz ~ K-feldspar component + sillimanite + H20 

forming with quartz 

and plagioclase an 

anatectic melt 

biotite + quartz + sillimanite (or: A1 2SiOS) ~ 

K-feldspar component + cordierite + H20 

forming with quartz 

and plagioclase an 

anatecti c melt 

This breakdown of-micas together with the partial melting of the 

quartzo-feldspathic lcomponents of suitable rock compositions would, 

according to both Shaw and Sighinolfi, produce the following three 

phases: 

biotite gneiss 

,/ aqueous fl ui d 

---- silicate melt 

"'-residual gneiss 

low K/Rb ratio 

normal K/Rb ratio 

higher (?) K/Rb ratio 

although absolute changes in the K/Rb ratio would depend upon the extent 

of anatexis. But, is this breakdown of biotite gneiss postulated by 

Shaw and Sighinolfi a reasonable one and is it 'supported by geological 

eVidence? 
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White (1966) has argued against an origin by partial melting for 

the Pa1mer migmatites in Australia. One of White's arguments for an 

origin by metamorphic differentiation was the high K/Rb ratios of the 

granitic veins. It is argued that Rb would be expected to concentrate 

in early formed granitic melts giving rise to low K/Rb ratios 

compatible with Shawls (1968) PH Trend, ie. consistent with the 

breakdown of biotite gneiss given above. Experimental work in the 

quaternary granite system has shown that early formed melts produced by 

anatexis will always be rich in K-feldspar regardless of the initial 

Ab/An ratio of the gneiss (Von Platen, 1965; Winkler, 1967; and James 

and Hamilton, 1969). Since K-feldspar has much higher K/Rb ratios 

than biotite (Taylor, 1965; White, 1966; and Blattner, 1971) 

segregation, whether by metamorphic differentiation or by partial 

melting (metatexis as defined by Brown, 1973, ), must produce a K-feldspar

rich metatect with a biotite-rich selvedge (see Hughes, 1970) of the 

type described by White (op.cit.) from Australia and Brown (op.cit.)firom 

Brittany - that is, 'granitic' veins with higher K/Rb ratios and mafic 

selvedges with lower K/Rb ratios than the original gneiss. The same 

result is also to be expected from the destruction of muscovite to give 

the K-feldspar compo~ent since muscovite also has high K/Rb ratios. 

White states that textural evidence in the Palmer migmatites is in accord 

with the breakdown of muscovite and quartz to provide the sillimanite -

according to the reaction given earlier. The only petrogenetic process 

which will produce banded migmatites with low K/Rb ratios for the 

'granitic' veins is that of metasomatism by some hydrous vapour phase 

of the type investigated bY ,Luth and Tuttle in the synthetic granite 

system (Luth and Tutt1e, 1969). Thus White's high K/Rbratios in the 

veins are to be expected as much from an origin by partial melting as 

from an origin by metamorphic differentiation ~special1y if, as Brown 

(1973 ) has suggested, the two processes overlap (see also Hughes, Ope 
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cit.). Whitney (1969) arrived at a similar conclusion and wrote of 

the migmatitic paragneisses of the Northwest Adirondacks lithe K/Rb data 

do not permit an unequivocal choice between anatectic melting and 

metamorphic differentiation as a mechanism of origin for the migmatites". 

From the above discussion it is apparent that the breakdown of 

biotite gneiss suggested by Shaw (1968) and adhered to by Sighinolfi 

(1969) is untenable since it is not supported by theoretical 

considerations or by geological evidence. During metatexis the 

following situation will exist: 

biotite gneiss 

quartzo-feldspathic 

silicate segregation 

~(Whether melt or not) 

---- mafic selvedge 

"'" gneissic palaeosome 

high K/Rb ratio 

low K/Rb ratio 

normal to high K/Rb 

ratio (depending upon 

composition and degree 

of anatexis) 

During diatexis most of the original constituents of the gneiss have 

melted and the melt will have K/Rb ratios similar to the original gneiss 

(if melting is complete) or lower than the original gneiss (if some 

restite with high K/Rb ratios remains). Upon crystallization this 

. diatexite melt will give rise to a diatexite with K/Rb ratios around 

the M Trend of Shaw (1968) and probably some hydrous vapour phase with 

low K/Rb ratios within the PH Trend of Shaw (op:cit.). Granulite 

facies terrains are generally depleted in Rb relative to K (Heier, 

1964; Whitney, 1969; and Sighino1fi, 1969). Fyfe (1970) and Brown and 

FYfe (1972) have suggested that granulite facies rocks represent the 
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residues of melting t~ produce various members of the granite family. 

As such, high K/Rb ratios are to be expected. High K/Rb ratios will 

be further emphasised by the mineralogical control over the chemistry 

suggested by Leake (1972) since characteristic minerals of granulite 

facies rocks do not easily accommodate K or Rb (eg. Whitney suggested 

that the appearance and growth of almanditic garnet was responsible 

for the high K/Rb ratios of the granulite facies paragneisses in the 

Northwest Adirondacks; Whitney, 1969). 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the St. Malo rocks 

K-Rb data. The rocks have K/Rb ratios characteristic of the amphibolite 

facies and close to the crus tal average. Metasomatic granitisation by 

hydrothermal fluids is not consistent with the K/Rb ratios. Metatexis 

and extensive diatexis of a sequence of greywacke-type sediments is 

consistent with the K/Rb ratios. 

Figure IV.8 shows the %K-Ba and Ba-Rb relations of the St. Malo 

rocks. An increase in the %K is associated with higher Ba contents and 

.the· relationship is similar to that between %K and Rb (Figure IV.7). 

There is a positive correlation between Ba and Rb but the relationship 

is considerably blurred by the scatter of points. There are also 

Positive correlations between %Ti02 and both Y and Zr for the St. Malo 

rocks (Figure IV.9). The Y values are slightly lower than values 

quoted by Taylor (1965) for granodiorite (30 ppm), granite (40 ppm) 

and greywacke (30 ppm). The good correlation between %Ti02 and Zr 

signifies that the Ti/Zr ratio remains fairly constant throughout the 

St. Malo rocks (Figure IV.9; Tables IV.1, IV.2, IV.3 and IV.4). The 

Zr values for the homogeneous diatexite (average 200 ppm), the 

inhomogeneous diatexite (average 230 ppm) and for the metasediments 

(237-307 ppm) are higher than the values given by Tay10r (op.cit.) for 

igneous rocks {granodiorite - 140 ppm; granite - 180 ppm} and also 



Figure IV.8 

Plots of K against Ba and Ba against Rb for the diatexites, 

the metatexite and metasediments (solid circles), the 

unaltered metasediment (open circle), the homogeneous 

granites (diagonal crosses) and the granitoid sheets 

(upright crosses). 
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Figure IV.9 

Plots of Ti02 against Y and Zr for the diatexites, the 

metatexite and metasediments (solid circles), the 

homogeneous granites (diagonal crosses) and the granitoid 

sheets (upright crosses). 
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higher than the value he gives for greywackes (140 ppm), but they are 

of the same order as the Zr contents of quartzites (250 ppm). However, 

the average Zr content for the homogeneous diatexites without analysis 

6 (which is considerably higher than the other 5 analyses) is 155 ppm 

and of the same order as both plutonic igneous rocks and greywackes 

(see above). The Zr contents of the St. Malo rocks are generally 

greater than Taylorls (1965) estimate of the crustal average as 165 ppm 

but are similar to the values expected for detrital sediments according 

to Hirst (1962) and Fenner and Hagner (1967). 

Neither Y nor La shows much variation throughout the St. Malo 

rocks and they show no significant correlation with %Ca (Figure IV.10). 

However, it is interesting to note that the two homogeneous granites 

from within the St. Malo belt on the north and the homogeneous 

diatexite from the east of the St. Malo belt (analyses 28, 29 and 6) 

have higher Y and La values than the bulk of the St. Malo rocks 

(analysis 6 also has high Zr) (see Figure IV.10; Tables IV.l, IV.2, 

IV.3 and IV.4). These high values of Y and La probably represent some 

degree of fractionation of the homogeneous granites compared with the 

bulk of the diatexites and other rocks. There is a moderate positive 

correlation between %Ca and Sr for the St. Malo rocks (Figure IV.10) 

which is to be expected from their chemical properties. As with the 

Ti/Zr ratio, the Ca/Sr ratio remains fairly constant throughout the 

St. Malo rocks. Since decrease of . these two ratios (Ti/Zr and Ca/Sr) 

within a related sequence of rocks is indicative of fractionation it 

is concluded that there has been no extensive fractionation of the St. 

Malo diatexites and that only the most ligneous lookingl homogeneous ' 

granitic diatexites show evidence of fractionation. 

The chemical data for the two Cadomian felsic sheets (1 granite 

Pegmatite and 1 tourmaTine granite) from within the Brioverian 



Figure IV.10 

Plots of Ca against V, La and Sr for the diatexites, the 

metatexite and metasediments (solid circles), the unaltered 

metasediment (open circle), the homogeneous granites 

(diagonal crosses) and the granitoid sheets (upright 

crosses). 
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supracrusta1 rocks to the north-west of the St. Malo belt are given 

in Table IV.9. Clearly their overall chemistry is quite unlike that 

of the Pentevrian rocks of the St. Malo belt (cf. Tables IV.1-IV.4 

with Table IV.9). Notable differences are that the Cadomian felsic 

rocks have lower Ti02, CaO, Ba, La and Zr contents and higher P205 
content than any of the St. Malo rocks. The K/Rb ratio is moderately 

low and lies within the PH Trend of Shaw (1968). The low contents of 

Ti and Zr leads to low Ti/Zr ratios. The Cadomian fe1sic rocks are 

chemically distinct from the Pentevrian St. Malo rocks. This supports 

the difference in age between these two groups of rocks established on 

structural and metamorphic evidence by Brown, Barber and Roach (1971). 

Biotite Chemistry and Genesis 

Biotites were separated for chemical analysis (most of the major 

elements and a selection of trace elements) from the fQ110wing rock 

types: 6 homogeneous diatexites; 10 inhomogeneous diatexites; 2 

metatexites; 3 metasediments; 2 homogeneous granites (Co10mbiere 

Granite) and 1 granite sheet. Once again the sample is biased towards 

the diatexite end of the u1trametamorphic rock spectrum. Most, 

although not all, of the biotite analysed are from rocks for which 

there is a whole rock analysis avat1ab1~ in the previous section. The 

techniques of mineral separation, preparation for analysis and methods 

of analysis have been given in Chapter I. 

The analyses are presented in Table IV.11 together with the 

arithmetic means and standard deviations of the 6 homogeneous diatexite 

blotites and the 10 inhomogeneous diatexite biotites. It is apparent 

that the biotites from the homogeneous diatexites, the inhomogeneous 



Table IV.11 

Summary of the geochemica1 data for the biotites separated from 

rocks forming part of the Pentevrian basement in north-eastern 

Brittany. 

Analysis 1 : from specimen 765, P1age de Quatre Vaux. 

Analysis 2: from specimen 701, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 3: from specimen 703, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 4: from specimen 358, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 5: from specimen 758, St. Briac. 

AnalYSis 6: from specimen 720, pnte de Grouin. 

Analyses 1-6 are from .homogeneous diatexites. 

Analysis 7: from specimen 309, 1 e Gui ldo. 

Analysis 8: from specimen 757, Ile des Hebihens. 

Analysis 9: from specimen 704, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 10: from specimen 759, pnte de la Garde Gu~rin. 

Analysis 11 : from specimen 760, pnte de la Garde Gu~rin. 

Analysis 12: from specimen 205, road cutti ng , la Barrage. 

Analysis 13: from specimen 207, road cutti ng , la Barrage. 

Analysis 14: from specimen 208, quarry, Montagne St. Joseph. 

. Analysis 15: from specimen 210, quarry, Montagne St. Joseph. 

Analysis 16: from specimen 721, pnte de Grouin. 

Analyses 7-16 are from inhomogeneous diatexites. 



Analysis 17: from specimen 761, pnte de la Garde Gutrin. 

Analysis 18: from specimen 731, pnte du Nid. 

Analyses 17 and 18 are from metatexites. 

Analysis 19: from specimen 706, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 20: from specimen 766, la Richardais. 

Analysis 21: from specimen 204, quarry, le Minihic. 

Analyses 19-21 are from metasediments. 

Analysis 22: from specimen 708, St. Jacut. 

Analysis 22 is from a granite sheet. 

AnalYSis 23: from specimen 345, la Ne11i~re. 

Analysis 24: from specimen 360, I1e de la Colombi~re. 

Analyses 23 and 24 are from the Co1ombi~re Granite. 

Analysis 25: mean and standard deviation of the 6 

homogeneous diatexite biotites. 

Analysis 26: mean and standard deviation of the 10 

inhomogeneous diatexite biotites. 
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diatexites and the metatexites are broadly similar in chemical 

composition and are Fe+2 biotites as defined by Foster (1960). The 

homogeneous granite bio~ites are actuallY lepidomelanes as defined by 

Foster. The homogeneous diatexite biotites and the inhomogeneous 

diatexite biotites were tested for significant differences using the 

Student's! test. Taking differences as significant at the 2.5% 

level the homogeneous diatexite biotites have significantly lower 

Ti02, A1 203, Ba, Sc and V than the inhomogeneous diatexite biotites 

and significantly higher Fe203. The difference in FeO may also be 

significant. The differences in Fe203 and FeO are discussed later in 

this section. 

r 

The St. Malo biotites are plotted in terms of FeO + MnO - Fe203 + 

Ti02 - MgO in Figure IV.ll after Heinrich (1946). Most of the biotites 

(the exceptions are the biotite from the granite sheet and the two 

1epidome1anes from the homogeneous granites) plot within the field of 

biotites from granites (after Heinrich) and a large number of these 

also fall within the overlapping field of biotites from schists and 

gneisses (after Heinrich). The two lepidomelanes from the two 

homogeneous granites fall just outside the field of biotites from 

granites but within the field of biotites from granitic pegmatites 

(after Heinrich). The biotite from the granite sheet from St. Jacut 

has a very high ferric iron content and plots in the field of biotites 

from extrusive rocks (after Heinrich). 

The structural formulae of the biotites from the St. Malo rocks 

were calculated using the method recommended by Foster (1960). Foster 

states that "the negative inherent charge on the unit layers and the 

POsitive charge on the inter1ayer cations should be close to 2.00 for 

tr~octahedral micas like the phlogopites and the biotites. In •.• this 

study a variation of plus or minus 0.20 was permitted in these values". 
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The charge values for the St. Malo biotites were not within this 

permitted variation and accordingly have not been presented. It is 

felt that the reasons for this excess variation in charge are twofold. 

Firstly, the Si02 and A1 203 contents are critical in calculating the 

composite layer charge and the inter1ayer cationic charge and any 

inaccuracy in the determination of these oxides is reflected in the 

charge balance. Secondly; the analyses are not complete and minor 

amounts of oxides such as CaO would also alter the charge balance. 

The experimental work of Eugster and Wones (1962), Wones (1963) 

and Wones and Eugster (1965) demonstrates the effect of the three 

i~dependent intensive variables temperature, fugacity of water (fH20 ) 

and fugacity of oxygen (fO ) on the formation and resultant 
2 

composition of biotites within the ternary system Kfe+23A1Si30l0(OH)2 

(anni:e) - KMg+23A1Si3010(OH)2 (phlogopite) - KFe+33A1Si3012(H_l) 

("oxybiotite"). If it is assumed that substitutions other than Fe-Mg 

will not materially influence biotite stability (see Wones and Eugster, 

1965, pp.1257-1258) then the St. Malo biotites can be interpreted in 

the light of, and using conclusions ~ased on the results of, this 

experimental work. Estimates can be made concerning the fugacity of 

oxygen or the fugacity of water at the time of crystallisation of the 

biotites. The Fe+3, Fe+2 and Mg+2 values, the Fe/(Fe + Mg) and the 

Fe+3/(Fe+2 + Fe+3) ratios for the biotites from the St. Malo rocks are 

given in Table IV.12. 

If the equilibrium assemblage sanidine-magnetite-biotite is 

present a determi·nation can be made of the divariant fO - fH ° -T 
2 2 

conditions at the time of crystallisation of the mineral assemblage 

which contains biotite of a given composition (Wones and Eugster, 

op-:.cit.). The majority of the St. Malo rocks contain the mineral 

assemblage K-feldspar-ore-biotiteand only the biotites from the 



Figure IV.11 

FeO + MnO - Fe203 + Ti02 - MgO plot of the St. Malo 

biotites. The fields of biotites from granitic pegmatites, 

granites and schists and gneisses are taken from Heinrich 

(1946). Biotites from the diatexites, metatexites and 

metasediments - solid circles, biotite from the granite 

sheet - upright cross and the two biotites from the 

homogeneous granites - diagonal crosses. 
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Table IV.12 

Complete Fe+3, Fe+2, Mg+2, Fe/(Fe + Mg) and Fe+3/(Fe+2 + Fe+3) 

data for the St. Malo biotites used in conjunction with 

Figures IV.12 and IV.13. 



Fe+3 Fe+2 Mg+2 Fe/{Fe+Mg) Fe+3/{Fe+2+Fe+3) 

765 3.43 13.91 5.30 0.7659 i 0.1978 

701 3.25 12.27 6.94 0.6910 0.2094 

703 2.99 12.48 6.94 0.6904 0.1932 

358 3.04 12.10 6.51 0.6992 0.2008 

758 2.31 15.51 5.58 0.7615 0.1296 
720 2.71 16.62 4.83 0.8000 0.1400 

309 2.35 13.93 5.43 0.7500 0.1444 ,.. 
757 3.78 16.12 3.45 0.8520 o. 1901 

704 3.48 14.43 5.28 0.7723 o. 1942 

759 2. 16 15.51 5.43 0.7650 0.1222 

760 2.40 15.20 5.70 0.7554 0.1364 

205 1.57 15.91 5.88 0.7493 0.0898 

207 1.38 15.90 5.88 0.7461 0.0799 
208 1.47 16.18 5.58 0.7598 0.0833 
210 1.62 16.45 5.64 0.7621 0.0896 
721 2.43 15.13 5.58 0.7589 0.1384 
761 2.01 15.12 5.43 0.7593 0.1173 
731 1.85 15.13 5.58 0.7527 0.1089 

706 4.57 13.58 4.98 0.7847 0.2518 
766 3.51 13.70 5.59 0.7548 0.2039 
204 1.63 16.29 . 5.73 0.7577 0.0909 

708 8.98 6.77 5.13 0.7543 0.5702 
345 . 3.90 20.94 1. 77 0.9335 0.1570 
360 2.48 21.22 1. 77 0.9305 0.1047 
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metasediments (which do not contain K-feldspar), the biotite from 

homogeneous diatexite specimen 765 (which does not contain K-feldspar) 

and the biotite from the granite sheet from St. Jacut (which have high 

Fe203) are excluded from the discussions comprising the remainder of 

this section. 

According to Wones (1963) the Fe+3/{Fe+2 + Fe+3) ratio of suitable 

biotites may serve as an indicator of variations in the oxygen fugacity 

of the environment in which a biotite crystallises or recrystallises in 

the case of medium-to-high-grade metamorphic rocks. The plot of the 

suitable St. Malo analyses within the compositional triangle ~e+3 - Fe+2 

- Mg+2 (Figure IV.12, upper) demonstrates the close relationship between 
r 
these biotites and Wones and Eugster's (1965) estimated compositions of 

biotite solid solution in the ternary system KFe+33A1Si30l2{H_l) -

KFe+23A1Si3010{OH)2 - KM9+23A1Si3010{OH)2 which are stable at oxygen 

fugacities controlled by individual buffer equilibria (Figure IV.12, 

upper). Expressed in terms of the Fe+3/{Fe+2 + M9+2) ratio (from 

Table IV.12), many of the biotites (especially those from the 

inhomogeneous diatexites and the two metatexites) have a ratio close 

to that for the Ni - NiO buffer of 0.10 whilst the remainder of the 

biotites have ratios intermediate between the Ni - NiO buffer and the 

Fe304 - Fe203 buffer ie. between 0.10 and 0.25 (Wones and Eugster, 

1965). From Figure IV.12, lower, it can be estimated that the biotites 

which cluster across the Ni - NiO buffer (Figure IV.12, upper), and 

which have Fe/{Fe + Mg) ratios in the regioh of 0.75 (see Table IV.12), 

would have crystallised at temperatures of about' 720oC. In the same 

way an estimate of the temperature of crystallisation for the three 

biotites from the St. Jacut homogeneous diatexite can be made. Their 

Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios are 0.69,0.69 and 0.70 (from Table IV.12) which 

yield temperature estimates of 640°C from Figure IV.12, lower. The 



Figure IV. 12 

Upper: The St. Malo biotites plotted in terms of Fe+3 -

Fe+2 - Mg+2 contents. The dashed lines represent 

compositions of buffered biotites determined experimentally 

. by Wones and Eugster (1965) in the ternary system 

KFe+33A1Si3012(H_l) - KFe+23A1Si3010(OH)2 -

KMg+23A1Si3010(OH)2 (after Wones and Eugster, figure 1). 

Compositions on the unlabelled dashed line are buffered by 

Fe2Si04 - Fe304 - Si02· 

Lower: The stability of biotites with specific Fe/(Fe + Mg) 

values as a function of oxygen fugacity and temperature at 

2070 bars total pressure. Heavy lines represent contours of 

constant 100 Fe/(Fe + Mg) values. Light lines depict buffer 

curves: a = Fe304 - Fe203; b = Ni - NiO; c = Fe2Si04 ~ 

Fe304 - Si02• The heavy curve A represents maximum 

stability of phlogopite and the field B is the annite 

stability field. This diagram js after Wones and Eugster 

(1965, figure 4) but has been simplified for clarity. 
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two lepidomelanes from the homogeneous granites, which have 

Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios of 0.93 and oxygen fugacities similar to the Ni -

NiO buffer and between ,the Ni - NiO and Fe304 - Fe203 buffers, yield 

temperatures of crystallisation of 6700e and 6200e respectively. 

From the data given above and using equation 61 of Wones and 

Eugster (1965)* stability curves may be constructed for the various 

St. Malo biotites (cf. similar constructions based on analysed 

biotites by Wones and Eugster, 1965; Dodge, Smith and Mays, 1969; 

Babu, 1969; and Blattner, 1971). Figure IV.13 shows 6 biotite stability 

curves calculated from data presented above. The first three stability 

curves are constructed for fO conditions represented by the Fe304 -
r 2 
Fe203 buffer for three different Fe+2/(Fe+3 + Fe+2 + Mg+2) ratios. The 

second three stability curves are constructed for f 02 conditions 

represented by the Ni - NiO buffer for three different 

Fe+2/(Fe+3 + Fe+2 + Mg+2) ratios. Tutt1e and Bowenls (1958) minimum 

melting curve for the synthetic granite system is also plotted on 

Figure IV.13 for reference but with the data recast in fugacities rather 

than pressures (Burnham, Ho1loway and Davis, 1969). The data given above 

for the St. Malo biotites will be discussed in relation to the biotite 

stability curves constructed ln Figure IV.13. Four examples will be 

taken to illustrate: 

* Equation 61 from Wones and Eugster, 1965: 

log. f _ 3428 - 4212(1 - x)2 + log x + ilog f02 + 8.23 
H20 - T (OK) 

where: x = concentration of KFe+2~lSi3010(OH)2 in biotite 

and which is estimated from the Fe+2/(Fe+3 + Fe+2 + Mg+2) ratio. 

N~te: liThe fugacity of a gas may be regarded as its partial pressure 

corrected for deviation from perfect gas behaviour" (Krauskopf, 1969). 



Figure IV.13 

Plot of f H20 against T. Curve G represents the 'granite 

minimum' melting curve as determined by Tuttle and Bowen 

(1958) but with their data recast in fugacities rather than 

in pressures, using the fugacity values of Burnham, 

Holloway and Davis (1969). Curves 1, 2 and 3 represent 

biotite stability curves for f02 conditions represented by 

the Fe304 - Fe203 buffer and with annite contents (uslng the 

Fe+2/(Fe+3 + Fe+2 + Mg+2) ratio) of: 0.70 (curve 1); 0.60 

(curve 2); and 0.52 (curve 3). Curves 4, 5 and 6 represent 

biotite stability curves for f02 conditions represented by 

the Ni - NiO buffer and with annite contents (using the 

Fe+2/{Fe+3 + Fe+2 + Mg+2) ratio) ·of: 0.84 (curve 4); 0.72 

(curve 5); and 0.69 (curve 6). Stability curves constructed 

from equation 6' . of Wones and Eugster (1965), log f02 was 

calculated for 5 ki10bars total pressure. 
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1) A large ' number of the biotite analyses from the inhomogeneous 

diatexites, the two biotite analyses from the metatexites and the 

biotite analyses from ~omogeneous diatexite specimen 758 cluster across 

the Ni - NiO buffer when plotted on Figure IV.12, upper. This means 

that the oxygen fugacity at the time of their crystallisation was 

similar to that for the Ni - NiO buffer. These biotites have 

Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios around 0.75 (Table IV.12) and therefore a 

crystallisation temperature of approximately 7200C (Figure IV.12, 

lower). Taking a biotite with an Fe+3/(Fe+2 + Fe+3) ratio of 0.10 and 

with an Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio of 0.75 the annite content is about 0.69. 

The stability curve for a biotite of this composition is represented by 

Curve 6 in Figure IV.13. This biotite stability curve cuts the 

minimum melting curve for granite at about 6950C and at about f H20 

1,100 bars. At a crystallisation temperature of 7200C the f H20 would 

have been about 1,900 bars. 

2) The three biotite analyses from the St. Jacut homogeneous 

diatexites plot between the Ni - NiO buffer and the Fe304 - Fe203 
buffer in Figure IV.12, upper. This means that the oxygen fugacity at 

the time of their crystallisation was between that for these two 
L 

buffers. These biotites ,have Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratios of 0.69, 0.69 and 

0.70 and crystallisation temperatures of about 6400C. Takinga biotite 

with an Fe+3/(Fe+2 + Fe+3) ratio of 0.25 and with an Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio 

of 0.69 the annite content is about 0.52. The stability curve for a 

biotite of this composition is represented by curve 3 in Figure IV.13. 

Also, taking a biotite with an Fe+3/(Fe+2 + Fe+3) ratio of 0.10 and 

with an' Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio of 0.69 the annite content is about 0.69. 

,The stability curve for a biotite of this composition is represented 

by curve 6 in Figure IV.13. The stability curve for the St. Jacut 

homogeneous diatexite ~iotites will lie between these two calculated 
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stability curves and will cut the minimum melting curve for granite 

at about 6400e and at about f
H20 

3,000 - 5,000 bars. 

3) Biotite analysis 24 (from specimen 360) is of a biotite from the 

homogeneous granite to the north of St. Jacut (Co1ombiere Granite). 

This biotite analysis plots close to the Ni - NiO buffer in Figure 

IV.12, upper. It has an Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio of 0.93 which gives a 

crystallisation temperature of 6700e from Figure IV.12, lower. Taking 

a biotite with an Fe+3/(Fe+2 + Fe+3) ratio of 0.10 and with an 

Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio of 0.93 the annite content is about 0.84. The 

stability curve for a biotite of this composition is represented by 

curve 4 in Figure IV.13. This biotite stability curve cuts the 
r 

minimum melting curve for granite at about 6700e and at about f H20 
1,500 bars. 

4) Biotite analysis 6 (from specimen 720) is of a biotite from 

homogeneous diatexite just north of Cancale. This biotite analysis 

plots between the Ni - NiO buffer and the Fe304 - Fe203 buffer, but 

closer to th~ Ni - NiO buffer in Figure IV.12, upper. It has an 

Fe/(Fe + Mg) ratio of 0.80 which gives a crystallisation 

temperature of about 6550e from Figure IV.12, lower. Taking a biotite 
L 

with an Fe+3/(Fe+2 + Fe+~) ratio of 0.10 and with an Fe/{Fe + Mg) 

ratio of 0.80 the annite content is about 0.72. The stability curve 

for a biotite of this composition is represented by curve 5 in 

Figure IV.13. The stability curve for biot~te analysis 6 will lie to 

the left of this since it plots slightly away from the Ni - NiO buffer 

in Figure IV.12, upper. A stability curve in this position would cut 

the minimum melting curve of granite at about 6550e and at about 

. f H20 2,000 bars. 

; 



Three assumptions have been made in the above analysis. Firstly, 

that the Fe+2/(Fe+3 + Fe+2 + Mg+2) ratio is equivalent to the mole 

fraction annite in the biotite (see Wones and Eugster, 1965). 

Secondly, that the activities of KA1Si 308 and Fe304 are equal to unity 

for the St. Malo rocks. Thirdly, that the melting curve for the 

metasediments from which the St. Malo metatexites, diatexites and 

granites were produced is comparable to the 'granite minimum ' melting 

curve of Tuttle and Bowen (1958). Changes in these assumptions do 

not give rise to significant changes in either the results presented 

above or the conclusions drawn from those results. 



CHAPTER V 
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Structural Relationships 

Preliminary Statement 

The methods employed in the elucidation of the structural histories 

-within the rocks comprising and associated with the St. Malo migmatite 

belt are those in common use (see Turner and Weiss, 1963 and Ramsay, 

1967). Descriptive terminology of folds follows F1euty (1964) and 

Ramsay (~.cit.). The problems of correlation of structural sequences 

in metamorphic belts have been critically examined by Park (1969) who 

rcame to the conclusion that "there are thus no reliable structural 

methods of correlating deformation phases across large tracts of 

country •••. All that can be achieved with confidence is the ordering of 

events in small areas". The approach adopted in this study has been to 

establish structural sequences in critical areas in order to place 

relative ages upon the major rock units. Similarities between some of 

these structural sequences have enabled correlation between them, 

although the validity of such correlation may be questioned. The major 

rock units within the research area have been correlated with the 
c 

fundamental tectonic units within the Precambrian of the Armorican 

Massif (Cogne, 1959 & 1962; Roach, Adams, Brown, Power and Ryan, 1972; 

and Bishop~ Roach and Adams, in press). A preliminary statement 

concerning the relative ages of the St. Malo migmatite belt and adjacent 

metasediments from one critical area (P1age de Quatre Vaux) and the 

regional implications of these age relationships has been presented by 

Brown, Barber and Roach (1971). 

The principal tethnique used to establish a structural sequence 

w~thin an area is that of superposition of structures - structure C 
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affects and ,therefore post-dates structure B and structure B affects 

and therefore post-dates structure A. It should be remembered that 

superimposition of folds is only possible when the direction of 

compression of the second fold phase is at a high angle to that of the 

first fold phase, otherwise the first folds rotate and tighten (Ghosh 

and Ramberg, 1968). The difficulties of labelling successive foliations 

and lineations have been commented upon by Park (~.cit.) especially 

when successive foliations are co-planar and successive lineations are 

co-linear (Coward, 1973). Approximately co-axial folding is encountered 

within the Pentevrian rocks of the St. Malo region (see below) and has 

been reported from other areas of Pentevrian basement (Ryan, 1973 and 

Ryan and Roach, in press). It is thus often difficult to assign fold 

closures to a particular fold phase unless fold closures of more than 

one generation are present and interfere such that a structural sequence 

may be established. It was the failure to recognise the complexities 

introduced by approximately co-axial folding that led Jeannette (1971) 

to correlate structures within the St. Malo migmatite belt with those 

produced by ~he Cadomian orogenic episode. The problem of identification 

of fold closures of a particular phase is increased by the poor and 

sporadic development of axial plane foliations with each fold phase and 
L 

the general absence of any distinctive fabric or mineral parageneses. 

The St. Malo migmatite belt and associated metasediments have been 

assigned to the Pentevrian basement (Brown et!i, ~.cit.) and the 

structures within these rocks are termed pre-Cadomian. Structures 

produced during the Cadomian orogenic episode are found within Brioverian 

supracrustal rocks which lie on the north-western side of the St. Malo 

migmatite belt. Shear belts within the Pentevrian basement are probably 

o! Cadomian age. The structural analysis presented herein is not 

complete, much work still remains to be done. 
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A. The Pre-Cadomian Structures 

1. The Metasediments 

Pentevrian metasediments outcrop on the south-eastern side of 

pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast (Figure 11.2), along the Rance around 

Langrolay - St. Suliac and downstream within the metatexites as far as 

la Richardais (Figure 11.5) and to the north and south of Cancale 

(Figure 11.4). 

The key to the apparently complex structural pattern within the 

metasediments is found at pnte de la Garde. Here four phases of 
r 

folding can be established within the metasediments prior to the 

cataclastic deformation within the pnte de la Garde shear belt (Table 

V.l). The first deformation episode produced tight to isoclinal folds 

with a penetrative metamorphic -foliation parallel to the lithological 

lamination (SO=Sl)' Fold closures are extremely rare. The closed 

structure shown in Plate V.lb is interpreted as a section through an Fl 

fold closure 'which has a curvilinear hingeline; the metamorphic foliation 

is parallel to the long dimension of the structure. The alternative 

explanation for such a closed 'structure is the superposition of two 

phases of folding (Ramsay, 1962 & 1967, Figure 10-5) but folds with a 

suitable geometrical relationship to each other are not found within 

the metasediments. Accordingly the simpler explanation for this closed 

structure has been preferred in this account. Shallow interference 

structures of Ramsay's ~.cit.) type 2 are shown in Plate V.lc and 

have been produced by the superposition of the folds developed during 

the fourth deformation episode upon the postulated first phase folds. 

These interference structures support the interpretation of the closed 

structure in Plate V.lb as an Fl fold closure. 



Table V.l: · The Pre-Cadomian structural history of the Pentevrian 

metasediments on the south-eastern side of pnte de la Garde, 

near St. Cast. 

Oefonnn Fold Fold type and orientation Foliation Lineation epi,sode phase 

Tight to isoclinal folds. Closures 
01 Fl are only rarely seen. Ori enta ti on Sl 

of fold axes approximately NW-SE. 

Tight, variably i~clined sub- Locally 
O2 F2 

horizontal to gently plunging folds. 
S2 L2 Closures are common. Ori enta ti on 

of fold axes approximately SW. 

Tight, recumbent to gently inclined 
sub-horizontal to gently plunging Locally 

03 F3 folds. Closures are common. S3 L3 
Orientation of fold axes 
approximately SW~ 

Gentle to open, upright to steeply 
inclined sub-horizontal to gently 

04 F4 plunging folds. Closures are L4 
conmon. Orientation of fold axes 
approximately SW. 



Plate V.1 

a: The sub-vertical section facing the ruck-sac cuts through 

an F1 fold (see b). The gently undulating surface 

underneath the ruck-sac demonstrates the superimposition 

of F4 folds on the Fl fo1ds .(see c). This sub-horizontal 

surface represents the upper limb of an F3 fold and the 

lower limb of an F2 fold (23/23). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 

b: Closed structure interpreted as a section through an Fl 

fold closure which has a curvilinear hinge line (23/11). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 

c: Ramsay type 2 interference structures produced by the 

superimposition of F4 folds on Fl folds (23/8). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 





Plate V.2 

a: F2 fold closure. An axial plane foliation, S2' is 

locally developed in the hinge zone (23/29). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 

b: Small interference structure produced by the refolding 

of an F2 fold by F3 (23/24). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 

c: Large F3 fold closure on the left and gentle F4 folds 

in the right foreground (23/22). 

Pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 
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The second episode of deformation has produced a phase of tight 

folds which are locally accompanied by an axial plane foliation in the 

hinge zones (Plate V.2a,). These folds have been refo1ded during the 

third episode of deformation to give interference structures of 

Ramsay's (~.cit.) type 3 (Plate V.2b). The tight folds produced 

during the third deformation only occasionally have an axial plane 

foliation developed in the .hinge zone. Both the F2 folds and the F3 

folds may have a crinkle lineation developed parallel to the hinge 

line of the folds. The F2 fold axial trend ,and the F3 fold axial 

trend are both gentle and approximately to the south-west. It is a 

consequence of approximately co-axial folding that the minor structures 

produced during the successive fold phases are difficult to distinguish 

with confidence in the absence of a distinctive fabric (a similar 

problem was encountered by Coward, 1973, in the Laxfordian complex of 

South Ui st) . 

The fourth deformation episode has produced a phase of open folds 

(Plate V.2c and the interference structures of Plate V.lc) which also 

have a gentle plunge approximately to the south-west. 

The pre-Cadomian structural history of the metasediments and 

metasedimentary palaeosome which outcrop along the Rance between la 

Richardais and St. Suliac is summarized in Table V.2. The sequence of 

deformation episodes is similar to that established at pnte de la Garde. 

Within these metasediments it is extremely d.ifficult to differentiate 

. between the minor folds produced during O2, 03 and 04, The overall 

orientation of the lithological lamination, however, has been 

. determined by the large F4 folds and the local pre-04 structural 

-geometry. Typical structures from the Rance section are shown in 

Pi~tes V.3, V.4 and V.S: No fold .c1osures which could be assigned 

unequivocally to F1 have been found from the Rance section. However, 



Table V.2: The Pre-Cadomian structural history of the Pentevrian 

metasediments which outcrop along the Rance between 

la Richardais and St. Su1iac. 

Deformn Fold Fold type and orientation Foliation episode phase 

No fold closures which could reliably 
be ascribed to this episode of 

01 ?F1 deformation have been found. It is Sl 
inferred that they are tight to 
isocl i na 1. 

Tight, variably inclined and variably Locally 
O2 F2 plunging folds. Orientation of fold S2 

axes variable between Nand E. 

Close to tight, variably inclined and Locally 
03 F3 

variably plunging folds which refold 
S3 F& folds. Orientation of fold axes 

v riable between Nand E. 

Open to close, upright to steeply Locally 
04 F4 

inclined gently plunging folds. 
S4 Orientation of fold axes 

approximately NE. 

Lineation 

L1 

L2 

L3 

- L4 
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there is the ubiquitous presence of an early metamorphic foliation 

which is generally parallel to the lithological lamination (SO=Sl) and 

which has been folded during the later episodes of deformation. An 

early lineation (thought to have been produced during Dl and labelled 

Ll ) is folded by the later deformation episodes (Plate V.3a). The Fl 

folds must have been large and tight to isoclinal in form. Minor F2 

fold closures may be distinguished with confidence in a few cases 

(Plate V.3) especially when they have been refolded by folds of the F3 

phase (P~ate V.4) although care must be exercised because minor F4 

folds may also refold the earlier fold closures on occasion. Major F4 

folds can be identified with relative ease in the metasediments near 

L~ngrolay - 5t. 5uliac and sometimes can be identified within the 

metasediments outcropping within the metatexites to the north (Plate 

V.4c). Where major F4 folds cannot be identified with confidence the 

distinction between minor F2, F3 and F4 folds is difficult. An 

intermittent crinkle lineation is associated with the F2, F3 and F4 

folding and a foliation may be developed in F2 and F3 fold closures. 

Late conjugate kink folds are developed sporadically within the Rance 

metasediments (Plate V.Sc). 

Figure V.l shows the orientation of SO=51 along the Rance. In 

area I minor F2 folds and F3 folds and both major and minor F4 folds 

are all present. In area II both major and minor F4 folds are present 

but minor F2 folds and F3 folds are generally absent. Thus the style 

and orientation of the F4 folds can be established from area II (see 

Plate II.2). They are upright folds with a gentle plunge approximately 

north-east (the w axis for the girdle shown in Figure ·V.1B is 150 to 

,NS40E). To the north in area I the pre-D4 orientation of SO=Sl was 

more variable but the F4 folds still dominate the overall orientation 

of 50=51 (the ~w axis for the girdle shown in Figure V.1A . is 200 to 



P1a. te V. 3 

a: Strong L1 lineation refo1ded by later deformation 

(21/32). 

Pnte du Crapaud, la Ranee. 

b: F2 fold closure. L1 is at a high angle to the F2 hinge 

line and is folded by F2 (21/28). 

North of pnte du Crapaud, la Ranee. 

e: F2 fold closure. An axial plane foliation is developed 

in the hinge zone (9/4). 

West of le Va1 es Boui11is, la Ranee. 

/ 





Plate V.4 

a: An F2 fold which has been refo1ded by F3 (24/9). 

Les Hures, la Ranee. 

( 

b: Small interference structure produced by the refo1ding 

of an F2 fold by F3 (12/36). 

East of le Va1 es Boui11is, la Ranee. 

c: The overall orientation of SO=Sl is dominated by F4 

although both F2 and F3 folds maybe distinguished 

(23/34). 

East of le Va1 es Boui11is, la Ranee. 

/ 



r 



Plate V.S 

a: Gentle F4 folds. There is a crinkling lineation 

parallel to the hammer handle (1/20). 
( 

South of pnte de Chatelet, la Ranee. 

b: Gentle to open F4 folds (12/28). 

Vge de Grainfo1et, la Ranee. 

e: Late conjugate kink folds (9/17). 

Pnte de Gareau, la Ranee. 



, r 



Figure V.l 

A. Orientation diagram for metasediments and metasedimentary 

palaeosome from area I along the Ranee; 410 poles to 
( 

50=51. Contours 3%, 2%, 1% and .0.25% per 1% area, equal 

area projection from the lower hemisphere. 

B. Orientation diagram for metasediments from area II along 

the Ranee; 190 poles to 50=Sl. Contours 8%, 4% and 0.5% 

per 1% area, equal area projection from the lower 

hemisphere. 
rJ 
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Figure V.2 

Orientation diagram for folds (F2, F3 and F4) from 

metasediments and metasedimentary palaeosome from area I 

along the Ranee. Open circles represent poles to axial 

planes and solid circles represent fold hinge lines. 
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N320E). The orientation of undifferentiated minor folds (Figure V.2) 

supports this contention that the overall orientation of SO=Sl is the 

result of the 04 def?rmation. 

Jeannette has examined the Rance metasediments in detail 

(Jeannette, 1971, Part I, Chapter 11, p.21-36) but only recognizes two 

phases of folding labelled Cadomian I and Cadomian 11. From his 

descriptions it seems that Jeannette1s Cadomian I folds correspond to 

the F2 folds of this work and that his Cadomian 11 folds correspond to . 

the F3 and F4 folds of t~is work. No interference structures due to 

Superimposition of folds are described by Jeannette. Large recumbent 

structures are invoked to explain the variation in attitude of the 

Cadomian 11 folds from upright to recumbent. 

The structural history of the metasediments which outcrop to the 

, north and south of Cancale is less clear than in the other two main 

areas of Pentevrian metasediments. To the south of Cancale fold 

closures of the type shown in Plates V.6a & b occur intermittently 

Within the metasediments. They are tight, asymmetrical or symmetrical 

and generally fold both the lithological lamination and an early 

metamorphic foliation, although occasionally an axial plane foliation 

may be associated with ' the folds. Both north and south of Cancale 

folds of the type shown in Plate V.6c are common and are possibly 

equivalent to the F4 folds found along the Rance. They fold a steeply 

Plunging lineation (Plate V.7). Their sense of asymmetry changes from 
•• Z shaped on the south side of Port Briac, north of Cancale, to 

predominantly 's' shaped south of Cancale and reflects major folding of 

the metasediments. There is a set of late conjugate folds occasionally 

aSSOciated with a crenulation cleavage (Plates V.7b & c) which is 

present both north and south of Cancale. 



Plate V.6 

a: Pre-D4 folding of SO=Sl in the metasediments south of 

Canca1e (19/23). 

North of pnte des Roches Noires, south of Canca1e. 

b: Disruption of pre-D4 folding of SO=Sl in the

metasediments south of Canca1e (24/22). 

South of pnte des Roches Noires, south of Canca1e. 

c: D4 folds within the metasediments south of Canca1e 

(ie. these folds are correlated with F4 folds developed 

in the Rance section) (18/20). 

North of pnte des Roches Noires, south of Cancale. 





Plate V.7 

a: A steep lineation refo1ded by the folds produced during 

the Pentevrian 04 deformation episode (24/19). 

Pnte des Roches Noires, south of Canca1e. 

b: Late conjugate folds (19/24). 

South of pnte des Roches Noires, south of Canca1e. 

c: Late conjugate folds (19/10). 

South of pnte des Roches Noires, south of Cancale. 



.-



Figure V.3 

A. Orientation diagram for metasediments around Canca1e; 

200 poles to 50=51. Contours 7%, 5%, 3% and 0.25% per 

1% area, equal area ~rojection from the lower 

hemisphere. ~, 

B. Orientation diagram for metasediments on the south side 

of Port Briac, north of Canca1e; 100 poles to 50=51. 

Contours 12%, 8%, 4% and 1% per 1% area; equal area 

projection from the lower hemisphere. 

C. Orientation diagram for metasediments to the south of 

Canca1e; 100 poles to 50=51. Contours 12%, 8%, 4% and 

1% per 1% area, equal area projection from the lower 

hemisphere. 
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In complete contrast to the other two main areas of Pentevrian 

metasediments the rocks which outcrop to the north and south of Cancale 

hav~ a steep dip and strike between north and east (Figure V.3A). On 

the south side of Port Briac, north of Cancale, the metasediments dip 

away from the homogeneous diatexite (see Plate 11.4) and have a mean 

orientation of N150 E, dip 620 E (Figure V.3B). The metasediments which 

outcrop to the south of Cancale have a mean orientation of N450 E and 

a dip which changes from steeply south-east to steeply north-west from 

north to south along the outcrop length. 

Jeannette has examined the Cancale metasediments in detail 

(Jeannette, 1971, Part I, Chapter Ill, p.37-56) and recognizes two 

episodes of deformation labelled Cadomian I and Cadomian 11. The 

metamorphic fabric Sl and a steeply plunging lineation Ll are assigned 

to Cadomian I whilst folds (which are occasionally disrupted, cf. Plate 

V.6b this work) labelled pre-D4 in this work are assigned to Cadomian 

11 by Jeannette. 

I ' 2. The Metatexites and Diatexites 

.-

Two general statements can be made with regard to the timing of 

the migmatisation in terms of the four episodes of deformation 

recognized within the metasediments. The initial metatexis (by 

metamorphic differentiation and partial fusion) was an event early in 

the ,evolution of the St. Malo migmatite belt and probably occurred 

during the first episode of deformation. The reasons for this thinking 

are ' twofold. Firstly, the neosome and the palaeosome,which together 

comprise the metatexite, are generally concordant, ie. the metatexitic 

banding is parallel to 51 'in the palaeosome. Secondly, the structural 

history within the metatexites is similar to that within the 
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metasediments, a fact which suggests a common development (see Plates 

11.6 to 11.12 inclusive and Plates V.B & V.9). Oiatexis (substantial 

anatexis) occurre~ later in the evolution of the St. Malo migmatite 

belt since the diatexite has clearly disrupted the metatexite in 

places (eg. Frontispiece 1 and Plates V.9c & V.10a) and was probably 

post 02 in the metasediments. The reason for placing the diatexis 

post 02 in the sequence of events is the common occurrence of 

metasedimentary enclaves within the diatexite which preserve F2 folds 

(Plate V.10). Moreover, some enclaves have preserved interference 

structures of Ramsay1s (1962 & 1967) type 3 which are generally 

produced by the superimposition of F3 folds on F2 folds in the 

metasediments. The evidence suggests that diatexis was broadly 

concomitant with 03, The diatexite foliation is folded by the 04 
deformation. The structures within the western part of the St. Malo 

migmatite belt, that is around the PresqulIsle de St. Jacut-de-la-Mer 

and le Guildo (Figures 11.3 & 11.6), and within the eastern part of 

the belt, that is north of Port Briac (Figure 11.4), will be examined 

in more detail. 

Within the metatexites which dominate the northern part of the 

PresqulIsle de St. Jacut-de-la-Mer (Figure 11.6) SO=Sl has been 

affected by a sequence of deformation episodes similar to that 

established within the Pentevrian metasediments.The metatexitic 

banding has been tightly folded during O2 and these folds have been 

refolded during 03 (Plate V.Bb). A major F3 fold has determined the 
. . 

orientation of 50=51 at pnte du Chevet (Plate V.Ba). The effect of 

the gentle to open, upright F4 folds found within the Pentevrian 

metasediments is difficult to assess within the metatexites of St. Jacut 

since the metatexitic banding has a predominantly steep dip (Figure ' 

V.4A). The diatexites which dominate the southern part of the 



Plate V.8 

a: Major F3 fold in metatexite pala: osome (25/25). 
, 

Pnte du Chevet, St. Jacut-de-la-Mer. 

b: Minor F2 fold on the left and minor F3 folds on the 

right in metatexite pa1aeosome (4/6). 

North of le Chef de 1 lIsle, St. Jacut-de-la-Mer. 

c: Minor folds (?F3) in metatexite pa1aeosome (2/16). 

Pnte de Lancieux, Lancieux. 





Plate V.9 

a: Minor folds (?F3) in metatexite (5/27). 

I1e Besnard, near Rotheneuf. J 
b: Minor folds (?F3) in metatexite (5/30). 

I1e Besnard, near Rotheneuf. 

c: Mobile diatexite cross-cutting earlier metatexite 

(11/2). 

South of pnte de la Haye, near St. Briac. 





Plate V. 10 

a: Diatexite which has disrupted the metatexite (4/21). 

Port Blanc, west of Dinard. 

/ 
b: Psal11l1ite enclave wi(th F2 folds preserved enclosed 

within foliated inhomogeneous diatexite (1/26). 

Pnte du Bechet, St. Jacut-de-1a-Mer. 

c: Enclave with F2 folds and local S2 foliation enclosed 

within foliated inhomogeneous diatexite (3/11). 

South of pnte du Chateau Par1ant, St. Jacut-de-1a-Mer. 





Figure V.4 

A. Orientation diagram for ,metatexites from St. Jacut-de-
) 

la Mer; 198 poles 'to metatexitic banding. Contours 6%, 

4%, 2% and 0.5% per 1% area, equal area projection from 

the lower hemisphere. 

B. Orientation diagram for inhomogeneous diatexites between 

le Gui1do and P1age de Quatre Vaux and from St. Jacut

de-la-Mer; 167 poles to diatexite foliation. Contours 

8%, 6%, 4%, 2% and 0.67% per 1% area, equal area 

projection from the lower hemisphere. 
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Fi~ure V.5 

~ 
Orientation diagram fon the homogeneous diatexite north of 

Port Briac. north of Cancale. Open circles represent poles 

to foliation and solid circles represent mineral lineations. 
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Presqu'Isle de St. Jacut-de-la-Mer contain enclaves with F2 folds 

preserved (Plates V.10a & b) and rarely with interference structures 

produced by F3 f~lds on F2 folds preserved. The diatexite foliation 

diverges around the enclaves to enclose them in large scale augen 

structures. This foliation has a moderate to steep dip and a variable 

strike (Figure V.4B) and was produced during 03 and folded during 04, 

On the eastern side of the St. Malo migmatite belt homogeneous 

diatexite has intruded Pentevrian metasediments at Port Briac, north of 

Cancale (Chapter 11, pp.II.9 & 11.20 and Plate 11.4). The homogeneous 

diatexite is strongly foliated and lineated (Figure V.S) and has an 

orientation similar to the adjacent metasediments (Figure V.3 and 

Plate II.4)~ The foliation within the homogeneous diatexite is of 04 
age. The-slight cataclasis of the diatexite (Chapter Ill, p.III.B) 

may be of 04 age but could also be of Cadomia~ age since inhomogeneous 

diatexites to the west of pnte de Grouin have suffered cataclasis 

within a shear belt of probable Cadomian age (see below). The foliation 

within the homogeneous diatexite has been affected by gentle to open, 

upright folds on west-north-westerly axial pla.nes (Plate II.4). 

B. The Cadomian Structures 

1. The Brioverian Supracrustal Rocks 

The Cadomian structural history for the Brioverian metasediments 

which outcrop between Plage de Quatre Vaux and Plage de Pen Guen 

(Figure 11.3) is summarized in Table V.3. Three episodes of deformation 

are recognized. The first deformation episode within these rocks was 

responsible for the development of close to tight, upright to steeply 



Table V.3: TheCadomian structural history of the Brioverian 

supracrusta1 rocks between P1age de Quatre Vaux and 

P1age de Pen Guen. 

-
Deformn Fold 
episode phase 

-
01 

Fold type and orientation 

Close to tight, upright to steeply 
inclined sub-horizontal to gently 
plunging folds. Orientation of 
fold axes varies between N and E~ 

Foliation Lineation 

Sl 

SEGREGATION AND INTRUSION OF QUARTZ VEINS, INTRUSION OF GRANITE PEGMATITE 
AND GRANITE 

-

Flattening of F1A folds. Open to 
close, upright to steeply inclined 
variably plunging folds in quart~ 
and pegmatite veins. Orientation 
of fold axes varies between Nand 
E or Sand W. 

Open' to close, upright to steeply 
inclined steeply plunging folds. 
Orientation of fold axes· 
approximately NW or SE. 

Sl . 
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inclined folds with a gentle plunge between north and east (Plate 

V.ll). An axial plane metamorphic foliation is associated with these 

F1A folds (biotite grade, greenschist facies). This foliation is now 

generally parallel to the bedding within the metasediments except in 

the F1A hinge zones. The orientation of SO=Sl is sub-vertical with a 

variable strike due to the later F2 folds but a mean strike of north

east (Figure V.6A). The orientation of the F1A folds is shown in 

Figure V.6B. Segregation and intrusion of numerous quartz veins and 

the intrusion of several granite pegmatite and tourmaline granite 

sheets occurred between the first and second deformations. The quartz 

veins have been folded or boudinaged (depending upon their initial 

orientation with respect to the D2 strain ellipsoid) by the second 

episode of deformation (Plates V.ll & V.12) whilst the granite pegmatite 

and tourmaline granite sheets have suffered boudinage and mild 

cataclasis {Figure 11.8 and Plate 111.22}. During D2 the F1A folds 

were flattened and tightened to their present form whilst F1B folds were 

developed in the quartz veins and one thin pegmatite vein (Plate V.12c). 

The qu~rtz veins and the thin pegmatite vein are oblique to Sl and yet 

Sl has an axial plane relationship with the Fl~ folds. ihe plunge of 
-

the F1B folds is variable in amount and either north-east or south-west 

(depending upon their initial orientation with respect to the D2 strain 

. ellipsoid). The third episode of deformation recognized within the 

Brioverian metasediments produced a set of open to close, upright folds -

with an associated axial plane crenulation cleavage (Plate V.13) which 

is sub-vertical and strikes north-west (Figure V.6C). 



Plate V.ll 

a: F1A fold in Briov~~n supracrustal rocks with axial 

plane 51 foliation (1/16). 

Pnte de Tiqueras, north of Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

b: F1A fold in Brioverian supracrustal rocks with axial 

plane 51 foliation and F1B fold in quartz vein also 

with axial plane 51 foliation (17/13). 

Between pnte de Tiqueras and Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

c: F1A folds in Brioverian supracrusta1 rocks with axial 

plane 51 foliation and quartz vein boudinaged during 

F1B flattening deformation (24/28). 

Between pnte de Tiqueras and P1age de Quatre Vaux. 





Plate V.12 

a: F1A folds in Brioverian supracrusta1 rocks with axial 

plane 51 foliation and quartz vein boudinages during the 

02 flattening event (24/27). 

Between pnte de~ueras and P1age de Quatre Vaux. 

b: F1B folds in quartz veins and 02 boudinage of quartz 

veins. Contraction or extension of the quartz veins 

depends upon their initial orientation with respect to 

the strain ellipsoid (24/30). 

Between pnte de Tiqueras and Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

c: F1B folds in pegmatite vein with axial plane fracture 

cleavage. The pegmatite vein is later than the quartz 

veins (20/16). 

Pnte de Tiqueras. north of P1age ' de Quatre Vaux. 





Plate V.13 

a: F1A folds in Brioverian supracrustal rocks, F1B folds in 

quartz veins and F2 folds in both the Brioverian and the 
~ 

quartz veins (1/17). 

Pnte de Tiqueras, north of Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

b: F2 folds in Brioverian supracrustal rocks and quartz 

veins with axial plane 52 crenulation foliation (17/36). 

Pnte de Tiqueras, north of Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

c: Coarse 52 crenulations in Brioverian supracrustal 

rocks (7/21). 

North-western side of Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

r 





Figure V.6 

A. Orientation diagr am for the Brioverian supracrusta1 rocks 

between P1age de Quatre Vaux and P1age de Pen Guen; 152 

poles to 50=51. Contours at 8%, 5%, 2% and 0.67% per 1% 

area, equal area projection from the lower hemisphere. 

B. Orientation diagram for F1A folds from the Brioverian 

supracrusta1 rocks between P1age de Quatre Vaux and P1age 

de Pen Guen. Open circles represent poles to fold axial 

planes and solid circles represent fold hinge lines. 

C. Orientation diagram for the Brioverian supracrustal rocks 

between Plage de Quatre Vaux and P1age de Pen Guen; 19 

poles to 52. 
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2. The Pentevrian Basement 

The Pentevrian age of the St. Malo migmatite belt was demonstrated 

by Brown, Barber and Roach (1971) from Plage de Quatre Vaux on the 

north-western side of the belt. Here the diatexites are seen to have 

been deformed during the Cadomian orogenic episode to produce a series 

of mylonites within a marginal shear belt. Six major shear belts cut 

through the Pentevrian rocks of the research area (Chapter 11, p.II.24) 

and three of these have been examined in more detail (Chapter Ill, 

p.III.15). They are the shear belt at Plage de Quatre Vaux, the shear 

belt to the west of pnte de Grouin and the shear belt at pnte de la 

Garde. The structures within these three shear belts are di,scussed 

below. 

At Plage de Quatre Vaux the diatexites, which dominate the cliffs 

to the south, have been 'reduced to a series of protomylonites, mylonites 

and rare ultramylonites (Chapters 11 & Ill) within a shear belt of 

variable width but generally between 10 m and 25 m wide. The foliation 

within the diatexites to the south of Plage de Quatre Vaux has a 

moderate to steep dip and a highly variable strike as a result of the 

pre-Cadomian F4 phase of folding (Figure V.7A and Brown et!L, 2£.cit.). 

At the back of the south-east end of the Plage de Quatre Vaux the 

diatexites are cut by small scale shear zones (£!. 30 cm wide) similar 

to those described by Ramsay and Graham (1970) (Plate V.14a). These 

give way rapidly to the main shear belt within which the preservation 

of the diatexite foliation is rare (Plate V.14b) but a deformed linear 

structure has been preserved within a psammite enclave (Plate V.14c). 

The development of the cataclastic rocks and fluxion structure within 

the shear belt corresponds to the Dl and D2 deformations recognised 

within the Brioverian metasediments which outcrop to the north of Plage 



Plate V.14 

a: Transposive catac1astic fluxion structure in 

protomylonite. The migmatitic foliation apparent on 

the right is destroyed by the cataclasis which has 

produced the Sl (Cadomian) foliation on the left 

(24/36). 

South-eastern side of Plage de Quatre Vaux. 

b: The Sl (Cadomian) catac1astic fluxion structure (24/31). 

South-eastern side of P1age de Quatre Vaux. 

c: Deformed linear structure in preserved psammitic 

enclave within protomy10nites (16/22). 

South-eastern side of P1age de Quatre Vaux. 





Figure V.7 

A. Orientation diagram for the inhomogeneous diatexites 

between le Guildo and Plage de Quatr~aux; 82 poles to 

diatexite foliation. 

B. Orientation diagram for the protomylonites and mylonites 

south of Plage de Quatre Vaux; 55 poles to cataclastic 

fluxion structure. 
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de Quatre Vaux (above).. The cataclastic f1uxion structure has been 

affected by open upright folds on north-westerly trending axial planes 

with axes plunging at moderate angles towards the north-west. A 

crenulation cleavage is sometimes developed parallel to the axial 

planes of the folds. These folds were produced by the D3 deformation 

recognized in the Brioverian metasediments to the north of Plage de 

Quatre Vaux and correspond to the F2 folds therein (above). Figure V.7B 

shows the effect of this folding on the orientation of the cataclastic 

fluxion structure. 

To the west of pnte de Grouin (north of Cancale) inhomogeneous 

diatexites have been deformed to mylonite gneisses within a shear belt 

about 500 m wide (Chapter 11, p.II.25). These mylonite gneisses have a 

well developed and thoroughly transposive cataclastic fluxion structure 

(Plate V.15a) and a strong rodding lineation commonly preserved in 

quartz veins (Plate V .• 15b) suggesting movement of fluid within the 

shear belt. Rare intrafolial folds are preserved within the cataclastic 

foliation and might represent the preserved remnants of metasedimentary 

enclaves within the diatexite (Plate V.15c). The mylonite gneiss 

.foliation has been deformed into open upright folds on north-westerly 

trending axial planes with steeply plunging axes. Figure V.B shows 

the orientation of the foliation and mineral lineation within the 

homogeneous diatexite north of Port Briac and the orientation of the 

cataclastic fluxion structure and rodding lineation within the mylon i te 

gneisses. The variable strike of both foliations and the variable 

direction of plunge of both lineations is a reflection of the open 

folding that has affected both areas • 

. My.lonite gneisses and mylonite schists are found along the central 

part and north-western side of pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast 

(Chapter 11, p.II.2~ and Chapter Ill, p.III.17). The cataclastic 



Plate V.15 

a: Catac1astic f1uxion structure within my10nite gneisses 

(21/35). 

West of pnte de Grouin, near capda1e. 

b: Strong rodding lineation within mylonite gneisses 

(21/36). 

West of pnte de Grouin, near Canca1e. 

c: Intrafo1ia1 fold within my10nite gneisses (12/16). 

West of pnte de Grouin, near Canca1e . 

• 





Fjgure V.S 

A. Orientation diagram for the homogeneous diatexites 

north of Port Briac, north of Cancale. Open circles 

represent poles to foliation and solid circles 

represent mineral lineations. 

B. Orientation diagram for the sheared inhomogeneous 

diatexite west of pnte de Grouin, north of Cancale. 

Open circles represent poles to the cataclastic fluxion 

structure and solid circles represent rodding 

lineations. 
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fluxion structure has tr~nsposed the metatexitic banding (Plate V.16a) 

in a manner similar to the transposition within the shear belt at Plage 

de Quatre Vaux. The total movement within the shear belt at pnte de la 

Garde has taken place in two episodes of shearing separated by the 

intrusion of tourmaline granite sheets. These sheets cut the 

cataclastic foliation yet are themselves sheared to mylonite schists 

with a folded form such that the cataclastic foliation has an axial 

plane relationship to t he folded sheets (Plate V.16b). The cataclastic 

foliation has been affected by gentle upright folds on north-westerly 

trending axial planes with steeply plunging axes and occasionally by 

kink folding (Plate V.16c). The orientation of the Pentevrian 

metasediments, which are in places cut by shear zones, and the 

orientation of the cataclastic foliation and strong lineation from 

within the shear belt are summarized in Figure V.g. 

The shear belts within the Pentevrian basement have been attributed 

to the Caqomian orogenic episode for the following reason. The sequence 

of events established for the shear belts corresponds very well with 

the sequence of events established for the Brioverian metasediments 

which outcrop between Plage de Quatre Vaux and P1age de Pen Guen. The 

intrusion of tourmaline granite sheets between D1 and D2 within the 

Brioverian and between two episodes of movement along the pnte de la 

Garde shear belt is too close a correspondence to be coincidence. The 
, 

ubiquitous development of gentle, open and close upright folds on 

north-westerly trending axial planes during the third episode of 

deformation lends strong support for 'the broad equivalence of structures 

within the Brioverian and within the shear belts. 



~ 
Plate V.16 

a: Folded metatexitic banding transposed by the catac1astic 

f1uxion structure in my10nite gneisses (23/16). 

South-eastern side of pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 

b: Catac1astic f1uxion structure in my10nite schists. Note 

the deformed tourmaline granite sheet (20/13). 

South-eastern side of pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 

c: Kink bands deforming the catac1astic f1uxion structure 

(23/32). 

South-eastern side of pnte de la Garde, near St. Cast. 





Figure V.9 

A. Orientation diagram for the Pentevrian metasediments 

which outcrop on the south-eastern side of pnte de la 

Garde. Open circles represent poles to 50=51 and solid 

circles represent lineations (L2, L3 and L4). 

B. Orientation diagram for the mylonite gneisses and 

mylonite schists of the pnte de la Garde shear belt. 

Open circles represent poles to the cataclastic fluxion 

structure and solid circles the lineations. 
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CHAPTER VI 



VI.l 

Petrogenesis 

Introductory Statement 

Field relationships between the metasediments, the metatexites and 

the diatexites within the St. Malo migmatite belt suggest mobilization 

of material, extensive anatexis and intrusion of material (Chapter 11). 

Textures in the diatexites are in accord with crystal-liquid 

equilibria (Chapter Ill). The presence of prismatic si11imanite within 

the schistose pa1aeosome of the metatexites and sometimes within the 

inhomogeneous diatexites argues for conditions of temperature and load 

pressure similar to the upper part of the amphibo1ite facies of 

metamorphism. It is now generally accepted that anatexis of 

metasediments and gneisses of appropriate composition is likely under 

conditions of temperature and load pressure attributed to the upper 

part of the amphibo1ite facies providing that either a fluid phase is 

present (although Pf1uid may be less than P1oad) or a hydrated phase 

is present (mica or amphibo1e), for example: Tutt1e and Bowen (1958); 

Von Platen (1965); K1eeman (1965); Von Platen and Holler (1966); 

Lundgren (1966); White (1966); Wink1er (1967 & 1970); Mehnert (1968); 

Wei11 and Kudo {1968}; Sharma {1969}; James and Hamilton (1969); 

Fyfe {1970 & 1973}; Brown and Fyfe (1970 & 1972); Tobscha11 (1971); 

B1attner (1971); Sutton {1972}; Winkler and Lindeman (1972); Drury 

(1973); Huang and Wy11ie (1973); Joyce (1973); Mehnert, Busch and 

Schneider {1973}; Rutishauser {1973}; Thompson {1974}; Harris (1974a 

& b); and Leonardos and Fyfe (1974). Thompson (~.cit.) consi~ers 

that "assemblages containing Ms+Ab+Or+Q or Ab+Or+Si11+Q could undergo 

initial H20 saturated minimum melting at temperatures as low as 6500C 

at PH20 = Ptotal of 3.5 kb, or lower temperatures at higher pressures". 



VI.2 

The St. Malo Rocks and the System Q-Ab-Or-An-H2Q 

It is well known that if granitic rocks in which sialic components 

comprise more than 80% of the norm are plotted on the anhydrous base of 

the Q-Ab-Or-H20 tetrahedron then they cluster around the centre of the 

Q-Ab-Or triangle (Figure VI.1A) and straddle the line joining the 

experimentally determined quaternary minima (Tutt1e and Bowen, 1958) 

and eutectics (Luth, Jahns and Tuttle, 1964) for various water vapour 

pressures in the Q-Ab-Or-H20 system (compare Figure VI.1A with Figure 

VI.2A). Similarly, if a1umina oversaturated (corundum normative) 

rocks in which the sialic components comprise more than 80% of the 

norm are plotted on the anhydrous base of the Q-Ab-Or-H20 tetrahedron 

then they cluster around the centre of the Q-Ab-Or triangle (Figure 

VI.1B and Luth et !I, ,22.cit.) and straddle the line joining the 

experimentally determined quaternary minima and eutectics for various 

water vapour pressures in the Q-Ab-Or-H20 system (compare Figure VI.1B 

with Figure VI.2A). With the logical extension of experimental 

investigation into the qui nary system Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 (Von Platen, 

1965; Von Platen and Holler, 1966; Wink1er, 1967; Wei11 and Kudo, 1968; 

and James and Hamilton, 1969) it has become apparent that normative 

Q-Ab-Or ratios of granites and a1umina oversaturated rocks overlap with 

normative Q-Ab-Or ratios of "minimum me1t" compositions in the 

Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 system and other experimentally produced anatectic melts 

(compare Figures VI.1A & B with pgure VI.2B; see Brown and Fyfe, 1970). 

The St. Malo diatexites are granitic to granodioritic in composition 

and corundum normative - their normative Q-Ab-Or ratios ought to 

overlap with the normative Q-Ab-Or ratios of granites, alumina 

oversaturated rocks and experimentally produced anatectic melts. 

In order to compare rock compositions with the results of 

experimental and theoretical work in the Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 system {and 



Figure VI.l 

A. Solid lines represent contours at >5%, >10% and >15% per 

1% area of 507 granitic rocks from Washington (1917). 

Dotted lines represent, from outer to inner, 86% of all 

granites, 53% of all granites and 14% of all granites 

(based upon 1190 granite compositions - from Wink1er, 

1967). 

B. Lines represent contours at >5%, >10% and >15% per 1% 

area of 281 plutonic rocks with normative corundum from 

Washington (1917). 
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~- Figure VI.2 

A. The system Q-Ab-Or-H20 (Si02-NaA1Si30a~ KA1Si30a-H20) 

projected onto the anhydrous base of the tetrahedron 

showing the progressive shift of the quaternary minimum 

and quaternary eutectic towards the Ab apex with 

increasing water vapour pressure (after Tuttle and 

Bowen, 195a and Luth, Jahns and Tuttle, 1964). 

B. The system Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 (Si02-NaA1Si30a-KA1Si30a

CaA1 2Si 20a-H20) projected onto the Q-Ab-Or face of the 

Q-Ab-Or~An tetrahedron with excess water and at 2,000 

bars water vapour pressure showing the points of minimum 

melt composition for various Ab/An ratios (after Von 

Platen, 1965). The dotted line encloses the field of 

anatectic melts at 2,000 bars water vapour pressure 

(after Winkler, 1967). 
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the Q-Ab-Or-H20 system) it is necessary to recalculate the chemical 

analysis of a rock into a set of standard minerals. This concept was 
, 

introduced by Cro~s, Iddings, Pirsson and Washington (1902) with the 

norm classification for igneous rocks. However, the standard minerals 

chosen are not well suited to granitic igneous rocks and metamorphic 

rocks. Barth (1959 & 1962) developed a norm classification utilizing 

a different set of standard minerals more suited to mesozona1 

(amphibo1ite facies) rocks. James and Hamilton (1969) have developed 

a metamorphic norm "based on minerals stable shortly before melting 

begins" for comparing rock compositions with results of experimental 

work in the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron; The choice of norm classification 

will depend upon the initial mineralogical composition of the rock and 

the nature of the problem under consideration. The C.l.P.W. norm 

(Ke1sey, 1965) has been calculated for the St. Malo rocks to allow 

comparison with the work of Tutt1e and Bowen (1958) and Luth, Jahns 

and Tutt1e (1964). The principle behind the metamorphic norm of James 

and Hamilton ~.cit.) is sound but their choice of cordierite and 

orthopyroxene as the standard ferromagnesian minerals stable shortly 

before melting begins may not always apply (neither of these minerals 

is present in the St. Malo rocks). There is ample evidence suggesting 

that biotite can exist in equilibrium with an anatectic melt (Steuh1, 

1962; Knabe, 1966; and Fyfe, 1970). The Barth mesonorm (biotite

hornblende association) has been calculated for the St. Malo rocks and 

is thought to be the most suitable, i~ this instance, for 

considerations of melting and crystallization in the Q-Ab-Or-An-H 0 
2 

system (biotite is the sole ferromagnesian mineral present in the 

mesonorms of the St. Malo rocks). The Ke1sey-C.I.P.W. norms and the 

Barth mesonorms for the St. Malo rocks have been presented together 

with the chemical analyses and other data in Chapter IV above. 



VI.4 

Experimental and theoretical work in the Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 system 

(eg. Von Platen, 1965; Von Platen and Holler, 1966; K1eeman, 1965; 

Wei11 and Kudo, 1968; James and Hamilton, 1969; Brown and Fyfe, 1970; 

Wink1er and Lindeman, 1972; and Presna11 and Bateman, 1973) has 

resulted in a better understanding of the origin of migmatites and 

granites. Most of the authors quoted above are in general agreement 

about the conclusions which may be drawn from the various studies, 

although there may be ~ifferences in detail. Thus James and Hamilton 

(~.cit.) compare their results with those obtained by Von Platen (~. 

cit.) and write "if the differences in working pressure and starting 

materials are considered, the results of the two studies compare 

favourably". They suggest that since "at higher water vapour pressures 

the position of the granite minimum is known to shift towards the Ab 

apex in the granite system. It is reasonable to expect that the 

isobaric univarient line in the quaternary system will show a similar 

trend" (see also Von Platen and Holler, .2.£..cit. who have demonstrated 

this trend experimentally). The use of the term "eutectic" by Von 

Platen (~.cit.) and the subsequent criticism by Weill and Kudo (~. 

cit.) and James and Hamilton (~.~.) is outside the scope of this 

discussion and the phrase "point of minimum melt composition" will be 

used. 

For the analysed rocks from the St. Malo migmatite belt (including 

three samples from the Dinan belt) sialic components comprise more than 

80% of the norm (both the Kelsey-C.I.P.W. norm and the Barth mesonorm). 

The' system Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 may therefore be considered as a reasonable 

approximation to the bulk chemical composition of the St. Malo rocks and 

thus provides a reasonable framework to discuss the Possible 

crystallization history of the diatexites and granitoid rocks. Figure 

VI.3 summarizes some of the experimentally determined minimum melt 
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compositions in the qui nary system and the minima and eutectics in the 

quaternary system. Figures VI.4 to VI.12 inclusive show the St. Malo 

rocks plotted in ~erms of both the C.I.P.W. norm and the mesonorm on 

the Q-Ab-Or face and the Ab-Or-An face of the vapour saturated 

Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron. Table VI.l lists the normative Ab/An ratios 

of the St. Malo rocks. The vapour saturated equilibrium diagram for 

the system Q-Ab-Or-An-H
2
0 at 5 kb is given for reference in Figure 

VI.13. 

The normative Q-Ab-Or ratios of the diatexites show a close 

association with points of minimum melt composition determined 

experimentally in the Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 system at 2 kb PH20 (Van Platen, 

1965) and the quaternary minimum in the Q-Ab-Or-H20 system at 2 kb 

PH20 (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958) (Figures VI.4 and VI.5). When the 

diatexites are projected from Q in the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron onto the 

Ab-Or-An face together with the isobaric univarient curve at 1 kb P 
H20 

(ie. the intersection of the two-feldspar surface with the quartz-

feldspar surface - James and Hamilton, 1969) they are seen to lie on 

the plagioclase side of the boundary curve in a zone extending towards 

the Ab-An side of the ternary feldspar face (Figure VI.6).The water 

vapour pressure during formation of the diatexites by anatexis is not 

known. An estimate of the prevailing water vapour pressure, however, 

may be made from the f
H20 

during biotite crystallization or 

recrystallization (Chapter IV) using the fugacity data of Burnham, 

Holloway and Davis (1969). The water vapour pressure during 

crystallization of the diatexites was probably between 2.5 and 5.5 kb. 

Water vapour pressures in excess of 2 kb would move the pOints of 

minimum melt composition determined by Von Platen towards the Ab apex 

of the Q-Ab-Or face of the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron. Thus the diatexite 

compositions (mesonorms) lie within the quartz primary phase volume in 



Figure VI. 3 

Summary of some of the results in the Q-Ab-Or-H20 and 

Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 systems. Curves join: 

1. The isobaric quaternary minimum at 2 kb PH20 (Tutt1e and 

Bowen. 1958) and the isobaric quaternary eutectics at 5 kb 

and 10 kb PH20 (Luth, Jahns and Tutt1e, 1964) for an Ab/An 

ratio of co. 

2. The points of minimum melt composition for Ab/An ratios 

of 7.8. 5.2, 3.8 and 1.8 at 2 kb PH20 (Von Platen. 1965). 

3. The piercing points for Ab/An ratios of 10.4, 4.0 and 

1.4 at 1 kb PH20 (James and Hamilton. 1969). 

4. The points of minimum melt composition for a gneiss with 

an Ab/An ratio of 2.9 at PH20 of 2, 4. 7 and 10 kb (Von 

Platen and Holler. 1966). 
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Figure VI.4 

Normative Q-Ab-Or ratios (Kelsey-C.I.P.W. norm) of 6 

homogeneous diatexites (solid circles). 9 inhomogeneous 

diatexites and 1 metatexite (open circles) from the St. 

Malo belt and 2 inhomogeneous diatexites and 1 sheared 

inhomogeneous diatexite (red circles) from the Dinan belt. 

The curves are from Figure VI.3. 
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Fi~ure VI.S 

Normative Q-Ab-Or ratios (Barth mesonorm) of 6 homogeneous 

diatexites (black circles), 9 inhomogeneous diatexites and 

1 metatexite (open circles) from the St. Malo belt and 2 

inhomogeneous diatexites and 1 sheared inhomogeneous 

diatexite (red circles) from the Dinan belt. The curves are 

from Figure VI.3. 
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Figure VI.6 

Normative Ab-Or-An ratios (upper: Kelsey-C.I.P.W. norm; 

lower: Barth mesonorm) of 6 homogeneous diatexites (black 

circles). 9 inhomogeneous diatexites and 1 metatexite (open 

Circles) from the St. Malo belt and 2 inhomogeneous 

diatexites and 1 sheared inhomogeneous diatexite (red 

circles) from the Dinan belt. The isobaric univarient 

curve for 1 kb has been projected from the Q saturated 

surface ontothe Ab-Or-An face of the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron 

(after James and Hamilton, 1969). 
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Fi.9ure VI. 7 

Normative Q-Ab-Or ratios (Kelsey-C.I.P.W. norm) of 2 samples 

from the Colombiere granite (diagonal crosses), 1 granite 

sheet, 1 granite pegmatite sheet and 2 trondhjemite sheets 

(upright crosses) from within the St. Malo belt. The curves 

are" from Figure VI.3. 
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Figure VI.8 

Normative Q-Ab-Or ratios {Barth mesonorm) ' of 2 samples from 

the Colombi~re granite (diagonal crosses'), 1 granite sheet, 

1 granite pegmatite sheet and 2 trondhjemite sheets (upright 

crosses) from within the St. Malo belt. The curves are 

trom Figure VI.3. 
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Figure VI.9 

Normative Ab-Or-An ratios {upper: Kelsey-C.I.P.W. norm; 

lower: Barth mesonorm} of 2 samples from the Colombiere 

granite (diagonal crosses), 1 granite sheet, 1 granite 

pegmatite sheet and 2 trondhjemite sheets (upright crosses) 

from within the St. Malo belt. The isobaric univarient 

curve for 1 kb has been projected from the Q saturated 

surface onto the Ab-Or-An face of the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron 

(after James and Hamilton, 1969). 
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. Figure VI. 10 

Normative Q-Ab-Or ratios (Ke1sey-C.I.P.W. norm) of 5 samples 

of metasediment from within the St. Malo belt (blue circles) 

and various greywackes (black circles) and arko~es (open 

circles with diagonal line). The curves are from Figure VI.3. 

1. Average of 23 greywackes (Pettijohn, 1957). 

2. Average of 30 greywackes (Tyrre11, 1933). 

3. Mixture of 2 parts shale and 1 part arkose (Pettijohn, 

1957). 

4. Average of 61 greywackes . (Tobscha 11, 1971). 

5. Fresh Franciscan greywacke (Ta1iaferro, 1943). 

6. Average of 9 non-garnetiferous schists (Brown, 1967). 

7. Average of 3 Torridonian arkoses (Kennedy, 1951). 

8. Lower Old Red Sandstone (Mackie, 1905). 

9. Unmetamorphosed sparagmite (Barth, 1938). 

. 10. Average arkose (Pettijohn, 1957). 
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Figure VI.ll 

Normative Q-Ab-Or ratios (Barth mesonorm) of 5 samples** of 
r' 

~ 

metasediment from within the St. Malo belt (blue circles) 

and various greywackes (black circles) and arkoses (open 

circles with diagonal line). The curves are from Figure VI.3. 

1. Average of 23 greywackes (Pettijohn, 1957). 

2. Average of 30 greywackes (Tyrre11, 1933). 

3. Mixture of 2 parts shale and 1 part arkose (Pettijohn, 

1957). 

4. Average of 61 greywackes (Tobschall, 1971). 

5. Fresh Franciscan greywacke (Ta1iaferro, 1943). 

6. Average of 9 non-garnetiferous schists (Brown, 1967). 

7. Average of 3 Torridonian arkoses (Kennedy, 1951). 

8. Lower Old Red Sandstone (Mackie, 1905). 

9. Unmetamorphosed sparagmite (Barth, 1938). 

10. Average arkose (Pettijohn, 1957). 

++ Analysis deficient in A1 203 
** Analysis deficient in CaO 

++ 

** 
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Figure VI.12 

Normative Ab-Or-An ratios (upper: Kelsey-C.I.P.W. norm; 

lower: Barth mesonorm) of 5 samples of metasediment from 

within the St. Malo belt (blue circles) and various 

greywackes (black circles) and arkoses (open circles with 

diagonal line). The isobaric univarient curve for 1 kb has 

been projected from the Q saturated surface onto the 

Ab-Or-An face of the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron (after James 

and Hamilton, 1969). 

1. Average of 23 greywackes (Pettijohn, 1957). 

2. Average of 30 greywackes (Tyrrell, 1933). 

3. Mixture of 2 parts shale and 1 part arkose (Pettijohn, 

1957). 

4. Average of 61 greywackes (Tobschall, 1971). 

5. Fresh Franciscan greywacke (Taliaferro, 1943). 

6. Average of 9 non-garnetiferous schists (Brown, 1967). 

7. Average of '3 Torridonian arkoses (Kennedy, 1951). 

8. Lower Old Red Sandstone (Mackie, 1905). 

9. Unmetamorphosed sparagmite (Barth, 1938). 

10. Average arkose (Pettijohn, 1957). 
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Table VLl Normative Ab/An ratios. 

SAMPLE Ab/An C.LP.W. norm Ab/An Mesonorm 

765 7.6 21. 5 
701 3.7 4.8 
703 4.0 5.5 
358 4.4 6.0 
758 4.4 5.7 
720 6.0 9.5 

757 4.9 9.6 
704 8.7 00 

759 5.4 10.7 
760 5.7 12.4 
205 5.3 11.6 
207 4.7 10.9 
208 6.2 13.2 
210 4.8 10. 1 
721 3.6 5.6 
902 5.7 21.1 
915 8.5 00 

905 4.0 12.2 
761 6.2 15. 1 

345 11.5 18.0 
360 17.0 24.0 
708 7.9 10.2 
745 9.3 11.6 

740 3.5 4. 1 

742 2.5 2.8 

204 2.8 11. 5 

706 2.3 3.2 
718 39.9 

766 3.3 5.7 
733 3.0 4.2 



Figure VI.13 

Vapour-saturated equilibrium diagram for the system Si02 (Q) -

NaA1Si 30S (Ab) - KA1Si 30S (Or) - CaA1 2Si 20S (An) - H20 at 5 kb 

(based on Carmichae1, 1963 an4,Presna11 and Bateman, 1973 
r 

after data given by Yoder, Stewart and Smith, 1957; Yoder, 

1965; Stewart, 1967; Morse, 1970; and Luth, Jahns and Tutt1e, 

1964). Within the tetrahedron two curved surfaces are of 

interest: 

1. The surface a-b-c is the boundary separating the primary 

phase volume of quartz from that of feldspar. This is the 

quartz-feldspar surface (James and Hamilton, 1969). Liquid 

compos.itions on this surface will be in equilibrium with both 

quartz and feldspar. 

2. The surface d-e-f-g is the boundary separating the 

primary phase volume of plagioc1ase from that of alkali 

feldspar. This is the two-feldspar surface (James and 

Hamilton, ~.cit.). Liquids on this surface will be in 

equilibrium with · both p1agioclase and alkali feldspar. 

The line d-e is the locus of liquids in equilibrium with 

quartz, plagioc1ase and alkali feldspar. 
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the Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedr-on and although some of the diatexites lie 

close to the quartz-feldspar surface most lie well into the quartz 

volume. It is possible to predict the order of crystallization of the 

fe1sic phases during equilibrium crystallization of the diatexite 

compositions from the phase relations within the vapour saturated 

Q-Ab-Or-An tetrahedron (Figure VI.13). The diatexites will crystallize 

quartz until the liquid reaches the quartz-feldspar surface whereupon 

both quartz and p1agioc1ase {within the oligoc1ase range} will be 

crystallized. The liquid will move as crystallization proceeds and 

temperature falls towards the intersection of the quartz-feldspar 

surface by the two-feldspar surface (the low temperature trough of 

K1eeman, 1965). Upon reaching this univarient line quartz, p1agioclase 

and alkali feldspar will be crystallized. During this equilibrium 

crystallization the water vapour pressure will constantly increase as 

the volume of, crystals to liquid increases. The main assumption that 

has been made in the above discussion is that the Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 system 

approximates closely enough to the bulk composition of the diatexites 

such that biotite in equilibrium with the crrstallizing liquid or 
/ , 

equilibrium crystallization of biotite will not significantly alter the 

crystallization path of the felsic phases. Equilibrium crystallization 

of biotite would reduce the rate of increase in the water vapour 

pressure. The observed textural relationships between the quartz, 

plagioclase and a.lkali feldspar in the diatexites (presented in Chapter 

Ill) is in accord with the predicted order of crystallization presented 

above. 

Brown (1970a & bj and in: Brown and Fyfe, 1970) has undertaken an 

experimental investigation into the production of granites and related 

rocks during ultrametamorphism. There is considerable similarity between 

the normative Q-Ab-Or ratios of early liquid compositions resulting from 
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hydrate induced melting (muscovite and biotite) within granitic and 

dioritic mineral mixtures at temperatures between 6900C and 7600C and 

pressures of 2 kb to 4 kb and some of the St. Malo diatexites 

(compare Tables 111.1 & 111.2 and Figures VI.4 and VI.5 with Brown and 

Fyfe, ~.cit., Table 2 and Fig. 3). 

The Genesis of the St. Malo Rocks 

The presence of prismatic sillimanite within the schistose 

palaeosome of the metatexites suggests metamorphism under upper 

amphibolite facies conditions. Andalusite and kyanite are not found 

within rocks of the St. Malo migmatite belt. Thus sillimanite is the 

only polymorph of A1 2Si05 within the St. Malo rocks which allows a 

lower limit and an upper limit to be placed on the load pressures at 

the time of th"e metamorphic climax. Unfortunately, the stability 

fields of the aluminosilicates are uncertain (Zen, 1969). The stability 

fields determined by Richardson, Gilbert and Bell (1969) are popular 

with some authors whilst the stability fields determined by Holdaway 

(1971) are preferred by other authors. The results of Holdaway (~. 

cit.) are preferred in this study. At 6000C sillimanite is the stable 

polymorph of A1 2Si05 between 2.25 kb and 5.75 kb and at 7aOoC it is 

stable between 0.75 kb and 7.75 kb. The general absence of cordierite 

and garnet from the St. Malo rocks is unhelpful but Da1lmeyer and Dodd 

(1971) have suggested that Bi+Si1l+Q might remain stable above 

pressures around 3.5 kb until temperatures in excess of 7500C (see also 

Steuh1, 1962 and Knabe, 1966). The presence of late poikiloblastic 

muscovite and muscovite-quartz symp1ectites (Chapter Ill) demands a 

water vapour pressure of at least 3.5 kb to 4 kb (Evans, 1965). 
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The upper part of the amphibolite facies of metamorphism is 

characterised by the breakdown of micas, especially muscovite (see the 

experimental work of Segnit and Kennedy, 1961; Evans, 1965; Ve1de, 

1966; A1thaus, Karotke, Nitsch and Wink1er, 1970; Kerrick, 1972; 

Storre, 1972; and Day, 1973). One reaction is: 

muscovite + quartz = A1 2SiOS + K-feldspar + H20 

and the stability curve for this reaction is well established. In the 

more complex systems represented by rocks, however, the reaction for 

the breakdown of muscovite may well be more complex. Guidotti (1963) 

has suggested a reaction between muscovite+sodic p1agioc1ase+quartz to 

produce an a1uminosi1icate+K-fe1dspar+ a more calcic p1agioc1ase+water. 

Wink1er (1970) has suggested that water vapour pressure must exceed 

3.5 kb to 4 kb with temperatures between 6250C and 6750C for the first 

entry of the isograd "K-fe1dspar+A1 2Si05 in anatectic (migmatitic) 

areas". This is in good agreement with Lundgren's (1966) estimate of 

6500C for the appearance of the sillimanite-orthoclase isograd in 

south-eastern Connecticut. It is considered that temperatures in excess 

of 6500C at load pressures of 4kb to 6.5 kb represent the conditions 

prevailing during the metamorphic climax that affected the St. Malo 

migmatite belt. 

Water is critical during u1trametamorphism although agreement on 

whether a vapour phase is present in amphibo1ite facies rocks has not 

been reached. Huang and Wy11ie (1973) consider that a pore fluid would 

be present at the beginning of melting but Fyfe (1970) and Brown and 

Fyfe (1970) consider that the only water present at the beginning of 

melting would be that held in hydrated phases such as mica and 

amphibole. Experimental work has concentrated on the situation for 

PH20 = Ptota1 (Tutt1e and Bowen, 1958; Luth, Jahns and Tuttle, 1964; 
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Von Platen, 1965; Wink1er, 1967; James and Hamilton, 1969; Piwinskii, 

1968; and Piwinskii and Wy11ie, 1968) although Brown (1970a & b; 

Brown and Fyfe, 1970 & 1972) has considered the situation when P
H20 

is 

less than Ptota1' 

The elimination of muscovite in an area of high-grade metamorphic 

rocks with the resultant production of migmatites by anatexis has been 

discussed by Lundgren (1966). If a vapour phase was presen~muscovite 

breakdown would have started with the liquid abse~t reaction a1bite+ 

muscovite+quartz = si11imanite+K-fe1dspar+vapour (see Evans, 1965). 

Since the rocks would have contained only a little vapour most of the 

muscovite breakdown would have occurred through the vapour absent 

reaction a1bite+muscovite+quartz = sillimanite+K-feldspar+liquid (see 

Segnit and Kennedy, 1961) with concomitant migmatization (Kerrick, 

1972). Lundgren (~.cit.) considers that in addition to partial 
-

melting of rocks in which muscovite was being eliminated there was 

intrusion of material from deeper zones in which biotite was being 

eliminated. Both Lundgren and Blattner (1971) have suggested that 

although PH20 may initially be less than Ptota1 the destruction of 

micas with the liberation of water should serve to raise the P
H20 

to 

Ptotal. Fyfe (1970) has suggested that the mineralogy of migmatites 

(eg. the occurrence of garnet) indicates that granitic liquids are 

not generally water saturated and do not form on minimum melting curves~ 

Garnet is present in the migmatites studied by Lundgren (~.cit.) but 

not in those studied by B1attner t2.E,.cit.). 

At low Ptota1 the decomposition of muscovite in the presence of 

quartz proceeds by one of the liquid absent reactions Ab+Ms+Q = 
Si11+K-f+V or Ms+Q = Si11+K-f+V which occur before the melting of 

Q+Ab+Or+V (Figure VI.14). Above 3.5 kb (Ptota1 = PH 0) at temperatures 
. 2 

of 6500C the assemblage Ms+Ab+Or+Q+V melts (Figure VI.14). Fyfe (1970), 



Fi gure VI. 14 

1 
PH20-T diagram for quartz saturated phase relations. 

Based upon data from: A1thaus ~!l, 1970; Day, 1973; 

Evans, 1965; Ho1daway, 1971; Huang and Wy11ie, 1973; 

Kerrick, 1972; Lambert, Robertson and Wyllie, 1969; 

Merri11, Robertson and Wy11ie, 1970; Richardson et!l, 

1969; 5torre, 1972; and Thompson, 1974. 

H = A1uminosi1icate triple point after Ho1daway. 

RGB = A1uminosi1icate triple point after Richardson et !le 

And = anda1usite, 51-11 = si11imanite, I\Y = kyanite, 

Ms = muscovite, Ab = a1bite, Or = K-f = K-fe1dspar, 

Q = quartz, V = vapour, and L = liquid. 
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\ 
Figure VI.1S 

Water undersaturated melting relations for granitic 

compositions. Based upon Figure VI.14 and data from: 

Brown, 1970b; Brown and Fyfe, 1970; Da1lmayer and Dodd, 

1971; and Fyfe, 1'970. Melting curves of constant PH20 

«Ptota1) are modified from Brown (1970b) and the lines 

showing the probable minimum percentage water solubility 

in granitic liquids formed during water undersaturated 

melting are from Brown {~.cit.} without modification. 

Abbreviations are those of Figure VI.14 plus Bi = biotite, 

C = cordierite and G = garnet. 
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Brown (1970a & b) and _Brown and Fyfe (1970) have considered water 

undersaturated melting in granitic systems. Above 3.5 kb Ptota1 at 

temperatures pf 6500C the decomposition of muscovite in the presence 

of quartz proceeds by one of the vapour absent reactions Ab+Ms+Q = 

Si11+K-f+L or Ms+Q = Si11+K-f+L (Figure VI.14) with the concomitant 

production of a granitic melt (Brown and Fyfe, ~.cit.). Water 

undersaturated melting relations for granitic compositions are shown 

in Figure VI.15. Neither anorthite nor paragonite are considered in 

Figures VI.14 and VI.15. The ternary solution of anorthite and the 

common occurrence of p1agioclase with alkali feldspar is significant 

(Evans and Guidotti, 1966). Adding anorthite through the formation of 

plagioclase instead of albite would move the Ab+Ms+Q = Sill+K-f+V or L 

to higher temperatures (Evans and Guidotti, ~.cit.). The St. Malo 

rocks carry plagioclase of variable composition within the oligoclase 

range (Chapter Ill). Adding a paragonite component to the white mica 

would move the Ab+Ms+Q = Sill+K-f+V or L to lower temperatures 

(Chatterjee, 1972). The paragonite component in the white mica of the 

diatexite source rocks is unknown. The effects of the anorthite 

component and the paragonite component in the natural system probably 

cancel each other out. 

The St. Malo migmatites are thought to have formed at temperatures 

in excess of 6500C at Pload of 4 kb to 6.5 kb (above). This suggests 

geotherma1 gradients of between 2aoC/km and 46oC/km, which are 

considered to be reasonable in mobile belts (Fyfe, 1973). The 

temperature and fugacity of water at the time of crystallization of 

biotites from the St. Malo rocks have been calculated (Chapter IV). 

The f
H20 

may be converted to PH20 using the data of Burnham, Holloway 

and Davis (1969). This data provides an estimate of the prevailing 

PH20 during diatexite crystallization. The biotites from typical 
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inhomogeneous diatexites give a temperature of 7200C and a PH20 of 

2.8 kb. The biotites from the homogeneous diatexite and the 

Colombiere granite .give the fonowing estimates of temperature and 

water pressure: St. Jacut - 6400C and 4.7 kb to 6.4 kb; north of 

Port Briac - 6650C and 3.25 kb; and the Colombiere granite - 6700C and 

2.45 kb. Fluorine and chlorine have not been determined for the St. 

Malo rocks, accordingly water is considered to be the main volatile 

component affecting the temperatures of melting (it is realized that 

the presence of F and Cl will lower the temper~res for the 

beginning of melting). 

For the estimated Pload range of 4 kb to 6.5 kb and temperatures 

in excess of 6500C (4 kb) to 6900C (6.5 kb) the vapour absent reaction 

Ab+Ms+Q = Sill+K-f+L is unstable (Figure VI.15) and granitic melts will 

result (Brown and Fyfe; 1970). If a pore fluid is present the liquid 

absent reaction AbiMs'+Q = Sill+K-f+V will precede melting. Biotite is 

considered to have remained stable during anatexis at the present level 

of exposure in the St. Malo migmatite belt. The biotites from the 

inhomogeneous diatexites are thought to have remained in equilibrium 

with an anatectic melt, ie. the temperature of 7200C from the biotites 

represents a maximum for this level in the belt and PH20 was less than 

Pload. From Figure VI.15 at Pload of 5.25 kb {mean of 4 kb and 6.5 kb} 

water undersaturated melting can begin at about 6700C which allows a 

500C temperature interval to 720
o

C. 

At depths below the level of the .St. Malo migmatite belt now 

exposed both muscovite and biotite will be eliminated by the two vapour 

absent reactions Ab+Ms+Q = Sill+K-f+L and Bi+Sill+Q = C+K-f+L (Figure 

VI.15) at temperatures greater than 7200C and Pload greater than 5.25 kb. 

Melts produced at these depths may well be of sufficient quantity to 
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collect and intrude upward. The high PH20 suggested by the St. Jacut 

homogeneous diatexite biotites means that PH20 must have been close to 

P
load 

(estima~ed P
H20 

of 4.7 kb to 6.4 kb and estimated Pload of 4 kb 

to 6.5 kb) and accordingly placed severe limitations upon the intrusive 

ability of the melt (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958), The lower PH20 and higher 

temperature suggested for the crystallisation of the biotites from the 

Colombi~re granite are in accord with the field evidence suggesting 

intrusion of material (Chapter 11) and imply water undersaturated 

crystallization. Similarly, the homogeneous diatexite which outcrops 

to the north of Port Briac, near Cancale, has intruded into Pentevrian 

metasediments (Chapter 11) and again the lower PH20 and higher 

temperature suggested for the crystallization of the biotite from these 

rocks imply water undersaturated crystallization. The St. Jacut 

homogeneous diatexite has probably not come far. The Colombiere 

granite and the Port Briac homogeneous diatexite, however, are clearly 

intrusive and were probably derived from depths below the present 

erosion level. 

The temperatures for the onset of melting presented above are in 

good agreement with experimental work in the Q-Ab-Or-An-H20 system, 

experimental melting of mineral mixtures and experimental work on igneous 

rocks', Von Platen (196S) found that melting was initiated in gneisses 

with varying Ab/An ratios at temperatures between 6900C and 7300C at 

2 kb water pressure, these temperatures would be 400C lower at 5 kb 

water pressure. Wink1er and Von Platen (quoted, with the revised 

temperature calibration, by Wink1~r, 1967) found that melting began in 

greywackes between 68SoC and 71SoC at 2 kb water pressure depending 

upon the Ab/An ratio of the rock, again these temperatures would be 

400C lower at S kb water pressure. Between 60% and 80% of the ,gneiss 

had melted within SOoC of initial melting (Von Platen, ~.cit.). At a 
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temperature of 7700e the greywackes had produced between 63% and 73% 

anatectic melt (Wink1er, ~.cit.). Steuh1 (1962) showed that melting 

commenced between 6700e and 6800e in a biotite paragneiss and that 

above 6900e p1agioc1ase and, above 7000e, biotite are resolved 

fractionally by the melt at 2 kb water pressure. Wink1er (~.cit.) 

has summarized the work of Knabe (1966) in the following words lIit is 

certain that, unlike muscovite, not all of the biotite disappears at . 

the beginning of anatexis. Instead, the amount of biotite diminishes 

as the temperature is increased, and even at temperatures 70-1000e 

higher than the beginning of anatexis, an appreciable portion of the 

biotite is still preserved ll
• 

K1eeman (196S) has argued that a quartzo-fe1dspathic rock 

containing quartz (48%), orthoc1ase (19%), a1bite (29%) and anorthite 

(4%) would begin to melt under a water pressure of 5 kb at 6500e and 

would continue to melt with increasing temperature until about 61% of 

the rock had become molten at about 6600e. A lSoe rise in temperature 

after this would melt a further 12% of the rock but the remainder, all 

quartz, would require a further rise in temperature of 1000e before it 

had all melted. Thus, he argues, over 70% of a rock of that composition 

would melt within a 250e temperature rise from the beginning of melting. 

Experimental work on the beginning of melting in mineral mixtures 

and igneous rocks is extensive and includes Brown (1970a & b); Brown 

and Fyfe (1970); Tutt1e and Brown . (1958); Luth, Jahns and Tutt1e (1964); 

Piwinskii (1968); Piwinskii and Wy11ip (1968); and Huang and Wy11ie 

(1973). The beginning of melting in granite at 5 kb water pressure is 

about 6400e and for granQdiorite at 5 kb water pressure is about 6650e. 

The granite 1iquidus at 5 kb water pressure is about 6700e, whilst for 

most granodiorites both K-fe1dspar and quartz have been eliminated at 

7000e under 5 kb water pressure (from Piwinskii, ££.cit. and Piwinskii 

and Wyllie, ..2£.cit.)~ 
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The proposed geDesis of the St. Malo migmatites is consistent with 

experimental data. The quantity of melt produced by a rise in 

temperature d~pends upon two factors - the magnitude of the rise in 

temperature and the bulk rock composition, especially the initial Ab/An 

ratio. Within 500C of initial melting it is reasonable to expect that 

between 60% and 80% of the rock will have melted. The irntial segregation 

during 0
1 

to produce the metatexitic banding (see Chapter V)WiS probably 

in response to temperatures only slightly above that required for 

anatexis to commence. Later diatexis (see Chapter V) accompanied the 

temperature maximum within the belt. Variation in the amount of melt 

produced during initial metatexis has resulted in the development of 

different migmatite structures. Variation in the amount of melt 

produced during later diatexis has resulted in areas where metatexite 

and diatexite are frequently intermingled (eg. between St. Briac and 

Dinard, see Chapter 11) and eventually bodies of diatexite with enclaves 

of metatexite and psammite (eg. St. Jacut-de-la-Mer and St. Briac, see 

Chapter 11). Intrusion of material from lower levels within the 

metamorphic belt is the logical conclusion of ultrametamorphism (eg. Port 

Briac, north of Cancale, see Chapter 11). 

It is thought that the biotite schlieren could represent either 

broken up melanosome or aggregated biotite flakes. Van Diver (1970) has 

suggested two possible mechanisms for the origin of biotite-rich orbic1es 

in the "Bullseye Granite" of Craftsbury, Vermont. Either the orbicles 

formed by the coherence of numerous biotite flakes around biotite nucleii 

or they formed by the coherence of nume'rous biotite flakes around gas 

bubbles migrating up through the magma. Van Diver (~.cit.) preferred 

the gas bubble hypothesis but in a water undersaturated environment with 

biotite $elvedges being destroyed by extensive anatexis the coherence of 

biotite flakes around biotite aggregates is more likely. The local 
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presence of tourmaline in the biotite schlieren of the St. 'Jacut-de-la

Mer inhomogeneous diatexites (Chapter Ill) suggests that the gas bubble 

hypothesis may' apply when PH20 approaches Pload . 



CHAPTER VII 
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Discussion 

The St. Malo migmatite belt is correlated with the Pentevrian 

basement of the Armorican Massif (see also Brown et !I, 1971). The 

main lithologies within the Pentevrian of the St. Malo area are 

metasediments, metatexites, diatexites and granitoid sheets. They 

have been subjected to multiple deformation prior to Brioverian 

sedimentation. Other areas of Pentevrian basement within the Armorican 

Massif include the type area along the eastern side of the Baie de St. 

Brieuc (Cogne, 1959 & 1964 and Roach et !I, 1972); o~tcrops around la 

Hague, west of Cherbourg (Graindor, 1960; Roach et !I, ~.cit.; and 

Leutwein et !I, 1973); parts of Guernsey (Roach, 1966; Roach et !I, 
~.cit.; and Bishop et !I, in press), Alderney (Adams, 1967a) and 

Sark (Power, personal communication) in the Channel Islands; parts of 

the Tregor (V·erdier, i968 and Auvray, personal communication); and on 

the western side of the Baie de St. Brieuc around St. QuaY-Portrieux 

(Ry~n, 1973 and Ryan & Roach, in press). These isolated fragments of 

Pentevrian basement preserve within them a complex history of multiple 

deformation, metamorphism and magmatism (Roach !!!I, ~.£i!.) but to 

what extent do .they have a common orogenic history? 

No detailed structural and metamorphic analysis is available for 

the Pentevrian type area although Roach et !I (~.ill. p.248) state 

11 ••• the Pentevrian orthogneisses .and migmatites suffered multiple 

deformation before intrusion of now .poorly foliated granites ll • It 

was suggested earlier (Chapter IV, p.IV.6) that the St. Malo Pentevrian 

metasediments and migmatites might be correlated with similar 

me~asediments and' migmatites on Guernsey (Roach, 1966). Migmatised 

metasediments are also found in the Nez de Jobourg area, la Hague, west 

of Cherbourg (Power, personal communication). 
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The work of Adams (1967a) has demonstrated beyond doubt the 

antiquity of the Guernsey gneisses even though the detailed 

interpretation of his results is difficult. Roach et !L (1972) 

presented one interpretation based upon a sequence of events for the 

formation of the metamorphic complex similar to that given by Roach 

(1966). However, Roach has revised this sequence of events in the 

light of recent work (personal communication and Roach, Bishop & 

Adams, in preparation) and the summary presented here is based upon 

the revised chronology. Roach now regards the older of the two Rb/Sr 

isochrons for the Icart gneiss (Adams, £E..cit. and Roach et !L, .Q1?.cit.) 

as the age of its emplacement (2,620 ± 50 m.y. - Icartian event) and 

the younger Rb/Sr isochron from parts of the Icart gneiss as the age 

of the production of the main penetrative foliation under amphibolite 

facies conditions (1,960 ± 140 m.y. - Pere11ian event). Associated 
• with the empl~cement Of the Icart gneiss was the development of 

migmatites within an older supracrustal sequenc~ both marginal to the 

Icart gneiss (ego Vazon Bay) and elsewhere within the metamorphic 

complex (Pea-Stack and Castle Cornet gneisses). The synkinematic 

Perelle and Doy1e gneisses were emplaced during the tectono-metamorphic 

event that was responsible for the main pe:netrative foliation in all 

the gneisses (Perel1ian event). This main foliation has been folded 

under upper greenschist facies conditions (Lihouan event). This 

sequence differs from that given in Roach et.!!. (1972) mainly in the 

separation of the Icartian and Pere11ian events and the correlation of 

the younger isochron age with the Perellian rather than with the 

Lihouan event. 

On the French mainland at la Hague, west of Cherbourg, the 

Pentevrian basement comprises similar lithologies to that of the . 

Channel Islands (Graindor, 1960; Roach et.!!., .1972; and Power, personal 
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communication). Power has established a sequence of deformational, 

metamorphic and magmatic events remarkably like that of Guernsey and 

a common orogenic history for these areas seems likely. In particular, 

the dominant foliation within the Pentevrian gneisses at Nez de 

Jobourg, la Hague, is that produced by the second deformation and 

metamorphism. The correlation with Guernsey is supported by the 

isotopic work of Leutwein et !l (1973) who have obtained an age of 

2,500 ± 100 m.y. from the gneisses and migmatites. 

Ryan's work (1973) on the Precambrian around St. Quay-Portrieux 

has produced the first detailed description of the Pentevrian basement 

of northern Brittany. In this area the Pentevrian is represented 

mainly by complexly deformed and metamorphosed supracrustal rocks~ The 

Port Goret gneisses comprise a sequence of polyphasally folded and 

migmatitic staurolite-bearing paragneisses and schists. The Plouha 

Series comprlses a supracrustal sequence including volcanics 

characterised by complex interference structures produced by multiple 

coaxial folding. · Four main episodes of deformation - all of which have 

produced a set of folds - are recorded by Ryan ~.cit. and Ryan & 

Roach, in press) from both the Port Goret gneisses and the Plouha Series. 

Locally, the structural sequence is more complex. The first three sets 

of folds are tight to isoclinal and approximately coaxial; their 

interference results in complex outcrop patterns. The main penetrative 

foliation was developed during 01 although an axial planar foliation is 

commonly present in both O2 and 03 fold closures. The Port Moguer 

tonalite was emplaced between the third and fourth deformations. The 

last major pre-Brioverian deformation has produced large scale folds. 

The sequence of deformational episodes established by Ryan on the 

western side of the Baie de St. Brieuc is simi,lar to that established 

for the Pentevrian metasediments in the St. Malo area (Chapter V). 
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This similarity invites correlation and suggests a common orogenic 

history for these two areas of Pentevrian supracrustal rocks. Such 

correlation is intuitive and should be treated with due circumspection 

(see Park, 1969). 

The fragments of Pentevrian basement discussed above fall into two 

groups: the northern group comprising Guernsey, Sark, Alderney and la 

Hague; and the southern group comprising the St. Quay-Portrieux area, 

the Pentevrian type area and the St. Malo area. Correlation of these 

two groups of Pentevrian basement will only be confirmed or denied by 

future isotopic age determinations. In the absence of strong 

contradictory evidence the present writer regards these fragments of 

Pentevrian basement as parts of the same basement complex with a common 

orogenic history. If valid, such a correlation means that there was an 

extensive early Pentevrian supracrustal sequence in part derived from 

and pr~bablY 'in part deposited upon an ancient basement. This 

supracrustal sequence has suffered multiple deformation and 

polymetamorphism under low pressure conditions together with concomitant 

plutonism. It is unfortunate that the Archaean basement to this early 

Pentevrian supracrustal sequence is nowhere seen. 

The Brioverian supracrustal rocks which occur on the north-western 

side of the St. Malo migmatite belt comprise a sequence of turbidites 

which have been affected by three episodes of deformation during the 

Cadomian orogenic episode. The structural sequences within other 

areas of Brioverian supracrusta1 rocks are similar although there are 

sometimes differences in the timing of the main metamorphism 

(cf. Bradshaw !!!l, 1967 and Ryan & Roach, in press). A common 

feature of geographically scattered Brioverian sequences is "their 

general NE-SW to E-W orientation. In the St. Malo area the orientation 

of Cadomian structures seems to have been determined by the structural 
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grain of the Pentevrian basement. This basement control over Cadomian 

structures was first commented upon by Roach (in discussion of Bishop 

et~, 1969) and may be more significant than Bishop et!l were willing 

to admit in reply. The Pentevrian basement responded heterogeneously 

to the Cadomian deformations in the St. Malo area - the strain being 

confined to shear belts up to 500 m in width within which the basement 

gneisses have been reduced to protomy1onites, my10nites and 

u1tramy1onites or my10nite schists and my10nite gneisses. The 

Pentevrian basement/Brioverian cover junction is frequently exposed 

around the Baie de St. Brieuc and the basement rocks are commonly 

strongly deformed adjacent to the junction (see, for example, the 

description by Ryan & Roach, ~.cit.). The significance of these 

Cadomian shear belts has been missed by previous workers who have 

assigned the deformation to the Hercynian orogenic episode. This has 

been occasiol1.ed in part by the failure of some previous workers to 

recognize the longer structural history within supracrustal rocks 

of Pentevrian age than that within supracrusta1 rocks of Brioverian 

age. 
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